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Cory Chase, owner of Darby’s Restaurant in Belfast, paints lengths of decorative
fencing for a new outdoor dining area with help from his son Hagen. The new
feature, an adaptation for the pandemic, will span four city parking spaces and
remain in place until mid-October. PHOTOS: ETHAN ANDREWS
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by Ethan Andrews
aine Center for Disease Control issued
its final weekly influenza surveillance
report for the season last week, logging zero
flu-related hospitalizations or outbreaks. The
email closed on a cheery note: “Have a great
summer!”
It remains to be seen whether the coronavirus takes the summer off, but with businesses reopening, some towns and cities are
looking for ways to let people shop and dine
without inviting new outbreaks.
Until last week, Rockland had perhaps the
boldest proposal in the state — to close Main

Street (Route 1) for the entire month of June.
But after hearing concerns from business
owners, city officials scaled it back to the last
two weekends in June. During that time,
Route 1 traffic will be rerouted to Broadway,
and the Thorndike Loop, a back-lot parking
area in the downtown that connects to Tillson Avenue and to Main Street via Glover’s
Passage, would be available for limited local
access.
Business owners responded well initially
to closing Main Street, but as the month-long
plan developed, a critical number, including
CLOSING STREETS continues page 6

Giving Back…

www.rockportautomotive.com

FREE

236-2431

For the month of June we are 
donating $5.00 of every oil change to
Parents Program of Midcoast Maine

his pandemic — expect one every few
years — is accelerating America’s
transformation. Trends that had been under
way for years now pop up. Some changes
will pass, but many will remain. The postcoronavirus world will likely be as different as pre- and post-Depression eras. Some
of my conjectures:
Consumption. Lockdowns shrunk retail
sales, bankrupting venerable but vulnerable chains. Even after stores reopen, many
consumers will still be unemployed, their
credit already overstretched and unable to
buy much. Online shopping grows, hurting both posh and main-street stores in
favor of Amazon and Walmart. Big cities
thin out as urbanites flee high rents for
small-town affordability.
Dining out gets rarer, recalling yesteryear when families dined at home and
restaurants were for special occasions.
Takeouts ordered online keep some restaurants afloat, but many will close. High
meat prices curb consumption. Cars are no
longer so wonderful if you have nowhere
to go. With less industry and driving, carbon emissions drop. Air travel diminishes. Books purchased online replace library
visits.
Health Care. Telehealth becomes standard, bypassing waits in doctors’ offices.
I recently consulted my cardiologist by
taking my vitals at home, phoning them in
and then talking to him by iPhone. He
decided I looked okay. (On two meals a
day, I’ve lost weight.) Eventually, I’ll
come in for an echocardiogram. Walmart
delivered three months of my meds by
FedEx.
Pressure for a major consolidation of
MICHAEL G. ROSKIN continues page 3
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We’ll leave the lift down for ya!
271 Commercial St., Rockport
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155 High
Street
Belfast

Adhesive & Bonding Dentistry can repair several
broken, chipped or worn teeth at one appointment.
Often for less than the cost of a single crown.

– Free Consultation –
WARREN DENTAL
• 273-2835

338-2339
LISA JAY JEWELRY

EXTERIOR HOME RENOVATIONS
Standing Seam Metal Roofing • Vinyl Siding and Windows
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Call for a Free Estimate
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Buy Online at www.acehardware.com • Pick up at store
10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331
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Just Saying ...

Thank you Judy Ricker for your letter of May 5. I too find
it strange that I can no longer buy food for AIO when I do
my shopping. I greatly enjoyed each week buying what I
knew was needed as well as some other items that pantry
shoppers also enjoy, such as miscellaneous baking supplies
not generally available at food pantries. I agree, evidence
is that food packaging is not a great risk for the C-19 virus,
transmission is mainly by respiratory and oral secretion.
So now I am going to put on two other hats, AIO Board
member and Wednesday shift manager at AIO to explain why
we cannot currently accept food donations. We are a volunteer organization. Pre-C-19 on an open day we had about 12
volunteers running the pantry, taking in and processing donations, stocking shelves, sorting and cleaning vegetables, setting up the shopping area for clients, shopping with clients
etc. You and many other donors came into the pantry with
bags, boxes and wonderful offerings, all having been touched
many times. Donors come in and chatted, we know many of
you well. We loved it. Enter C-19. Had someone sneezed on
the bag of food, or on their hand that opened the door? There
is not room for six-foot distancing in the intake area of the
pantry. All our thoughts went to: We must do everything we
can to keep the pantry open and our volunteers safe (most volunteers are over 65; I myself am 75 and gave serious thought
to staying away, but over the protests of my daughter, I am

still at AIO). We now are allowed only five volunteers at a
time to serve 400 families representing 1,000 individuals per
week. We all wear masks, wash our hands every 20 minutes
and stay apart. We are only accepting food that we purchase
to reduce the amount of touching and to isolate as much as
possible the inside of the pantry. We pack boxes of food and
deliver curbside. We miss very much the personal shopping
of the clients coming in and selecting what they want. We miss
the conversations with them. We miss our donors. We are
encouraging people to come whenever they need food during
this pandemic time, not just once per month as in the past. We
are providing more food with fewer than half the volunteers.
We hope as work continues on the new AIO Food pantry that
the final money needed for construction (about $200,000 remaining) will be raised in time for us to move there this summer. We
plan to be open more often and to provide more food more often.
I hope, Judy, this helps to explain the current ways at AIO.
The money you used to buy donations pre-C-19 can now
be used for us to purchase food, to stay open, to stay safe.
Please continue to support us. Checks can be mailed to
P.O. Box 113, Rockland, ME 04841
We are all neighbors,
Diann Henderson, AIO Board

Re: ‘Perfectly Good Food’—————————————————————————————

by Tom Sadowski

The Newest Age

ou’ve got to admit that it’s very exciting
to be alive in this particular time in history.
I know I am. It’s becoming obvious that
we are witnessing the dawning of a new age and it
won’t exactly be the Age of Aquarius. No, I’m
not talking about living through the pandemic,
although that is certainly putting the nail in the
coffin of the current age, so to speak. Maybe
you’ve felt the change but are not sure what it’s all
about. If you stand back, it’s plain to see that we
are stepping into a time when we’ve abandoned
reasoning and are displaying a shameless disregard for the facts, logical thought and the truth.

We’ve successfully reversed or at least put a significant
dent in so many things that the Age of Reason, otherwise
known as the Enlightenment, brought to us. And I don’t
like to boast, although I’m getting used to it as it’s kind of
fun, what took the Enlightenment 150 years to produce,
we’ve nearly destroyed in a
mere decade; two decades tops.
High-fives all around!
Let’s look at the major points.
The Age of Reason brought us
if nothing else, the use of reason in everyday life; you know,
using logic and facts to make
sense of things. Of course, the use of reason has always been
tentative at best, but recently it’s been defenestrated — or, as
I like to say, thrown out the window. Anything goes now;
gut-feeling, instinct, hunches or random voodoo vibes. It’s
fun; try it.
The scientific method; fine for bringing us TV and cell
phones but when it gets in the way of money and power, who
needs it? God forbid that sound science-based policy get
in the way of the economy or mess with the political
power structure by promoting reasonable procedures. Send
those science eggheads back to the lab so that we can have
a better YouTube for our cat videos — oh, and a vaccine
for this pandemic.
Separation of church and state; looks like various churches are melding into politics especially when they support
the current regime. Religious tolerance, another gift of
the Enlightenment, naturally has no place in a sans-reason
society. You all best get on my bandwagon if you don’t
want to stay on your highway to hell.
Democracy; once the darling idea of people long
oppressed and persecuted by monarchs and dictators is now
so old-school. The fewer people that vote and participate in
government, the better. Soon only white, male property
owners will be eligible to vote and depending on who’s
counting the votes, even that, might be all for show.
The social contract; where we all sacrifice a little for the
benefit of society. What’s that? Well, “sacrifice” means to
give up something you value for something more important. Like a little of your freedom for the security of everyone. Whoa there partner. Relax. I’m not trying to take your
revolvers, long guns and assault weapons, just trying to
explain sacrifice.
Ideas of equality; that’s the first to go. Isn’t it obvious
that if we were all equal, we wouldn’t be superior to everyone else? No, we don’t have to travel or learn about other
cultures to know we’re number one. Just look at our beautiful health care system, our responsive government and our
first-class cat videos.
Freedom of speech, freedom of the press and the separation of powers; they all had their run but definitely
shouldn’t be for everyone; only for those in charge. That
way it keeps things peaceful and it keeps the people whose
opinions don’t matter, quiet.
It’s addictively liberating to no longer be tied to the constraints of rational thought and even telling the truth. It’s
just too hard to think things out. If it were easy, we would
have sailed through all our math classes. We don’t live in
the mountains because walking is too hard; it’s the same
with thinking things through. Why gather data and facts,
check their accuracy, formulate rational plans and implement those plans when we can just have someone tell us
what to believe and go from there? It’s just easier.
Show of hands: all those who want to hear about famous
celebrity’s sexual exploits with two lovers and a cat …
I see … uh, huh; and now all those who want to listen to theories of world economy and political order … I rest my case.
Welcome to the newest age.
Contact the author by sending email to
sadowski@tidewater.net. Please, no cat videos.
© 2020, TOM SADOWSKI

We’ve had to endure a daily barrage of expensively produced television ads lately from Central Maine Power. The
goals of their propaganda campaign are to improve their
public image and to sell us on what they’re calling the
“Clean Energy Corridor” — also known as the CMP Corridor or NECEC (New England Clean Energy Connect).
CMP earns an annual profit of $153 million dollars. No wonder they’re spending so much money to hold onto and expand
their lucrative enterprise. But for all the money they’re spending on TV ads, high-paid lawyers, and endless lobbying efforts,
they would be far more likely to win the hearts and minds of
their Maine customers by redirecting some of that $153 million–dollar annual profit to reduce our exorbitantly high electric bills. CMP customers pay some of the highest utility rates
in the country. Unfortunately that $153 million dollar profit
doesn’t feed back into the Maine economy; it is largely sent
overseas to Iberdrola, the Spanish company that is majority
shareholder of CMP, and to banks in Norway and Qatar.
In reality, the so-called “Clean Energy Corridor” is anything but “clean.” The thousands of acres of northern Maine
forest that would be clearcut to make way for the transmission lines would remove one of the most important natural
resources we have to reduce carbon emissions — our trees.
Hydro-Quebec’s own hydropower expansion in Quebec and
Labrador has actually significantly damaged their environment, including over 60 million acres of flooded lands, which
now emit high levels of both methane and carbon into the
atmosphere. Neither CMP nor Hydro-Quebec have provided
any data to support their claim that they will be providing
Massachusetts with clean energy. In 2019, CMP hired more
than 30 lobbyists in Augusta to lobby state legislators to
vote against a bill that would require that a study be done to
determine whether or not CMP’s claims that the project would
reduce carbon emissions were true. What do they have to hide?
In fact, there are actual clean energy alternatives to the CMP
Corridorproject.“Overthe20-yearlifetimeoftheproposedcontract,Massachusettsratepayerswouldsendbillionsofdollarsto
Quebectobuyelectricity—moneythatcouldbeinvestedinstead
to generate jobs and renewable power generation within the
region. For example, installing solar on the roofs of available
buildings in New England would generate three times as much
power as the proposed contract, according to data from the U.S.
Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Lab.”
CMP’s ads claim that they will be creating new jobs for
Maine, but any new jobs would be minimal and short term
— not sustainable. And CMP has offered more than three times
as much money to Vermont and New Hampshire than it has
to Maine to run similar power corridors through their states
to Massachusetts. Why is Maine settling for so much less?
Thanks to new legislation, Maine has the potential to generate
and market some of our own renewable energy to Massachusetts. We could take advantage of this opportunity to develop
a lot more jobs and income for our state than CMP is offering.
I’m tired of CMP using our money — the money we pay
them as ratepayers — to buy so much influence with our state
legislators in Augusta. I’m tired of CMP using our money to
pay for lawsuit after lawsuit to try to stop the citizen initiative
from getting onto the November ballot. All of this is in their
own corporate and shareholder interest, not in the interest of
Maine citizens. And I’m really tired of their relentless, deceptive TV ads. CMP doesn’t even provide us with reliable electricity, with many of us going for up to a week without power
during outages. And then there are all of the ratepayers across
the state in endless disputes with them over their power bills.
We will have the opportunity in November to vote for or
against the CMP Corridor project. For more information
about that visit: nrcm.org and find CMP Transmission Line
Proposal: A Bad Deal for Maine in the programs menu.
Jill Linzee, New Harbor

CMP’s Ads, Our Money—

Shop with our advertisers
They are the reason The Free Press is free. Support
for them is more important now than ever.
Monthly sponsorship
Sign up to contribute $5 or more per month, and we will
mail you a copy of the paper every week. For $10 or more
per month add a Free Press hat or a subscription to one of
our affiliated weekly papers (The Courier-Gazette, Camden Herald or The Republican Journal) or one of our
monthly magazines (Maine Seniors or Maine Women).
Yearly subscription
Pay $52 in one shot and get a copy of The Free Press
every week in the mail for a year. For $60 we’ll throw
in a Free Press hat.
Pay by credit card:(207) 596-0055
Pay by check: The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076
Become a requester
Requesting that we set aside a paper for your to pick up
at our office in Camden costs nothing but will help us qualify for a discounted mailing rate, which will allow us to
keep a larger share of contributions from paying subscribers and sponsors. Call 596-0055 or email freepress@
freepressonline.com.

How to Support The Free Press—
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Mainers Help Each Other Out. It’s What We Do
by Sen. Dave Miramant
s Mainers, we know how to handle tough times.
Whether it’s our cold winters, days we’re forced to go
without power after a storm, or our hardy traditions of making a living off the land or sea, it’s never a surprise when
we have to find ways to overcome a new challenge. That’s
certainly been the case for the last couple of months, as
we’ve worked to slow the spread of COVID-19 and find
new ways to live our lives at the same time. At times we’ve
struggled. We’ve lost fellow Mainers to the virus, others
have suffered from it, and businesses have struggled to stay
afloat. However, things are now beginning to look up, and
it’s due in large part to one great characteristic about Mainers: We stick together when times get tough.
It should surprise no one that so many folks have chosen
to pitch in during our response to COVID-19. Quite simply,
sticking together in difficult situations is what we do here in
Maine. We’ve seen retired nurses and doctors rededicate
their lives to public health, folks volunteering at food banks,
and others making face coverings for those who don’t have
any. The efforts have been truly heartwarming and are a
reminder of why I love our state and the people who are here.
The work folks have done so far has been great, but we
know that many are still struggling. That’s why I’m here to
tell you that if you’ve been looking to help out, it’s not too
late to do so.
There are many different ways you can help our community or folks in need. For example, it could be as simple
as connecting with local fishermen/women to get seafood
directly instead of going to the grocery store. Groups like
the United Fishermen Foundation have been working to connect consumers directly with these folks who lost their main
customers when restaurants closed back in March. This gets
you fresh fish and helps out people right in the communi-

ty! Continuing to order food to-go from local restaurants and
shops is also a great way to help out, especially if you’re not
quite ready to dine out. These businesses are just starting
to get their feet back under them and every little bit helps.
Another easy way to help out those in need is to donate
blood or to volunteer at a local blood drive. You can find
where to donate by visiting www.redcross.org/giveblood.html. The Red Cross has made sure that giving blood
is still a safe thing to do, even in these times. The possibility of a blood shortage is very real, and donating is a quick,
simple thing to do to help make sure someone in the hospital who needs blood can get it.
Simply volunteering is also a great way to help. Food
banks have been working hard to make sure no one goes
hungry, and they sure could use a helping hand. You can
find a listing of food assistance programs in Maine at
maine.gov/dacf/ard/tefap/countysearch.html. Even donating a small amount of money to a worthy organization could
make a big difference. Direct donations to groups helping
in our community assures that most of the money is used
as intended, not for fundraising. United Mid-Coast Charities distributes donations to many groups helping in our area
and screens the organizations before funding them. Visit
their site at unitedmidcoastcharities.org/covid-19-response.
And for a listing of even more ways to help out or to find
it if you need it, visit maine.gov/covid19/maine-helps.
Remember, by continuing to work together, we will get
through this and come out stronger on the other side. It’s
how we’ve always gotten through tough times here in
Maine, and I have no doubt we’ll continue to do so.
If I can be of assistance to you or your family, please don’t
hesitate to reach out. You can email at David.Miramant@
legislature.maine.gov, or call my office at 287-1515.
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Everyone is now faced with a stark reality, regarding how to
stay as safe as possible while increasing economic activity.
It is false to portray this as a choice of one against the other. The cost to the economy is usually calculated without
suggesting possible new sources of income (even if temporary), such as increasing income taxes, a transaction tax on
stock activity, and consideration of nontaxed offshore asset
holdings and special tax breaks. Nor do calculations of lost
revenue and GDP incorporate a certain virus resurge, which
could force new closures, and all the costs that have no monetary value. There is also little comment on the cost of putting workers back on the job in a context of lax enforcement
of guidelines and too often a lack of paid sick leave.
Nor is there much comment on the impact of a loss of
confidence in the safety of places where people do consume.
In Maine the most at risk includes (in overlapping categories): 250,000 age 60-plus; 77,000 veterans age 55-plus,
and 25,000 disabled veterans; 67,000 on disability insurance; 300,000 with adult obesity; 145,000 with asthma,
including 30,000 kids; 70,000 with COPD; 250,000 with
arthritis; 100,000 with diabetes; 350,000 with hypertension;
74,000 with CHD; and 60,000 cancer survivors.
The most at risk via jobs include: some 40,000 in healthcare; 6,000 first responders; 5,000 postal workers; 8,000 in
education; 5,000 in janitorial and cleaning; 45,000 in food
service; 17,000 in grocery stores; and 5,000 in jail, plus 1,700
staff. This figure does not include workers whose job might
be otherwise “safer” but have pre-existing conditions, or
workers who are in very risky jobs and have these conditions.
Thus, the context of these people’s lives assumes great importance, and will often determine the level of confidence felt.
Factors that currently lessen this confidence:
1. Little education on the fact that the most at risk comprise more than half the population, and that many are
advised to continue the stay at home, and the age 60+ to not
even go to the grocery store. Little mention is made of the
projections of statistical models on case and death numbers
under various conditions of opening (example, by RAND).
2. Few reminders, let alone enforcement, of guidelines
regarding distancing and wearing face coverings. One has to
avoid the Rockland boardwalk and Main Street, and too often
get off the sidewalk. The guidelines are also not enforceable in grocery stores. In short, individual choice seems to
be prioritized over lessening contagion and infection.
3. Although many people oppose the 14-day quarantine
for out-of-staters, the honor system for enforcement is seen
by others as reckless, as again prioritizing individual choice.
4. The message sent when (well-intentioned) officials (in

difficult positions) choose to not follow CDC guidelines on
opening, and report virus statistics in ways that differ from
medical recommendations or the norms of other states.
5. The growing image that the most at risk are only the
age 60-plus, and that they are expendable — people who
have paid taxes into the SSA fund for decades (paying for
older generations’ benefits), and now yearly spend tens of
thousands of dollars in Maine. There is already a loss of
confidence, and more hesitancy to spend. What is the impact
of this on the image of Maine as a place to retire?
There is a need for more information and for it to be presented in different ways — including public service
announcements, mailings and signs, needed on a continual basis, especially to update what is known about the virus.
The individual is on his own to discover, for example: that
COVID-19 can survive in the air for 14 minutes; that there
is a dangerous syndrome affecting children and the signs
of it; that USS Roosevelt seamen tested positive, then quarantined for 14 days, then tested negative twice, and some
positive again; that some places require a 28-day mandatory quarantine; that clusters of infection have been traced to
circulation via air conditioning in enclosed restaurants.
There is also room to find different ways that people
can consume. For example, the farmers’ market is now off
limits to many. Perhaps vendors, items and prices could
be listed at some distance from the market, orders taken and
goods handed over.
At this point, it may be well to prioritize three reminders:
— that the choice to not act as if one is a symptomatic carrier is now serving to lessen consumption, hurting all sorts
of business owners and employees, and to increase anxiety;
— that the current priority given to business opening with
no safety enforcement also lessens consumption;
— that the combination of these two, in a broader regional and national context, severely affects confidence.
It is hoped that readers will write in with ideas on this
worsening confidence-consumption reality.
Judy Pasqualge, Rockland

Raising Confidence and Economic Activity—

We read that the Democratic National Convention is still
scheduled to take place . . . and only two said they believe
it will be safe to travel to and attend the event.
Has the Democratic Party been infiltrated by a couple
of Republicans?
Robert Skoglund, The humble Farmer
St. George

Party of Two—

Mr. Wallace’s letter in the May 12 Free Press is over-thetop. To refer to our governor’s proscribed distancing policy
as a “police state” is extremely inappropriate. The policy
adheres to science-based data and common sense during a
pandemic of unknown duration and severity and in no way
does this “tread on the constitution” as Mr. Wallace claims.
Most of us are increasingly frustrated with this situation,
and the economy is certainly suffering. We all are enduring a stress test to our normal lives, but in this unprecedented challenge it’s wise to reopen carefully with reasoned procedures to minimize the real risk of a resurgence. Freedom
requires responsibility, after all.
Such petulant whining as exhibited in “Doc’s” letter suggests an intellectual maturity level one might expect to find
in a spoiled child rather than a truly “concerned citizen.”
John Alden Shepard, Union

Re: ‘Police State’—
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national health insurance grows. Obamacare’s mix of
public and private plans falters as millions lose their jobs
and health coverage. Could the Supreme Court — which
will soon hear arguments over the constitutionality of the
Affordable Care Act — throw it out? Amid illness and high
unemployment in an election year? Even Republican
justices will fear overturning Obamacare.
Economy. U.S. manufacturing jobs shrink, in the
short term from coronavirus but in the long term from
automation and offshoring. They do not rebound. Unpayable debts at all levels — federal, state, business and consumer — portend financial meltdowns. Oil production, a
global glut for years, declines permanently. At $30 a
barrel, few make money from oil. U.S. oil-fracking needs
$60 a barrel; frackers go broke. Good news: Russia suffers,
too. Tax cuts boost Wall Street, but volatility whipsaws
investors.
Working-class incomes, growing slowly since the 1970s,
decline. Businesses and jobs vanish, leaving millions with
scant savings or safety nets. As housing becomes unaffordable, already substantial homelessness increases. Andrew
Yang’s proposed $1,000 a month for all adults drew scoffs,
but income maintenance is no longer so far-fetched. Congress shovels trillions into short-term subsidies that do nothing for long-term unemployment.

“The rich, once celebrated,
are now suspect
and circumspect.”

Egalitarianism rises anew. Resentment of concentrated
wealth moves beyond the 2011 Occupy protests. The rich,
once celebrated, are now suspect and circumspect. Workers become more open to unionization. Economists discover that markets are not self-correcting and can collapse.
The Fed turns from interest-rate tinkering to bailing out
capitalism. Free-market arguments retreat before “too
big to fail” arguments. Some talk of a national industrial
strategy.
Politics. Partisan rage overwhelms calm reasoning and
empirical reality. Everything is to be doubted; nothing
can be convincingly proven. Democrats fear COVID-19;
Republicans hate lockdowns. Armed protesters chill
democratic deliberation. Advanced surveillance technology raises fears of misuse. Forming groups, long an American strength, declines. Online contacts can’t substitute
for face-to-face, but social media hypes intolerance and tribal hatreds.
Education. Parental burdens, especially strained by
homeschooling, increase, pointing to lower birth rates. Without full-time schools, parents cannot return to work. Many
colleges in long-term budgetary straits will fold, especially small, private and rural ones. Large public urban universities — cheaper and closer to home and jobs — stay
open, but they are hurting, too. Falloff in college enrollment, especially by males, continues. Students dislike online
courses, which require fewer instructors. Part-time adjuncts
replace tenure-track hires. Education level deepens class
divisions between those who can work remotely and those
who can’t.
Federalism. Federal departments and agencies, long
starved of funds and hated by Trump as a “deep state,” may
never recover, leaving the U.S. structurally weak as
challenges mount. We quarrel over how dangerous COVID19 is and who must take charge. Who has emergency
powers, states or the federal government? Or neither?
The epidemic forces desperate states to depend on federal
subsidies.

“Are we watching America
deteriorate? The coronavirus
outbreak exposed long-building
weaknesses.”

International. U.S. nationalism and protectionism dismantle international cooperation. The rules-based trading
order boosted by the World Trade Organization, whose chief
has just resigned, recedes. The U.S. and EU scowl at each
other. Chinese-U.S. relations, inflamed over trade, turn acrimonious over coronavirus. China touts its authoritarianism
and generosity; Washington offers nothing, and respect for
the U.S. falls. China seizes world leadership from a selfmarginalized America.
Are we watching America deteriorate? The coronavirus
outbreak exposed long-building weaknesses. The biggest:
a dysfunctional administration that mistrusts and purges its
own civil servants. The worst legacy may be a generation
of Americans able to believe nothing.
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Notes from Lime City

Where Can This Extra
Anger Go?

by Becca Shaw Glaser & Nathan Kroms Davis
“Nothing and then some! Been filing [for unemployment]
since the beginning of April. Nothing has changed. . . .
Sad day to be a Maine resident.”
—Post on Maine Unemployment Insurance
Assistance Facebook group, May 20

Becca: Nate, we have got to talk about emotional health.
The fact that many of us have lost many of our usual coping techniques. Friendships for many are disintegrating,
changing, with no in-person contact, and Zoom calls make
a lot of us feel lonelier. What can we do to replace the things
we did before to feel okay? We also need to talk about WTH
Governor Mills is thinking by allowing indoor seating at
restaurants. COVID-19 can spread farther than six feet, and
the risk is highest with prolonged time, enclosed small
spaces, open mouths, and indoor air flow patterns. In the
article “The Risks - Know Them - Avoid Them,” Erin Bromage chronicles a dinner where a single asymptomatic person at a restaurant infected many people with COVID-19,
including those at faraway tables. Governor Mills will base
her “decisions on science,” my ass. And do we really think
tourists and second-homers are going to completely quarantine for 14 days? What does The Optimist think?

Nate: I’m so pleased to have earned the title The Optimist from you! It’s true that I generally look on the bright
side, but even my rose-colored glasses can’t obscure the
likely difficulty of at least the next few months (and possibly far beyond). Without wider testing availability or significant improvement in the national infection statistics (both
of which may be possible to achieve — says The Optimist),
it’s difficult for me to imagine a scenario in which it’s feasible to admit tourists without a quarantine period. So the
economic pain is likely to persist, and the organizations and
people and communities who rely on Maine tourism are
likely to continue to suffer. You raised a number of other
important points, but I’ll only respond to one for now: Do
you really think that relationships disintegrate so quickly
without in-person contact? I’ve always been baffled by
the idea that maintaining friendships requires frequent contact; I haven’t spoken for years with some of the people
I consider my best friends in the world. How about you?
Becca: Yes, friendships are definitely disintegrating and
changing (sometimes improving). Remember how you and
I had an issue early on in the pandemic? It was related to
political stuff, but I think the conflict was heightened due
to this time of increased strong emotions and confusion. We
eventually worked it out in person, but without that faceto-face contact I don’t think it would have been dealt with
as successfully.

Nate: I was deeply conflicted over the recent Rockland
City Council vote to decline to pursue a grant that would
have required cooperation with U.S. Customs and Border
Protection, i.e. the Border Patrol. Up until the day before
the vote, I was ready to vote for the grant, though I ultimately ended up voting against it. (In the days leading up to
the vote, I discussed the situation via text message with Becca.) Becca, you were fiercely opposed to the grant, and you
wrote some things that I interpreted as intense and direct
criticism of my thoughts and actions, which led to a bit of
distance between us. But then a while after the vote we took
a walk and cleared the air in person.

Becca: I regret some of the things I said, and am so glad
you trusted me enough to tell me it had bothered you. It’s
a time of extremes. The other day I found myself furious at
a car with Massachusetts plates for tailing me, then passing
me in a no-passing zone. I honked for much longer than was
necessary. Where can this extra anger go, in a productive
way? As to the economic pain, it is an utter lack of creativity and vision when a group like the Chamber of Commerce says that the only solution to the financial crisis is to
force people to go back to work. As a society we should
immediately move to an (at least temporary) universal basic
income for all who need it. Instead, society is forcing
people to wrestle labyrinthine, croaking bureaucracy in
order to get unemployment benefits. Even now, Mainers
are calling dozens of times, waiting on the phone for hours,
and are “lucky” to actually reach someone at the Maine
Department of Labor. Thousands of Mainers are still waiting; a former student of mine was getting dangerously close
to being unable to feed her kids. Meanwhile, those getting
the extra $600 unemployment check are being pitted against
those whose work (but not life) is deemed essential. “Essential workers” are at the mercy of their employer, “fortunate”
to get an extra $2 an hour in “hazard pay.” Angry yet?
Channel it.
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Remembering Robin Anderson
The Free Press is sad to report that friend and colleague Robin Anderson
died on May 16, 2020. Her obituary appears on page 21. Below are personal
reflections by staff and friends on a woman that left a lasting mark for
the better on our newspaper and our lives:
Robin sat at the center of The Free Press, literally.
Like the hub of a wheel, she calmly held the operation
together as the rest of us spun around wildly. She was the
grownup in the room, the mother hen, and Old School, in
all the honorable ways. The first person anyone would see
as they entered the office, she always had a friendly, real
smile and hearty greeting to give — or a hug, if she could
see that was indicated — treating everyone, from the big
wig to the lost soul, with equal respect. (Posers need not
apply; she could see right through you.) As her illness
advanced, there were days when one would walk into the
office and her chair would be empty, her desk light not
on; this would be a harder, and duller, day. But the show
must go on, so we would do our best, all the while appreciating anew the myriad unsung functions she fulfilled, not
least of which were perspective giver and tense-shoulder
massager. What a huge hole she leaves; there is so much
liveliness to miss: the desktop Christmas tree, the Halloween
candy, the homegrown flowers, the colorful fingerless
gloves hand knit by her daughter, the loud bagpipes ringtone when her Doug phoned, the gowns hanging ready for
Eastern Star adventures after work, the tasteful expletives
(after the fact) when someone was foolishly rude on the
phone . . . the stories of summertime rowing around Tenants Harbor, the wise advice when needed, but only if asked
for, the little wiggle dance she would give as punctuation,
having shared a good plan hatched or one achieved. Robin
had zest. She was a Warrior, with a twinkle in the eye, and
all of us who worked with her cannot help but to have
swelled, ourselves, in learning by example the sheer force
of soldiering on fiercely in the face of . . . whatever it is.
The show must go on, so get the job done and then put on
that gown and heels and sally forth. “Good night, You All!”
Ann Greenleaf, proofreader

This past week we lost the greeter at the front door of The
Free Press, both literally and figuratively. Robin Anderson’s cheery voice answered the phone when customers
called to place ads, list Market Basket items for sale or play
one of the many contests in the paper. She greeted our many
walk-in visitors with a smile. The atmosphere Robin fostered is a big part of what the paper is today.
Glenn Billington, advertising repesentative

On my first day at The Free Press 15 years ago the first
person I saw and who greeted me warmly and cheerfully
was Robin Anderson.
That warm and cheerful greeting happened every day
right to the end. In fact, at the old Free Press building many
of those who stopped in to pick up the newest edition really stopped in to see Robin and share a story, a laugh or a
tear, and the visit often ended with a hug.
Robin battled cancer head on. I admired her bravery and
strength. We were happy when her treatments were working, devastated when there was a setback, but Robin kept
on battling, determined to win.
We have lost a wonderful coworker, but Robin was much
more than a coworker, she was a friend. RIP Robin, you
will be missed.
John Jensen, advertising representative
I started back at The Free Press in 2005 (third time working here for me), and Robin was the first person who greeted me (besides Wendell). She was always the first “Good
Morning” I heard walking in the door for 15 years. Every
time I went out to get lunch, she gave me an order (in jest)
of what she wanted. She scrutinized my haircut when I
got back from Sogno, and straightened my collar whenever it was off (up until I met my wife, Jen). I got to know her
daughter and her son-in-law and met her grandbaby as well
as her son and his wife. I’ve known her husband since the
1980s when he was first breaking out from architecture to
graphics and illustration. Robin and I helped cover for each
other when vacation time came, and checked in with each
other on how vacation trips went. How can you ever replace
a friend like that? We even grumbled at each other come
election time, and remained the best of friends through it
all. I’ll miss her, as we all will.
Dan Kirchoff, editorial production/webmaster

Robin Anderson was singular and uniting all in one, much
like the paper she put so many years into serving. I would
like to refer to her fine Yankee character in all this but that
could get me into a lot of trouble. She was a Red Sox fan.
If you spoke of the Yankees or waded into an unsubstantiated discussion about America’s pastime you would find
yourself in trouble. Weeks before spring training the signs
appeared. A schedule at her desk, mutterings about new
signings and excitement about the upcoming opening day.
When the season began, she followed her team from the

brisk days of spring to the dog days of summer and, in the
best of years, into the glory of baseball on a cold October
evening. I have never been anything more than a fair-weather baseball fan, but Robin indulged my occasional observations on her team. When 2004 arrived, the Red Sox, even to
my casual eye, did appear to be something more. As the season went on, there was an inevitability about the team that
put every fan at ease — oh, who am I kidding! After 86 years
of New England hardship nobody exhaled until the final out
of World Series game 4, late in the night of October 27,
2004. The next day at the office there were many blearyeyed fans reliving a moment in history and shaking off the
disbelief that the Sox had, again, finally become World
Champions. I will never forget the joy that Robin had that
day — and to the Red Sox’ credit they were kind enough
to give her that elation again in 2007, 2013 and 2018. Whenever the Sox pick up a ball again in this strange new world,
I will imagine Robin sitting somwhere in the stands smiling
at her team and all the friends and family she shared her passion with.
Wendell Greer, general manager
Robin was the friendly voice on the phone, the first person you saw when entering the office and, in a sense, was
the face of The Free Press. Her job entailed so many varied
things, from reception to bookeeping and administrative assistant to circulation, to anything and everything in between.
She was committed to The Free Press, did her job well and
with a sense of humor. It was a pleasure to work with her. I
will miss her greatly.
Patty Brissette, accounting

Robin was a great person to work with, especially on projects like the sports sponsor blocks, graduation pages and the
Ads By Kids program. Through the years, and there were
many, she took charge of these programs and collected the
information and responses we needed to go forward and
complete the job. Organization was her specialty and she
was often the person who kept me on task. We worked
together on many projects and her input was invaluable.
I am glad to have shared even the smallest part of her
life and benefited much by her experience. I will miss her
terribly and everything she brought to The Free Press.
Deena Carafelli, advertising representative
When I started at The Free Press (not so long ago), I found
Robin to be the unfailing holder of institutional memory;
she knew everyone and everything. She could get recalcitrant machines to work and was generous with her help.
Warmhearted and no-nonsense, Robin was also quick with
a quip, and very funny. I miss her.
Judith Soleil, copy editor

As anyone who came into the Free Press office knew,
Robin was the calm presence at the front desk who knew
just what to do under any circumstances. Rock steady at the
helm, she was tiny in stature but a big presence in our lives.
Georgeanne Davis, columnist

I’ve never known anyone so constantly upbeat and positive no matter what she was going through. Never sour or selfpitying, always sweet. Robin was an enormously proud and
loving mother and grandmother. And thoughtful of her friends.
My hands got cold at the keyboard in the winter, so she surprised me with a pair of fingerless gloves she’d asked her
daughter to knit for me. I think of her and thank her (and
Darcy) every time I put them on.
Patty Poe, former editor

Others have said it, but Robin was always welcoming to
visitors, and so pleasant on the phone — not always an easy
task! and a real trooper, pitching in and working despite her
illness. A dear soul who is, and will be, so missed.
Marjorie Strauss, former graphic designer

In the short year that I knew Robin, she was a unique presence in the office and bracing pleasure to work with. She ran
the front end of The Free Press with an authority that was
campy and low-key and totally real. She was a conservative voice in a liberal newsroom, and we are all the better for
having known her.
Ethan Andrews, managing editor

Robin was an integral part of The Free Press for decades.
During those years I watched her children grow up. We —
Robin and the rest of the staff at The Free Press — all shared
a little spot on the planet together for a long time, and it
was a good spot and a nice spot. My heart goes out to her
family, who she adored and who adored her, and I am so
so sorry for their sorrow. I will miss Robin — and her good
hugs and so resilient spirit.
Sadly,
Alice McFadden, publisher & editor emerita
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Another Sign of the Times —

Karen M. Rizkalla, Broker/Owner
stgeorge-realty.com or karenriz.com
NEW LISTING - ST. GEORGE BUNGALOW

Walk to the beach, boat launch or Craignair Inn from this exceptionally
updated 1930 Clark Island Village Bungalow! Gorgeous, custom kitchen
in 2016 with quartz counters, Bertazzoni gas stove & range hood, FisherPaykel dishwasher drawer, Blomberg refrigerator, refinished wood floors,
lighting, new bathroom, deck & more!  $219,000

ST. GEORGE WATERFRONT - 3.8 ACRES

Even the arboriculture in Warren
is on board with best practices.
Stay home, stay safe, keep your
needles and branches covered.
PHOTO BY JOHN JENSEN

Timber frame home on beautiful 3.8 ac lot w/400 ft. of salt-water
frontage on Ice House Cove w/direct access to Deep Cove. Wood floors,
mature landscaping, art studio/garden shed, & more....$658,000

GREAT LOCATION – ROCKLAND

No prescription needed —

PBMC Offers Overdose Reversal Drug

The Pharmacy at Pen Bay Medical Center has made the
drug naloxone available without a prescription to anyone
who wants it in response to Maine’s high rate of overdose
deaths. Although still being tallied, data collected by the state
point to a 7-percent increase in overdose deaths in 2019.
Naloxone, a simple nasal spray that does not provide a
high, immediately reverses the effects of opioids and is used
to help those who are experiencing an opioid overdose.
Dr. Kendra Emery, a family practice physician who oversees PBMC’s response to the opioid crisis, through a news
release, said of the hospital’s decision, “In this crisis, none
of us knows when we may have to respond to someone suffering an overdose, whether it be a loved one or a complete
stranger. The more people who carry naloxone, the more
lives we will save.”
She emphasized that “opioid overdoses can happen to anyone who is taking an opioid medication, particularly when
taking it at higher doses. Overdoses can also occur in patients
with opioid use disorder. There are other factors that con-

tribute to an individual’s risk. I advise that if you have a prescription for opioids, talk to your doctor about your risk factors. I also encourage people to have naloxone on hand if
they have concerns about a friend or family member.”
Those wishing to purchase naloxone at The Pharmacy at
PBMC should call 301-8585 before going into the hospital. Upon entering, they should let the screener know they
wish to speak to a pharmacist. A pharmacy staff member
will then come to the lobby and deliver the medication.
Dispensing naloxone requires the recipient be trained
to identify an overdose and administer the nasal spray. To
accommodate social distancing guidelines, training is now
conducted by phone after naloxone has been dispensed.
Maine’s Good Samaritan law protects anyone responding in good faith to a medical emergency against liability,
according to Dr. Emery.
Many health insurances will cover the cost of naloxone;
buyers are encouraged to bring their insurance card. PBMC
has low-cost options for the uninsured.

Ask About $250 in Chuck Bucks

2017 RAM 1500
EXPRESS 4X4
• Quad Cab
• Only 23,000 Miles
• 3.6 V6 Automatic
• Remainder of
Factory
Warranty

This Week

$23,985

Come Buy
From the Best
of the Best!

2011 HONDA ACCORD
EXL COUPE

2017 VOLKSWAGEN
JETTA S

• Only 27,000 Miles
• 5 Speed Manual
• Remainder of
Factory
Warranty

This Week

Updated 1910 home in great neighborhood for walking! Spacious
kitchen/den addition with updates plus mudroom, deck & Caldera
Spas hot tub. $305,000

PANORAMIC RIVER VIEWS – SOUTH THOMASTON

Room for gardens & extended family! Large kitchen, dining, living
room w/fireplace, sunroom & 2nd floor family room & many wood
floors. Fabulous 2 car garage with 2nd floor. $362,000

ST. GEORGE WATERFRONT - RACKLIFF ISLAND

• V6 w/Navigation
• Never Driven in Winter
• Only 46,000 Miles

$13,485

This Week

$12,000

70 Rockville St., Rockport
236-8006
herricksgarage.com

Three story home with 208 feet of bold ocean frontage & views yet
gentle access to the shore for kayaking. Stone fireplace, wood stove
& 3rd floor loft room breathtaking ocean views! $637,000
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Nordic Aquafarms—

BEP Decision Pending
After Day of Review

N

by Ethan Andrews
ordic Aquafarms appeared to declare victory after a
day of permit deliberations by Maine Board of Environmental Protections, May 20, but quickly challenged that
interpretation, pointing to a press release that expressed optimism about the process but made no promises.
BEP is considering four environmental applications for
the land-based Atlantic salmon farm that Nordic Aquafarms
hopes to build in Belfast. The facility, at full capacity, would
produce 33,000 metric tons of salmon per year. The project was announced in January 2018, but permitting has been
slowed by opposition to the project, primarily by residents
who believe the salmon farm will have an adverse impact
on Penobscot Bay and the areas that would be cleared to
make way for the 850,000-square-foot complex.
On May 21, the day after the BEP’s deliberations, Nordic’s
commercial director, Marianne Naess, sent out a press release
with an attached note stating that “the DEP staff has been
directed to issue draft permits and we expect that they will
be issued in the near future.”
In an email to The Free Press, Cynthia Bertocci, the
board’s executive analyst, clarified that BEP had not given
the green light to Nordic. “Among the many issues that were
discussed were potential conditions if the board were to
approve the applications for permits,” Bertocci wrote. “The
board has not made any findings and did not make a decision on the applications. The next step in the process is for
staff to draft a recommendation on each of the applications
for board consideration at a future meeting.”
Naess followed up with an email stating that Nordic “has
not stated that BEP has signed off on the permits. The press
release stated that we were satisfied with the deliberations,
that we are on board with the potential conditions discussed
and that we are looking forward to draft permits being
issued. Nordic did not state that the BEP has signed off on
the permits yet.”
Still, the press release had a whiff of finality and relief.
“It has been a long journey and I want to thank our employees, the DEP staff and our advisors for their efforts in the
permitting process” Erik Heim, president of Nordic Aquafarms Inc., said in the release. “We also want to thank the
BEP for its thorough processing of the applications based
on facts and science.”
Opponents raised a number of concerns about the BEP
proceedings. Attorney Kim Ervin Tucker, in an email to
Bertocci, challenged the work of Department of Environmental Protection staff members, who have been providing
technical support and guidance to BEP, reiterating a standing claim by opponents that Nordic has significantly altered
its plan through discussions with state regulators but has
not updated its application materials.
“Your contrived assumptions are not contained in the project as described in the filed applications,” Tucker said. “Your
comments and recommendations should evaluate whether
the permit applications, as filed, should be granted.”

CLOSING STREETS

C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 1

Chris Emerson takes
down a menu outside
Rock City Coffee in Rockland. The city is planning
to close Main Street to
vehicular traffic for two
weekends in June to create
a pedestrian mall.
members of a city task force
for the project, worried that
the business-friendly initiative would backfire if shoppers were unable or unwilling to hike from a nearby
parking lot to the main drag.
Some wondered how they
would get deliveries of goods
if trucks couldn’t pull up to
the front door.
In a letter to the City Council, Heidi Neal, co-owner of
Loyal Biscuit Co. and a taskforce member recalled a 45-day closure of Main Street
for sewer repairs shortly after she opened the business, nineplus years ago:
“While I understand that was a different situation, any
time Main Street is closed during the year, many will just
avoid the area altogether.”
Neal anticipated some local support initially if the 30-day
plan went forward but doubted that it would make up for
losses over the duration.
Reclaiming Main Street from vehicular traffic to create
a pedestrian mall or wider sidewalks had been on the minds
of several city councilors before the pandemic. But fearing
blowback that could harm the chances of longer-term goals,
they deferred to businesses.
“It would really be ideal if we had the money to invest in
the infrastructure that it would take to make this work,” City
Councilor Ed Glaser said. “There would be nothing better
than an old-time trolley that ran from Thomaston and all
the way through to Rockport and Camden, right through
Main Street, Rockland, just the way it used to. . . . But we
don’t have that, and the problem is that [downtown stores]
have evolved for deliveries and for people to be able to [pick
up goods in front of the shops].”
Councilor Valli Geiger said she was “very disappointed”
and believed that businesses likewise might be disappointed with sales this year as a result of not closing Main Street.
“But it’s their businesses,” she said. “It’s not mine.”
Neighboring towns and cities
In the midcoast, only a handful of towns and cities have
the density of stores to consider closing streets, and
approaches have varied from one to the next.
Belfast started more cautiously than Rockland —
closing Main Street or High Street, the X and Y axes of the
two-street downtown, was deemed a nonstarter — but
the final plan, which began May 22, might end up being

Congratulate Your Graduate
In the Newspaper
99

$

And Your
“Grad Ad”
is in Four Papers!
$79 for any
one paper

Special pages will run in The Free Press,
Courier Gazette, Camden Herald
and The Republican Journal. The section will run in the second issue of June for
each paper. Deadline for copy is June 1st.
Call Hailie Brown at 594-4407 ext. 170 or
email hrbrown@villagesoup.com for more
details on this program.

Congratulations
We remember
when you were
just a babe in our
arms and now you
are graduating!
You have done us
proud and we love
you. We can’t wait
to see what wonderful things you
will do next.
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more transformative.
“Curbside Belfast,” as it’s known, allows businesses to
apply to the city to use parking spaces in front of their storefronts for displays and dining areas that will be allowed to
remain in place through Indigenous People’s Day (October
12). Approved retail shops will be afforded a single parking space, while restaurants can apply for multiple parking spaces to create a semi-permanent dining patio.
As of May 21, two applicants had been approved for the
program: Darby’s Restaurant and Rollie’s Bar and Grill.
Cory Chase, owner of Darby’s, bought four octagonal picnic tables for the new outdoor space, which covers four
parking spaces, and plans to bring a pair of the restaurant’s
two-person highboy tables onto the sidewalk. “We’ll have
fencing and posts that I’m going to make up and paint all
nice and bright white, and solar lights; we’ll dress it up so
that it looks good.”
Chase said the loss of parking could make things a bit
tighter downtown if many stores take advantage of the
program, but this year figures to be different.
“If we were going to have the tourist season that we might
have [in any other year], yeah, it would be an issue, taking
up all the spots all over town. But we’re not gonna have that
tourism. We’ll still have summer people that come around,
and the town will be busy. And it will tighten it up a little
bit, but I’m happy that the city’s allowing us to do this. To
finally get some outside seating will be great.”
In Camden, where tourism and traffic meet at right angles
in a summer-long traffic jam, Town Manager Audra CalerBell said merchants haven’t jumped at the idea of expanding outside of their shops, and that they’ve been cautious
to reopen in general.
“It’s something that we’ve offered to the business community, but we haven’t really had any interest; and we don’t
want to move forward with doing anything unless it’s going
to be advantageous for at least a few businesses,” she said.
“I think that we’ll get a better sense of what they might need
over the next few weeks or a month or so.”
The Damariscotta Board of Selectmen broached the question of closing streets or sidewalks at a recent meeting. Town
Manager Matt Lutkus said they ruled out asking the state
for permission to close Main Street (Route 1B), seeing it as
counterproductive for businesses, but discussed the possibility of closing parking spaces on Main Street on Saturdays and Sundays in June to allow for additional pedestrian traffic with social distancing and for businesses to set up
tables on sidewalks in an “open market atmosphere.” Selectmen have asked businesses to come up with a proposal for
their June 3 meeting, Lutkus said.
Statewide, a handful of other communities have discussed
or approved similar ideas. Portland City Council recently
approved closing four streets in the Old Port to vehicular
traffic from June 1 to November 1. David Allen of Maine
Department of Transportation said others, including Hallowell and Greenville, have talked about letting businesses use public spaces, but Rockland is the only municipality to have proposed closing a state road. Allen said the idea
sparked interest elsewhere. “They’ve had inquiries from
the Carolinas about doing this. . . . Let’s face it, Maine is
the leader in the country on a lot of things. Why shouldn’t
this be one of them?”
Maine isn’t quite leading the pack nationally. Tampa,
Florida, closed or changed traffic patterns on a dozen downtown streets for two weeks in May to help businesses meet
state-mandated social distancing rules. Boston might allow
parking spaces to be converted to restaurant seating or
“parklets,” an idea hatched from a 2005 public art project
in San Francisco and now a permanent feature there.
Minneapolis is temporarily closing parkways around two
of the state’s “10,000 lakes,” and Oakland, California, closed
74 miles of roads to encourage physical activity during
the pandemic.
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‘Keep the Faith’ & ‘Pay It Forward’

Belfast’s Community Aid Offers Continue

Two initiatives in Belfast have been created to support
Belfast residents and businesses: the Belfast Keep the Faith
Fund and Pay It Forward.
To “Pay It Forward,” the Belfast Co-op is selling a selection of $20 gift cards for several downtown businesses. They
can be purchased online through the co-op’s “Shop for Me”
page, or at the co-op.
The city is offering relief to residents who have been laid
off or who have experienced reduced work hours, and to
small businesses in Belfast that have been forced to close
or had a reduction in revenue greater than 25 percent due
to COVID-19. Eligible residents can receive a $100 grocery gift card per household, with an additional $50 per
child, to either the Belfast Hannaford or the Belfast
Co-op. A grant of $500 will be awarded to qualified smallbusiness owners.

Our Showrooms are open:
One to One Appointments if needed
Request an In-Home Appointment:
– by calling 593-7702
– through floormagic.us

Those who wish to apply for the Belfast KTF Fund
grocery voucher program may visit cityofbelfast.org/
groceryvoucher, email deputyclerk@cityofbelfast.org or
call 338-3370, extension 131, and leave their name and
phone number. A staff member will return calls.
To apply for a small-business grant, visit cityofbelfast.org/
smallbusinessgrant, email economicdevelopment@cityof
belfast.org, or call 338-3370, extension 116, and leave name
and phone number.
To donate to the Belfast Keep the Faith Fund, call 3383370, extension 131. Donations can be made by check
to the City of Belfast, with the subject line “Belfast
KTF Fund,” and mailed to City of Belfast, attn: Belfast
Keep the Faith Fund, 131 Church Street, Belfast, ME 04915.
A donation to the Belfast Keep the Faith Fund is tax
deductible.

COVID-19 Testing Availability Expanded

Gov. Janet Mills announced May 18 that the Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention has eliminated its
testing prioritization system and is now allowing health care
providers in Maine to seek testing for anyone they suspect
of having COVID-19, including people with symptoms as
well as those who have had significant, close contact with
a person with COVID-19, such as a spouse.
Testing is now available for all people in Maine with
symptoms as well as people without symptoms who may
be at risk of transmitting COVID-19 to others, including
close contacts of confirmed cases, health care workers in
contact with a confirmed case, and people tested as part of
a voluntary sentinel disease-surveillance plan under devel-

opment by the Maine CDC. The state will also be able to
continue to implement universal testing in congregate living settings with an outbreak, such as nursing facilities and
shelters.
This change stems primarily from the Mills administration’s agreement with IDEXX to purchase enough of its
FDA-authorized test kits to run at least 5,000 tests per week
for the foreseeable future. Taken in combination with Maine
CDC’s prior capacity of 2,000 tests per week and additional work to expand testing capacity, the partnership with
IDEXX more than triples the state’s testing capacity. These
tests are in addition to those conducted for Maine residents
by nongovernmental labs in and outside of the state.

Higher Ed Leaders Develop Reopen Plans
The leaders of Maine’s higher education institutions are
working together to develop a reopening framework that
will be shared with Gov. Janet Mills and state health officials in early June.
University of Maine System Chancellor Dannel Malloy
convened an initial meeting of college and university presidents and system leaders — including those from both private and public institutions — and will lead the working
group charged with developing the framework.
“Committing as a state to a set of higher education reopening steps and alternatives will improve our planning and

provide assurances that student and community health
remain our foremost consideration,” said Bates College
President Clayton Spencer through a news release.
Group members include: Dannel Malloy, chancellor, University of Maine System; Jim Thelen, University of Maine
System; James Dlugos, Saint Joseph’s College of Maine
and Maine Independent Colleges Association; Joan FerriniMundy, president, University of Maine; David Daigler, president, Maine Community College System; Clayton Spencer,
president, Bates College; and Joshua Hamilton, provost,
University of New England.

aHOy!

Closures & cancellations

Boothbay Summer Venues,
Festival Plans
The Maine State Aquarium is temporariSeveral annual Boothbay Harbor–area events
have been canceled for this year, and some venues will not open this summer. They include:
Harbor Fest, originally scheduled to take
place in Septmeber; Windjammer Days, set
for June 21 through 29; and Claw Down,
originally scheduled for July 11.

ly closed. For updates, visit maine.gov/dmr/
education/aquarium.
Hendricks Hill Museum in Southport will
not be open to the public this summer due to
social distancing requirements.
Carousel Music Theater in Boothbay Harbor will also not be open this summer.

OK TO COME aBOaRD
1 Patient Person At-a-time Inside
Mask, Sanitize & No-try-ons Yet!
Car Or Porch Pick-up Fine.
Newest Hours: Mon-Sat 10-12 & 1-5pm
www.wOMeNOFSubStANCe.uS for ideas
e-mail: womenofsubstanceme@gmail.com

508 Main St., Damariscotta, ME 04543 • 207.563.6809

15 Starrett Dr. Unit G Belfast, ME 04915
Phone: 207-338-0441  Fax: 207-338-3734
Monday-Friday: 8a.m.-7p.m  Saturday: 8a.m.-4p.m  Sunday: 8a.m.-2p.m.

www.belfastdrugcompany.com
 Professional Pharmacist on site

providing quick & reliable prescriptions

 We can easily assist you in transferring

your prescriptions to us with a simple phone call

Locally-Owned Community Pharmacy

 We are your one-stop shop

for all your pharmacy and medical needs

Drive thru Window Service Area

Delivery in the Belfast Area

Medical Adherence  Durable Medical Equipment  Medication Therapy Management  Long Term Care  Travel
Vaccinations  Immunizations  Medicare Open Enrollment  Medication Syncronization  Refill 24/7
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Staging Shakespeare:
An Online Discussion
From the adaptation of Hamlet Stephen Legawiec
directed in Camden in 2019
Camden Public Library will host a two-part discussion
online about contemporary approaches to staging Shakespeare’s plays. Led by Stephen Legawiec, artistic director
of the Camden Shakespeare Festival, part one, “Where
There’s a Will There’s a Way,” will take place on Tuesday,
June 9, at 6 p.m. Part two, “Living Will,” will be held on
Thursday, June 11, at 6 p.m. Those who wish to attend may
email jpierce@librarycamden.org to request a Zoom link
to one or both of the presentations.
Part one will explore how culture has shaped staging, with
an emphasis on Western productions through the beginning
of the 20th century.
In part two, Legawiec will discuss how directors make
Shakespeare’s plays accessible to a contemporary audience,
with particular attention to some seminal productions of the
last 100 years, including Orson Welles’ 1936 “Voodoo”
Macbeth and Peter Brook’s 1970 A Midsummer Night’s
Dream.
In his 30 years as a director, Stephen Legawiec has
curated over 100 professional productions as well as directing over 75. He launched Ziggurat Theatre Ensemble to
explore the relevance of myth and ritual to a contemporary audience, for which he wrote and directed every play.
He is the author of 30 plays, including Red Thread,

which won the 2003 Garland Award for Los Angeles
Production of the Year.

For more information on this and other online programs,
visit librarycamden.org.

Bay Chamber Concerts Summer Season Update

Bay Chamber Concerts’ planned summer season has been
canceled, following guidance from public health authorities and state officials.
Instead, Bay Chamber will offer the following musical
events this summer:
Masterworks — Each Thursday of the season, July 9
through August 13, at 7:30 p.m., mini-concerts featuring
archived recordings from decades of performances will be
streamed on Bay Chamber’s YouTube channel. The music
will be accompanied by images from Bay Chamber and
Rockport’s archives and the work of selected Maine painters
and photographers.
Jupiter Quartet “Live” — On Thursday, August 6, the
Masterworks series will feature the Jupiter Quartet performing a concert streamed live. They will play the world premiere of “To Unpathed Waters, Undreamed Shores” by
Michi Wiancko, commissioned by Bay Chamber Concerts

Jupiter Quartet performing

to mark its 60th anniversary. The quartet will also play
Beethoven’s String Quartet in A minor, Op. 132.
Through the Screen Door — If official state guidance
allows, Bay Chamber will present a small number of live
outdoor events in Rockport and Camden during their
Screen Door Festival week, Wednesday through Sunday,
August 12 through 16. These will include Morning
Meditations with cellist Joshua Roman, performed
and streamed live each morning from five different midcoast locations, and brass quartet The Westerlies, who
will perform a free concert in Camden. Jazz on the Water
at Beech Hill, Bay Chamber’s annual community concert
presented as part of Coastal Mountains Land Trust’s Arts
on the Hill series, is tentatively scheduled for August 16.
The program will include another world premiere: “Every-

Free Contemporary Music Performance

The Library of Congress and Portland Ovations will
present the International Contemporary Ensemble in a
free, interactive online concert Thursday, May 28, at 7 p.m.,
featuring the world premieres of Suzanne Farrin’s “Nacht”
and Ashley Fure’s “interior listening protocol 1,” paired
with Olivier Messiaen’s “Louange à l'Éternité de Jésus” for
the ondes Martenot, an early electronic cousin of the
theremin.
The stream will also include a monitored chat and a
“lobby” experience, before and after the performance, where

PHOTO: SARAH GARDNER

audiences can tune in to and participate in live discussions
among Farrin, Fure and members of ICE. Glimpses into the
creation of Suzanne Farrin’s “Nacht” will be shared in a
screening of a short documentary. Viewers around the world
can view and participate in the digital event via YouTube
Live and are invited to continue conversations with artists
after the performance in the “lobby” via Zoom.
Farrin’s “Nacht,” created in collaboration with ICE through
remote collaborative systems, is set to texts by Rumi and Hafiz.
The work explores language, translation and identity.

day’s Song” by Aaron Siegel.
More information will be available in the coming weeks
at baychamberconcerts.org.
Fure’s “interior listening protocol 1” begins: “This is a
listening score. To perform it, please find two Mason jars
or two large glasses.” Created specifically for and in this
time of social distancing, the piece is a full-body listening
experience, made possible only by audience members participating from their homes. As Fure leads a slowly evolving physical choreography, the jars produce an immersive
soundscape in the privacy of participants’ own ears.
For more information and to receive a link to the performance, visit portlandovations.org.
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CHRHS Events for Graduating
What Better Co-Worker
Seniors
school website; the presentation can be viewed
Could You Have?
The senior countdown for students graduat- anytime after that on the school website.

ing from Camden Hills Regional High School
began on May 11 with lighting the Mount
Battie star and a Facebook senior tribute.
The last day of classes for seniors will be
Friday, May 29. A virtual fine arts night will
be held Thursday, June 4; attendance links
will be posted on the school’s website.
Senior Memories Day will take place
Monday, June 8, when senior photos will be
displayed on the fence surrounding the
school track.
Diplomas will be presented Monday and
Tuesday, June 8 and 9, all day in Strom
Auditorium. The ceremony is optional and
is only open to students and their immediate
families. Seniors and their parents will meet
on the stage and parents will present diplomas to their children. The ceremony will be
videotaped and will become part of the graduation presentation on June 12.
Senior Voices, a slideshow, and speeches by parents and students will be available
for online viewing after 6 p.m. on Tuesday,
June 9. Links will be posted on the school
website.
The presentation of scholarships and
awards, hosted by Angela Carlsen and Jeremy Marks, will be held online on Thursday,
June 11, at 6 p.m. Links will be posted on the

Graduation will be held online at 4 p.m.
Friday, June 12. Links will be posted on the
school website; the presentation can be viewed
any time after that on the school website.
A graduation tradition, the Senior Parade,
will be held Friday, June 12, at 7 p.m., in cars
rather than on foot. Seniors will gather at the
Knox Mill parking lot in Camden in vehicles
at 6:30 p.m. Graduates and their families will
drive in a procession, led by class marshals.
Graduates are asked to sit in the front passenger seat of their vehicle.
The parade will be led by local police and
will begin at the top of Elm Street near the
library and proceed down the hill. The procession will go through downtown, turn left
onto Union Street, continue on Union through
downtown Rockport, across the bridge, and
turn right onto West Street, ending at the
intersection of Routes 1 and 90 in Rockport,
where police will be directing traffic.
Spectators should park on the right side of
the road in the direction of the procession;
they are encouraged to make signs, bring
cowbells and be prepared to cheer. Participants and spectators must remain in their
vehicles at all times.
For more information, and for links to all
virtual events, visit chrhs.fivetowns.net.
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Middle school students at Sweetland School
in Hope were in the midst of a three-month
community service project that included helping the Hope Library — where one of their
classrooms is located — in dealing with its
discarded books. As a first step, the students
contacted other local libraries to research if
they were interested in accepting books for
their summer book sales. Also, students would
create a Little Free Library in Hope.
Students created sketches, then used rankedchoice voting to choose the design elements
they preferred. Hope General Store was cho-

sen as the location for the Box of Hope, as
the students dubbed the little library.
The student project continued even after
the pandemic forced schools to close and has
morphed into being a more community-based
idea of helping one another with more than
books only. The Box of Hope now includes
food items, masks, games, note cards and
toys, as well as books.
Students encourage the community to take
what they need from the box and to add what
they can.
For more information, visit sweettreearts.org.

Grand Opening
Tunicks Auction Gallery
Pre-Bidding Has Begun
Live Auction Online
Tuesday May 26, 2020

Find Us:

liveauctioneers.com
Search: Tunicks Auction Gallery
For more information:
207.975.1652
Email: davyrose@gmail.com

Monthly
As a regular sponsor, sign up to contribute any amount per month to support
The Free Press. This would be a recurring fee on your credit card. If you give
$5 or more per month, we will mail you a copy of the paper every week. Give
$10 or more a month and we will send you a Free Press hat or a subscription
to one of our affiliated publications: The Courier-Gazette, Camden Herald,
The Republican Journal or one of our monthly magazines, Maine Seniors
Magazine or Maine Women Magazine.
Yearly
Pay $52 in one shot and we’ll send you a copy of The Free Press every week
in the mail for a year. $60 per year gets you a Free Press hat.
Become a requester
Here’s the weird one. Call or write us to officially request a paper and we will
set aside a copy for you to pick up at our Camden office each week. Requesting a paper gives us a way to show the U.S. Postal Service that people want
The Free Press. That could qualify us for the discounted periodical class mailing rate, which in turn would allow us to keep a larger share of the money we
receive from paying supporters.
You’ll be helping us, and you’ll never have to worry about getting a copy of
the paper. To become a requester, or for any general questions, call (207) 5960055 or email freepress@freepressonline.com.
Payment

By credit card:
Call our office at
(207) 596-0055

By check:
The Free Press
P.O. Box 1076
Camden, ME 04843-1076
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Small ruminants, professional development —
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Open for
Curbside Service

Call ahead and we’ll have your
order waiting for you
OPEN 9am - 4pm • Mon. - Sat.

Shop our products on Facebook or
at rocklandfoodservice.com
No Membership
Card
Required
195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443

See Us On

Open for Outside Dining & Curbside Pickup
for Dinner 5 to 8, Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
Lunch & Dinner Sat. & Sun., Noon to 8

Bars Open at 4pm

1 WAYFARER WAY, CAMDEN

24 Public Landing
Thomaston 207-354-4155

UMaine Cooperative Extension
Resources
begin on Wednesday, May 27, from 9 to

University of Maine Cooperative Extension is offering a number of online resources,
including:
An updated section for keepers of small
ruminants on the dedicated sheep and goat
program webpage: extension.umaine.edu/
livestock/sheep-and-goats. The revised page
includes new publications about caring for
young stock purchased off the farm, updated production and health management information, an updated sheep shearers list, marketing resources and information on relevant
UMaine Extension 4-H programs.
For more information, phone Donna
Coffin at 262-7726, or email donna.coffin@
maine.edu.
Virtual 4-H Quarantine Professional Development, for adults working with youth, will

11:30 a.m. and continue at the same time on
June 1, 3, 4 and 11. The free course is designed
for any adult working directly with youth,
including after-school providers, 4-H volunteers and teachers. Topics will include making and tinkering, supporting social and emotional learning, observing the natural world,
and creative problem-solving. Workshops will
involve online and independent work. Certificates for contact hours will be provided.
Registration is required 24 hours in
advance. Participation by video rather than by
phone is preferred; sessions will not be recorded. Register for one or more workshops by
visiting tinyurl.com/y8qo73bh. For more
information or to request a reasonable accommodation, phone Jessy Brainerd at 581-3877
or email jessica.brainerd@maine.edu.

‘Tree Medicine’ at Merryspring
in Camden
culture in New York, and Farmacy Herbs in

Gardener and herbalist Denise DeSpirito
will present “Tree Medicine,” the first in a
series of Backyard Herbalism talks at Merryspring Nature Center, located at 30 Conway
Road in Camden, on Tuesday, June 2, at noon.
DeSpirito will talk about the medicinal
properties of some native and non-native
trees that grow in the midcoast area and how
to harvest from them ethically and responsibly. Tree species discussed will include linden, white pine, willow, hawthorn and more.
Merryspring’s gardens manager, DeSpirito
has grown herbs at Avena Botanicals in Rockport, Stone Barns Center for Food and Agri-

Rhode Island.
The presentation is part of Merryspring’s
Summer Talk series and is subject to cancellation or postponement according to state and
local regulations.
The cost of the program is $5, with free
admission for Merryspring members. Attendees are encouraged to bring exact change
to minimize cash transactions.
Those attending are advised to wear face
masks. Seating will be outdoors in chairs
placed a safe distance apart.
For more information, email info@merryspring.org or call 236-2239.

Merryspring Programs Resume
in June
Weekend Workshops will also take place outMerryspring Nature Center, located at 30
Conway Road in Camden, will resume its nature
education programs outdoors starting in June.
All June programs will be held outdoors in
the park’s gardens and Hexagon. Tuesday Talks
will take place in chairs spaced a safe distance
apart, and speakers will use a public-address
system. Attendees are asked to wear face masks
and to bring exact change for admission fees.

doors; participants must register and pay for
workshops in advance by phoning 236-2239
or emailing info@merryspring.org.
Because programs will be outdoors, those
attending should plan for weather, including
sun. In case of rain, programs will either be
canceled or rescheduled. Program dates are
subject to change in accordance with local
and state guidelines.

Farmers’ Markets Adapt for Safety

Serving take-out dinner Wednesday–Saturday.
Menus will be posted weekly on
Facebook, Instagram, and on our website,
ingoodcompanymaine.com

The Maine Federation of Farmers’ Markets
reportsthatfarmers’marketsareadjustingtheir
physical layouts, locations, market rules, sanitation measures and social norms to keep the
publicandvendorssafe.Morethan120summer
farmers’ markets in Maine provide fresh food
to customers and a means of livelihood to more
than 2,000 farmers and local food businesses.
The Maine Department of Agriculture,
Conservation and Forestry issued guidelines
to clarify expectations and best practices for
farmers’ markets in light of COVID-19.
At farmers’ markets this spring, customers
can expect a different environment than has
been customary. Vendor booths are spaced
farther apart. At some markets, shopper flow
will move in one direction to avoid bottle-

necks and assist in maintaining safe physical
distancing. Many farmers are accepting
online preorders to limit time spent at market. Farmers are pre-bagging and pre-pricing
more products rather than having customers
purchase loose products by the pound.
Through the Maine Harvest Bucks program, more than 30 markets offer bonus
bucks to shoppers using SNAP/EBT. Many
markets have vendors who accept WIC Farmers’ Market checks and participate in the
Maine Senior FarmShare Program.
To find out where farmers’ markets are located this year, visit mainefarmersmarkets.org
and click on the Shoppers tab. Shoppers are
advised to check markets’ Facebook pages and
websites for schedule or location changes.

*Wine, beer, and Summer In Good Company Cocktail
also available with dinner.
NEW HOURS
To place your order, please call

207-593-9110 / 2 – 7 pm
Curbside pick-up 4 – 7:30 pm or arrange with
Schooner Bay Taxi for pick up and delivery
*Visit ingoodcompanymaine.com/wines-for-pope for
a list of our wines and learn how your discounted 10% purchase
of each bottle benefits Pope Memorial Humane Society.
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Guini Ridge Farm
Come See What We Have Growing!

• Large, diverse selection of annuals, perennials, vegetables & herbs.
• High quality shrubs & trees.

• Local meats & produce.
Open Daily
9 AM - 5 PM

(207) 877-5874

Please Check See Our
Website For:
Plant Selection
Shopping Options
Other Great Information

310 Commercial St. Rockport, ME
● guiniridge@gmail.com ● www.guiniridge.com
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depending on how much batter you put in each cup.
mong the many events canceled this year is the annuAmong the many wonderful rhubarb desserts to serve
al Rhubarb Fest held in Intercourse, Pennsylvania. Held
during the season, rhubarb custard cake is delightfully simat the Kitchen Kettle Village, which started in the 1950s
ple to make and simply delightful to eat. Whipped cream
as a jam and relish business and expanded to 42 shops,
or ice-cream topping is optional.
two restaurants and lodgings, the festival includes a parade
with — what else — participants in rhubarb costumes; a
Rhubarb Custard Cake
rhubarb race-car derby with mini-cars made from rhubarb
4 Tbsp. melted unsalted butter, cooled, plus more for
stalks; a rhubarb regatta; a rhubarb pie-throwing contest;
greasing pan
and treats like rhubarb-glazed chicken kabobs, along with
1 cup all-purpose flour, plus more
lots of rhubarb dessert like pie, almondfor pan
rhubarb pastry, strawberry-rhubarb cook3
⁄4 tsp. baking powder
ies and the crowd-pleaser rhubarb-maple
1
⁄2 tsp. salt
muffins. While I’m sad not to attend the
2 large eggs, plus one large egg
festival, as I’ve always harbored a secret
yolk
desire to visit Intercourse, PA, I am hap11⁄2 cups sugar, plus more for
py to provide you with the recipe for the
sprinkling
muffins and look forward to happier
1
⁄
4 cup sour cream
by Georgeanne Davis
times next year.
2 Tbsp. dark rum or orange juice
Rhubarb Maple Muffins
11⁄2 cups peeled, diced rhubarb
1/3 cup sugar
21⁄2 cups flour
1 tsp. salt
1 Tbsp. baking powder
1
⁄2 tsp. allspice
1
⁄2 tsp cinnamon
6 Tbsp. butter
1
⁄2 cup maple syrup
1 egg
1
⁄2 cup milk

Rhubarb
Time

Combine rhubarb and sugar and let stand for an hour. Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Combine flour, salt, baking powder, allspice and cinnamon. In a separate bowl, cream together butter, syrup and egg. Blend in milk. Mix in rhubarb and
dry ingredients just until combined. Spoon into muffin pans
lined with papers or greased and floured. Bake for 20 minutes or until lightly browned on top. Makes 10 to 12 muffins,

2 tsp. finely grated lemon zest
⁄4 lb. rhubarb stalks

3

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Butter and
flour a nine-inch-diameter springform pan. Whisk baking
powder, salt, and 1 cup flour in a medium bowl. Whisk eggs,
egg yolk, and 11⁄2 cups sugar in a large bowl until very pale
and thick, about one minute. Whisk in melted butter, sour
cream, rum (or juice), and lemon zest. Add dry ingredients and fold in until batter is smooth; scrape into prepared
pan. Arrange rhubarb in tight rows over batter, trimming to
fit. Make a pretty chevron or herringbone pattern if you’d
like. Don’t press fruit into batter — just place over top
and let it rest on the surface. Sprinkle with more sugar and
bake until cake is golden on top and browned around the
sides, 45 to 55 minutes. Transfer pan to a wire rack and let
cake cool in pan 10 minutes. Slide a knife around sides of
cake to loosen and unmold. Slide onto rack and let cool
completely. While cake will keep for a day, like most moist
cakes, it is at its best fresh from the oven.
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J O H N S O N ’ S A R B O R I C U LT U R E

Celebrating twenty-five years!
Since 1994 — preserving & protecting
Maine’s beautiful trees & treescapes
T REE C ARE & C ONSULTING
Specializing in Preser vation
Aesthetic, health, & safety pruning
Planting Cabling/bracing Removals
Privacy screens Fertilization/aeration
Woodland improvement Vistas Shoreland zones
Paths/trails Fruit trees
Tree protection during construction
Consultations Tree inventories & appraisals
Organic insect & disease controls
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

ESTABLISHED 1994
ISA Certified Arborists
Landscape & Utility Arborists
Maine-licensed ◆ Insured

Douglas N. Johnson, Sr. Arborist
Nancy Caudle-Johnson, Arborist

MEMBER:
Maine Arborist Association
International Society of Arboriculture - ISA
Society of Commercial Arborists
Society of Municipal Arborists
Tree Care Industry Association
Maine Landscape & Nursery Association
Maine Organic Farmers & Gardeners - MOFGA

207-236-6855
877-TREEKPR

Caring for the earth – one tree at a time.

SM

ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

Belfast Garden Club Cancels Annual Plant Sale —

Belfast Garden Club’s plant sale has been canceled in accordance with state COVID-19 guidelines. A major fundraiser
for the club since the 1930s, the plant sale helps support the club’s community programs and scholarships. For news of
summer activities and
other updates — and to
view garden photos —
the club encourages
people to visit belfastgardenclub.org and the
Belfast Garden Club
Facebook page. There
is also an opportunity to
donate on the Facebook
page to help support the
club’s community programs, including the
10 public gardens that
the club designs and
maintains in Belfast.
Members will continue
to care for the gardens
this summer, taking
appropriate precautions
while working.

WE ARE
2 Gould St., Camden

www.megunticookmarket.com

OPEN

• Curbside Pickup - call ahead, we will shop for you and bring it out to your car
• Open for Walk-ins Monday - Saturday 7am-7pm, Sunday 8am-6pm
• Delivery can be coordinated with Craft Delivery.
To place your order, please call 207-236-3537

Stay Safe and Healthy.
We will get through this together.
Follow us on instagram and facebook.
Full catering services also still available. Thank your essential workers with lunch! Visit
www.megunticookmarket.com to view our catering, sandwich and pizza menus.

Open Daily: Mon.-Sat. 7-7 & Sun. 8-6 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram

STONEWORK

269 Atlantic Hwy • Warren, ME
207-273-1000 • 800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

SUMMER CAMP
FREE REGISTRATION!
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED!
NO PAYMENT UNTIL
CAMP STARTS!
www.rileyschool.org/vacation-camps
vacationcamps@rileyschool.org

Browntail Moth
Treatments
Now accepting NEW clients
organic & synthetic treatments
for all tree & landscape pests

Fully Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates - Break the Cycle
www.hawkestreeservice.com

Fernwood
Maine’s “Shadiest” Nursery

Extensive selection
of ferns, hosta,
native plants & other perennials
for shade and woodland
Yes, we will be open. Visit our blog:
fernwoodnursery.wordpress.com
58 North Ridge Rd. • Montville • 207-589-4726
fernwoodnursery@fairpoint.net

Closed Monday & Tuesday • Open Wed.-Sun. 9 - 5
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Protecting Maine Lakes
from Invasive Species

In January, the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife changed fishing regulations in northern Maine to
prohibit the use of live fish as bait under the general law
and only allow fishing with live baitfish on certain waters
in response to the potential damage to fisheries by the introduction of baitfish where they don’t belong.
The intentional, illegal stocking of species like northern pike,
black crappie or largemouth bass can have significant impacts
on Maine’s native fisheries. Unintentional introductions can
happen as a result of negligence — including the use of imported baitfish. While the level of risk from the latter type of introduction may be less than that from the intentional establishment of large predatory species, impacts to native fish
populations can occur. MDIFW limits the fish species that can
legally be used as bait and prohibits the unauthorized importation of baitfish from outside the state to reduce risk.
Maine’s lakes are also threatened by invasive aquatic plants.
The infestation of lakes and ponds by aggressive nonindigenous plants has the potential to interfere with recreation, alter
fish and wildlife habitat, and degrade water quality. One inadvertently transplanted plant fragment or seed from a boat trailer is enough to play havoc with the lake environment.
For more information, and to report suspicious plants, visit
maine.gov/dep/water.

Online Talk About Coastal
Acidification in the Midcoast —

In Jefferson —

Trails Ready to Run at Hidden Valley Center

Midcoast Conservancy’s spring trail running series will
not be offered this year; instead, the group invites runners
to use two marked courses at Hidden Valley Nature Center, 131 Egypt Road in Jefferson.
One loop is 2.5 miles of relatively level terrain; the
other is 3.5 miles and includes several hills and narrower
trails; Midcoast Conservancy’s AmeriCorps volunteers have
placed signage to ensure that routes are clearly marked.
Runners can time themselves on the loops to help with
training goals. Those who wish may share their times on
the Race Through the Woods Facebook page; training
groups can run separately, as current protocol suggests, and
share run information on the Facebook page as well.

Registration is now open for the fall Race Through the
Woods, planned for Sunday, September 27. State guidelines permitting, there will be a 5.5-mile race as well as a
half-marathon course. The race is open to all levels. A children’s obstacle course will also be available. Race fees
are $35 for the half marathon, and $25 for the 5.5-miler. To
register, visit midcoastconservancy.org/events.
Hidden Valley Nature Center is a 1,000-acre preserve
with more than 25 miles of trails for running, hiking, biking and skiing. It is open daily from dawn to dusk; a $5 dayuse donation is suggested; use is free for members. Wellbehaved dogs on leashes are welcome. For more information
and a trail map, visit midcoastconservancy.org/preserve.

Camp Mummichog canceled —

Sarah Gladu and Kathleen Thornton will offer a free online
presentation from 4 to 6 p.m. on Wednesday, May 27,
about coastal acidification and what data gathered by the
Maine Coastal Observing Alliance are documenting in
midcoast Maine. They will also discuss what is being done
locally to better understand this problem and related waterquality issues. Levels of acidification can be different in
coastal marine waters than in the open ocean. Inputs from
freshwater rivers and nutrient runoff from land can change
water chemistry in coastal areas. Thornton is a research
specialist at Darling Marine Center in Walpole. Gladu is
chair of MCOA and director of education and citizen
science at Coastal Rivers Conservation Trust. For more
information and to register, email info@coastalrivers.org
or visit coastalrivers.org. Shown here, volunteers collect
water-quality data in the Damariscotta River estuary.

GRAPHIC DESIGN - PHOTOGRAPHY - VIDEO EDITING

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
WORDPRESS DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
ALL MAJOR E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS
207-706-6339 - INFO@MAINEDESIGN.CO - WWW.MAINEDESIGN.CO

Coastal Rivers Takes Education Online

Sarah Gladu, director of education for
Coastal Rivers Conservation Trust, recently led second-, third- and fourth-graders
from South Bristol Elementary School and
their teacher, Sarah Flewelling, on a virtual field trip. Students and their teacher followed Gladu on the Zoom meeting platform
(shown here), as she pointed out animal
tracks and signs while on a walk at Coastal
Rivers’ Salt Bay Farm.
Gladu used her smartphone to show students the difference between deer and hare
scat. They also compared a fox den and a
groundhog’s hole, found a bird eggshell, and observed where
a turkey had scratched in the leaves. In turn, the students entertained Gladu with stories about squirrels at their birdfeeders.

Since 1898,
we’ve always
been here
for you.
A lot has happened in the world since we opened our
doors in 1898. We’ve always been here for you and we
continue to be ready to serve your insurance needs as we
all navigate through this unprecedented time in our lives.
We have taken all the necessary steps to keep our
employees safe while having the technology in place to
serve our customers. Please contact us directly if you
have any questions on claims, coverage or billing.
It’s now easier than ever to connect with us at
www.jedwardknight.com.

Gladu’s online field trip is one example of how Coastal
Rivers has adapted to the current stay-at-home mandate.
For parents and teachers, she is creating learning resources
that are available on Coastal Rivers’ website called “Jr. Naturalists at Home.” The resources include ideas for things to
do outside, a list of citizen-science projects and games and
activities in “Math in the Woods.”
In place of guided hikes, Gladu has started “Nature Notes,”
a series of online articles and videos about things she observes
on her walks at Coastal Rivers preserves each week. She and
a coworker also created a new Facebook group, “Outside in
the Damariscotta-Pemaquid Region,” as a forum for people
to share photos and observations and ask questions.
In the interest of community health, Coastal Rivers has
canceled Camp Mummichog summer day camp this year.
Campers from previous sessions will have access to live
nature exploration programs online throughout the summer.
Families may also sign up for the new “Camp in a Box”
program to receive a box in the mail filled with tools, supplies and activity guides for nature study.
For more information, email info@coastalrivers.org or
visit coastalrivers.org.

For Pre-ordering Go to:
www.rocklandfarmersmarket.org

We are here to help and are open for business!

800-898-4423 | www.jedwardknight.com

9am-1pm

HARBOR PARK, Thursdays (Rain

rocklandfarmersmarket.org
Boothbay Bath New Harbor Rockland Vinalhaven Wiscasset
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customer in my yard. Maine
sightings of orchard orioles
have increased in recent
decades as their northern
range has expanded. DistincBirding with Don Reimer
tively small and slender,
the chestnut-and-black adult
males are unmistakable.
Females and the black-throated immature males of the
species are distinguished from
Baltimore orioles by their yellowish-green tones.
In 2018, I was lucky to find
a nesting orchard pair during
surveys of the Maine Bird
Atlas project. That successful
nest was a nice surprise, made
more so by the fact that the
male breeder was a yellowish
Male Baltimore oriole PHOTOS BY DON REIMER
sub-adult individual. The nest itself was located in an
y wife bought me a May birthday gift — a brightalder/maple stand near water.
orange oriole feeder. While I already own a slew of
Back in December 2016, an immature male Bullock’s orifeeders of divers designs, this man who has everything was
ole staged a prolonged winter stay at feeders in Camden. Prosomewhat lacking in the oriole department. Years back, I’d
vided with a veritable smorgasbord of mealworms, suet and
fashioned a makeshift wooden feeder from
seeds, grapes and jelly by the diligent homepieces of scrap boarding and a few nails.
owner, the vagrant bird was well proviThe newer model features a protective
sioned throughout those cold months. The
metal roof and two glass cups to hold grape
Bullock’s is a western counterpart of the
jelly. And, right on cue, a male oriole chatBaltimore, nesting as far east as the Great
tered and whistled from the side yard as
Plains, where some hybridization occurs.
I hung up the newfangled device.
For a number of years, the two species were
For many Mainers, spring arrivals of
lumped together as one. It is equally remarkthese tropical birds signify a clear transiable that a second immature Bullock’s orition of seasons. Nine species of orioles,
ole occupied the same Camden neighborwith vastly different ranges, regularly visit
hood last winter.
the United States and Canada. In the East,
Besides eating fruit and berries, orioles
we find only Baltimore and orchard orioles, Immature male orchard oriole are attracted by mealworms, suet blocks
and a very occasional Bullock’s oriole. The
(especially any containing peanut butter) and
Baltimore oriole (alternately known as Northern oriole over
nectar. Their natural summer diet extends to flower buds,
a span of years) was originally named for the first baron
insects and wasps, which are fed to the growing nestlings.
Baltimore, founder of the state of Maryland, whose livery
Built by the female in about a week, the oriole’s penducolors were black and orange.
lous nest is a marvel of construction ingenuity. Nest mateApparently my new feeder was just the ticket, as four or
rials include grasses, strips of grapevine bark, wool and
five orioles visit daily to savor the halved oranges and offerhorsehair, all woven together in tall deciduous trees. In these
ings of jelly. Gray catbirds also take eager advantage of the
parts, strands of milkweed pods are an important composweet bonanza. Currently I’m seeing a mix of oriole
nent in the outer bowl of the nest.
plumages and age groups. The deep-orange-and-black adult
Brown-headed cowbirds, a parasitic species that lays eggs
males are the most eye-catching. Immature males still retain
in nests of other birds, may find it difficult to intrude into
traces of spotty orange in their incomplete hoods of black.
oriole nests. By unique design, the tight opening at the top
And though the females are less colorful, they show a charof the nest helps to limit access. In addition, orioles can
acteristic warm blush of orange color on the breast.
reportedly distinguish these foreign eggs and either eat them
A yellowish, female orchard oriole is another daily
or dispose of them some distance away.
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Medicinal Mushrooms Talk by Greg Marley
Greg Marley and a maitake, a popular
edible and medicinal mushroom
Belfast Free Library will host a live, virtual presentation about medicinal mushrooms with Maine
mycologist and author Greg Marley on Thursday,
June 4, at 6 p.m. The program will be offered live
via Zoom. Those who would like to join may email
bharrington@belfastlibrary.org to register.
Marley will introduce common mushrooms that
are easily identified and offer suggestions for how
they may be used to address specific health needs or
as a regular part of one’s diet. Some are used as frontline treatment for cancers in Japan, China and other
countries and several are now in clinical testing for
approval in this country. The talk will feature many photos, and
there will be time for questions.
Marley has been collecting, studying, eating, growing and
teaching about mushrooms for more than 45 years. He is
the author of “Mushrooms for Health: Medicinal Secrets of

Georges River Land Trust and Mid-Coast
Audubon will host a free Zoom presentation
about bird migration by naturalist and author
Scott Weidensaul on Monday, June 1, at
10 a.m. Email Annette@grlt.org to register
and receive the Zoom login information, putting “Migration Talk” in the subject line.
Weidensaul will discuss where birds travel and their migratory feats. The populations of many migratory birds are in drastic decline, but there are many things
people can do to help them.
The author of more than two dozen books on natural history, including the Pulitzer Prize finalist “Living on the
Wind,” Weidensaul is a contributing editor for Audubon
magazine and a columnist for Bird Watcher’s Digest and
writes for a variety of other publications, including Living
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Butcher Shop and Specialty Food Market

ICE CREAM
NOW OPEN!
BREAD
visit mainemeat.com
BAKED
DAILY
for
daily schedule
www.MaineMeat.com
www.MaineMeat.com
Hours: Monday – Saturday: 10
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
207-236-MEAT (6328) • U.S. Route One • ROCKPORT, ME
(inside STATE OF ME CHEESE bldg.)

310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)

Think Spring

Moorings Available

Specializing in Marine Electrical Systems

A Full-Service Boatyard

• Restorations • Carpentry • Painting • Awlgrip
• Engines • Mechanical • Refrigeration • Storage
75 Front Street • Rockland, Maine 04841 (207) 596-7357 • Fax 207-596-9944
www.oceanpursuits.com

Rockland Area Tides

May 26 to June 2
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

High AM High PM Low AM Low PM

1:37
2:22
3:11
4:07
5:07
6:13
7:20
8:26

2:21 8:13 8:18
3:08 8:58 9:07
4:00 9:49 10:02
4:58 10:43 11:02
5:59 11:41 --7:00 12:06 12:39
7:59 1:11 1:38
8:56 2:13 2:35

SEA SMOKE v Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

Northeastern Fungi” and the award-winning “Chanterelle
Dreams, Amanita Nightmares: The Love, Lore, and Mystique of Mushrooms.” As a volunteer mushroom identification consultant to poison control centers across New England, he provides expertise in mushroom poisoning cases.

Bird Migration: Living on the Wind
Bobolinks migrate thousands of miles
to reach Maine’s grasslands to nest.
Shown here a male bobolink among
dandelions.
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Bird. He is also an active field researcher,
having studied saw-whet owl migration for
more than two decades, as well as western
hummingbirds, bird migration in Alaska,
and the winter movements of snowy owls.
He has been an instructor at National
Audubon’s Hog Island camp in Bremen for
more than 20 years.
His newest book, “World of Wings,” about
global migration, will be released in 2021.
The Georges River Land Trust has conserved 3,500 acres of natural habitats and
working lands in Knox and Waldo counties
and receives 90 percent of its support through individual donations. For more information about programs, trails, events, and
membership, visit georgesriver.org or call 594-5166.
Mid-Coast Audubon’s mission is to promote long-term,
responsible use of natural resources through informed membership, education and community awareness. For listings
of other free programs and field trips hosted by Mid-Coast
Audubon, visit midcoast.maineaudubon.org.

•

American Glass • Papers • Vaporizers
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items

95 Main Street
(Rear Suite)
Damariscotta, ME

Mon. & Wed.-Sat 1-5:30pm
Tues. by Appt • Closed Sun.
www.seasmokeshop.com

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

FORECAST for
Knox County

Tuesday Partly sunny, with a high near 66.

Tuesday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 54.
Wednesday Partly sunny, with a high near 70.
Wednesday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 56.
Thursday Partly sunny, with a high near 71.
Friday Partly cloudy. Mild. High of 76.
Saturday Light showers. Increasing cloudiness. Cool. High of 62.
Sunday Clearing skies and mild. High of 65.
Monday Light showers. Partly cloudy and quite cool. High of 61
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PRESENTS
our weekly newsletter
keeping people connected
to their community and the new
“People TO People FUND”
To learn more or to donate, visit
www.onecommunitymanyvoices.org.
Media
Sponsors
Donations can be mailed to: OCMV, 8 North Main St., Suite 301, Rockland, ME 04841

LETTER FROM READE

OCMV
Thank you Readers!
OCMV has received several questions with the latest donations. This week, I’ll try to
answer some of the questions in the limited space. If you would like more information
please do not hesitate to email or call us at One Community Many Voices.
Q: Why do you focus on youth aspiration, senior independent living, well-being, and job/
skill development?
A: There are many great charities that serve Knox and Waldo counties especially for
people in crisis. What was completely lacking at the time OCMV was created was the
ability to help people before a barrier turned into a crisis, particularly in these four
areas. These areas were selected to complement how our partners assist Knox and Waldo
Counties. For example, MCH Meals on Wheels provides meals to more than 140 people in
Knox County. When MCH Meals on Wheels volunteers check on recipients and see a need,
OCMV can step in to assist. While MCH Meals on Wheels is focused on food, OCMV can aid
the same people with other needs, i.e. ramps for doorways or power outage emergency
lighting. Collectively, we are empowering our neighbors to be independent.
Q: Why do you say OCMV provides a hand-up versus a handout?
A: OCMV wants to provide more then just a Band-Aid. We know first hand the power of
having just one person believe in you is a life game changer. Statistics prove that when
an individual has a mentor or a believer, they are more likely to succeed and live a
happier life. When we approve an application, we are saying we believe in that person
and see their true ability and need them to help someone else versus funding anyone that
qualifies based on federal poverty guidelines.
Q: Why are the majority of OCMV’s fundraising events outdoor races related?
A: Part of OCMV’s mission is to offer fun, healthy, family-friendly events that challenge
people to try new things. The Megunticook Race Festival, Frost Heave Fondo, Ragged
Mountain Scuttle, and the 5k Midcoast run/walk races are focused on challenging one’s
self while having fun to raise money to help our neighbors.
Q: Why do you only take applications through partners?
A: We work as a team with our selected partners. Our partners handle screening and
submitting applications. Screening applications is very time consuming and having
our partners a part of the process saves OCMV time. More importantly, it provides an
applicant with a strong recommendation since our partners vouch for applicants. It’s a
win- win partnership.
Thank you again for your encouragement and support.
Sincerely,
Audrey Lovering,
Executive Director and Co-Founder of OCMV

KNOX COUNTY EMA COVID-19
COMMUNITY RESOURCES “HUB”
The Knox County Emergency Management Agency has launched a community
resource page of interactive maps and associated information links. “The
idea is to use the Hub to provide location-specific information for Knox County
residents,” says Leticia vanVuuren, Knox County EMA’s geographic information
systems manager.
The Hub is designed to be a living repository of useful information, from
available Knox County resources (ex. food services, available municipal & county
services, public wifi locations) to links to State resources, services, and plans.
The Hub can be accessed from the EMA webpage at
www.knoxcountymaine.gov/ema.

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT
In times of uncertainty, the last thing you should have to
worry about is health care coverage.
The good news is you may be eligible for coverage
through the Affordable Care Act.

IF YOU’VE EXPERIENCED A QUALIFYING LIFE EVENT IN THE LAST 60 DAYS...

YOU CAN ENROLL!
Qualifying life events include:
✓ Changes in your income
✓ Loss of health care coverage
✓ Change in household
(getting married, having a baby)
✓ Changes in residence

Dear Readers,
Thank you all for your support.
Our thermometer just went over the top of our $20,000 goal with personal
donations from readers and biz sponsorships leading the parade.
As I write this, it is the eve of the 35th birthday of one of our papers — the
first issue of “The Free Press” hit mailboxes May 17, 1985.
So another big thank you to the business community that has supported us
all those years and to you, our readers, for being faithful and respectful –
you gave me hope from the beginning that my “effort in” would equal the
“effort out.”
A nice surprise happened over the weekend, after breaking the $20,000 goal
on Friday with on-line donations and checks that brought us to $20,011 at
days end, I had three envelopes in front of me from today’s (Saturday) mail.
The first contained an unexpected check of $2,500 from a local foundation,
the next contained a $600 check (part of the “I’m with Jim” stimulus check
movement), and the last one was from a donor contributing $5. All three
checks gave me a very warm feeling; it takes a community to conquer a
problem and “many hands make light work.”
With that as inspiration, I see the $2,500 foundation check as matching
funds to our community “p2p FUND” and a new side-goal of $5,000, thanks
to them, is our next challenge and our stretch goal.
Give what you can, where you can, and to whatever organization or
neighbor that makes you feel good.
Live in Peace :LIP: Reade

MIDCOAST DIAPER PROJECT

The MidCoast Diaper Project was founded on December
16, 2018 by Diane List, Sara Spencer and Molly Staples.
They were joined by Lydia Short soon thereafter as a part
of their board. With the support of the AIO Food Pantry
in Rockland, they have been able to source and dispense
diapers to the local population. One unique thing about
this program is there is no financial requirement. They
do not require proof of need, and provide a supplement
provision of diapers to anyone requesting.
The Diaper Project has seen a substantial need in the local area,
based on requests, interactions, meetings and research/resources
available. Clients request diapers through their website (www.
midcoastdiaperproject.com). Diapers are packaged for the family
requesting and then delivered to the Food Pantry to be picked up.
Requests can be made up until Tuesday at 5pm for a Wednesday night
pickup.
Diaper insecurity is wide-spread and MidCoast Maine is not immune:
- Food Stamps cannot be used on diapers (source: Washington Post)
- Families in the lowest quintile of diaper buyers spend nearly 14% of
their after-tax income on diapers (source: Washington Post)
- 1 in 3 families struggle to adequately diaper their children (source:
National Diaper Banks Network)
- Diapers cost approximately $70-$80 per week per child (source: Yale
Daily News)
- Parents with diaper insecurity are often reusing diapers, leading to
urinary tract infections and diaper rashes (Yale Medicine Study)
Volunteers at AIO Food Pantry as well as other local community members
have identified this need. The MidCoast Diaper Project was born out
of their requests and continues to grow to meet the needs of the
community.
The MidCoast Diaper Project is always eager for donation of diapers
(partial packs ok) and wipes (unopened) as well as diaper creams and
ointments (unopened). In particular, sizes 4-6 tend to be the highest
requested, along with pull ups. If you’d like to do a fundraiser or a
diaper drive, contact them!
MCDiaperproject@gmail.com | Midcoast Diaper Project on Facebook
www.MidcoastDiaperProject.com

Call Consumers for
Affordable Health Care:

1-800-965-7476
OR
Go to: www.CoverME.gov

Breaking the Silence of Intimate Partner Abuse
#LetsTalkAboutIt
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BREAKING NEWS:
BOOK RETURNS TO RESUME

One Community Many Voices
Help us make a big impact,
in a little amount of time!
Our goal is to raise $20,000 this
year for Knox County Non-Profits
over the course of four meetings.

The Rockland Public Library
will begin accepting material returns starting
Monday, May 18th.
Please return items to either the Book Return Box, or Return Slot, both
of which are located outside of the Library by the White Street entrance.
Returned items will be quarantined for the prevailing recommended time.
The next stage of the re-opening plan, coming very soon, is curbside
pick-up. Staff are completing the logistical strategy for a safe, no-contact
method for providing this eagerly anticipated service.
While still closed to the public, the Rockland Public Library continues to
be staffed Monday-Friday, and ready to help by phone, from 9-5, 207-5940310, refdesk@rocklandmaine.gov, and from the Rockland Public Library
Facebook page via Facebook messenger.

WEBINARS TO HELP
SMALL BUSINESSES
Maine Small Business Development Center has put together a great
webinar series to answer questions and share info regarding reopening and
how small businesses can keep their workers and customers safe.
Tuesday, May 26 at 2:00 p.m.
Relaunching Your Service-Based Business
Register at maine.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJwsde2oqzkvEtdsiX29cA8whriwBN8PVma
Thursday, May 28 at 2:00 p.m.
Q&A Thursday with SBDC Business Advisors Register at maine.zoom.us/
meeting/register/tJ0odeysqzMtEtw1aTWLGwgjYoPgYrYUACyQ

ABOUT OUR BUSINESS FRIENDS
DRINK COFFEE TO HELP OTHERS

Every sip of coffee made from four signature blends at
Rock City Coffee does a little bit of good for the world. The
employee-owned cooperative creates custom blends for four
Rockland-based nonprofits and donates 10% of the sales of these products
to the groups. The blends – available in 8-ounce to 5-pound packages – can
currently be purchased via Rock City’s website at rockcitycoffee.com.

TIPS FOR WEEKLY UNEMPLOYMENT FILING
- From Senator Miramant

If you’re receiving unemployment benefits, it’s critical that you keep up
with weekly certification filing, even though the job search requirement
has been lifted for those impacted by the pandemic.
I’ve heard that many self-employed people and sole proprietors who
applied for Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) have begun to
receive their benefits. That’s good news! The Department of Labor shared
the following instructions for people receiving PUA when filing your weekly
certifications:
An unincorporated self-employed person who is filing weekly certifications,
and making money some weeks and not others, should do the following in
the PUA application:
Enter the earnings in the box provided under #6a
(even though it is not an odd job), and
Answer NO to #5 and
Answer YES to #6
(Please use these answers so that the system does not treat this
information as a new job in covered employment.)
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JOIN US FOR OUR NEXT MEETING

TUESDAY, JUNE 9TH, 2020

at First Congregational Church, 55 Elm St, Camden
5:15 PM - 5:45 PM | Snacks, Mingling & Non-Profit Nominating
5:45 PM - 6:30 PM | Presentations, Voting & Check Writing

100+
Women

1
Hour

100+
Women

MEETING SPONSOR

=

Local
Impact

For More Information
Visit OCMV.org

KEEP IN THE KNOW —
JOIN US!

– 5,000
– 4,000

WE HAVE A SIDE-GOAL
OF $5,000

– 3,335
– 3,000
– 2,000

Reader and business friends, let’s use this
foundation check as a challenge to raise
matching donations of another $2,500.

– 1,000

Join us today in our
People To People FUND.

– 20,011

Donations to date are

– 16,000

$20,011!

Thank you Midcoast Maine.
People To People FUND goal was $20,000.

TO DONATE

or for more information, visit
www.onecommunitymanyvoices.org
One Community Many Voices,
8 North Main St., Suite 301,
Rockland, ME 04841

– 12,000
– 8,000
– 4,000

Breaking the Silence of Intimate Partner Abuse
#LetsTalkAboutIt
207-236-8644

·

ROCKPORTSTEEL.COM

This week’s business sponsor is Rockport Steel.
This generous support is why when you live in
Midcoast Maine, you don’t live alone. We are all in this
together and together we will stand strong.
Thank you to our local newspapers who have donated
these pages, to our readers and our business community
for helping us launch the “People TO People” FUND.
Donations can be made online at ocmv.org
or mailed to: One Community Many Voices,
8 North Main St, Suite 301, Rockland, ME 04841
If you are a midcoast business and would consider
being a matching funds partner, contact us at
info@onecommunitymanyvoices.org.

Thank you to the
56 businesses who are helping
Finding Our Voices
break the silence of intimate partner
abuse in Camden, Rockport, Rockland,
Vinalhaven and Islesboro.
And thank you Kate,
of the 21 Survivor banner-stars,
for standing up proud and loud.
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A RT

SWEET SUV
2013 Honda CRV EX

O N

T H E

C O A S T

T All Wheel Drive
T Moonroof

On Sale

$11,995

Mid-Knight Used Cars

304 Old County Road, Rockland • 596-6915

Shepard
Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

Left to right: “Lust,” 2019, digital
image, by Amy Wilton; “Blue
Moon,” 2019, oil on panel, by Jenny
Brillhart; and “Hive,” 2020, oil on
panel, by Bronwyn Sale

New Virtual
Exhibition ‘Lush, hush’ at CMCA

The Center for Maine Contemporary Art in Rockland has
launched its second [ON]now virtual exhibition, “Lush,
hush.” The exhibit, which features the work of 16 Maine
artists, may be viewed through August 15 at cmcanow.org.
“Lush, hush” was guest-curated by Donna McNeil, executive director of the Ellis-Beauregard Foundation, which
supports the work of Maine-based artists. McNeil made her
selections from more than 100 individual submissions
received in response to an open call.

Tuition-free this summer —

WE ARE HERE
FOR YOU!!

College Courses for
High School Students

Letting our customers know that we’re
still available for them or just
letting them know
WE’LL BE BACK!

a±ĜĹåŲŸÚåŸƋĜĹ±ƋĜŅĹüŅųƋĘå
a±ĜĹåŲŸÚåŸƋĜĹ±ƋĜŅĹüŅųƋĘå
ÆåŸƋĜĹÚŅč±ĹÚÏ±ƋĹƚƋųĜƋĜŅĹØ
ÆåŸƋĜĹÚŅč±ĹÚÏ±ƋĹƚƋųĜƋĜŅĹØ
ƋŅƼŸØƋųå±ƋŸØÏŅĬĬ±ųŸØ¼ĵŅųåúƤ
ƋŅƼŸØƋųå±ƋŸØÏŅĬĬ±ųŸØ¼ĵŅųåúƤ
åĬü±ŸƋÂŎåĬĵŅĹƋeƴåÂƖǈƀěĿƐǈěíŎǈǈ

Curbside
Pickup
or
 ƚŸ
Ĺ Ĝý


ú

ųåƵåųÂĉƖŎĜĬŸŅĹƋÂƖǈƀěĿǈƀěƖƐƖƐ
±ĵÚåĹěŅÏĩŞŅųƋÂŅƚƋåŎÂƖǈƀěƖƐƅěƐƐĂĉ
B±ĬĬŅƵåĬĬÂŎƅǈ±ƋåųƋÂƖǈƀěƅƖǈěŎŎƐĂ
ŅÏĩĬ±ĹÚÂĉǈía±ĜĹƋÂƖǈƀěĂĿĉěĂƖƅĿ

±ƋåųƴĜĬĬåÂŎǈĿa±ĜĹƋÂƖǈƀěƅƅǈěĿƖǈǈ

å
orderŅonline
Ĺ ĬĜĹ at
ƵƵƵţĬŅƼ±ĬÆĜŸÏƚĜƋţÏŅĵ
Ņ ƚƋ
www.loyalbiscuit.com

WE ARE OPEN!
SEAGULL COTTAGE
Jewelry & Gifts

389 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

OPEN 7 Days, 10-4

594-9830

Reflecting on the work in the exhibition, McNeil said
through a news release, “Ranging from lavish and complexly layered renderings to the starkly reductive, ‘Lush, hush’
puts forward the notion that these two seemingly opposing
approaches can juxtapose to heighten the effect of the other.”
Artists showing work include Jenny Brillhart, Cole
Caswell, Avy Claire, Michel Droge, Lisa Kellner, Benjamin
Lincoln, Megan Magill, Stratton McCrad, Veronica Perez,
Anna Queen, Bronwyn Sale, Gina Siepel, Nathan Stevens,
David Wilson, Amy Wilton and Deborah Zlotsky.

SHORT REGULAR
HAIRCUTS FOR MEN & CHILDREN

Re-Opening June 1
By appointment only

Call Mike • 542-3840

The University of Maine will waive tuition for all qualified Maine high school students, covering full tuition for
up to 12 college credits per year. Eligible students are able
to earn college credit while still in high school.
UMaine offers more than 100 fully online summer courses suitable for qualified high school students. Course start
dates are in May, June, July and August.
Early college classes meet general education requirements
of the University of Maine System, as well as the majority
of colleges nationwide. Students across the state will benefit from the flexibility and variety of early college courses offered this summer.
To register, visit explorec.maine.edu.
For more information, phone Allison Small, early college
programs coordinator, at 581-8004, email allison.small@
maine.edu or visit umaine.edu/earlycollege.

Saltwater Artists
Gallery Opens June 5

The Saltwater Artists Gallery, 3056 Bristol Road (Route 130),
New Harbor, has met state requirements to open from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Friday through Sunday, for the first two weekends
of June, then every day beginning Friday, June 19.
Visitors and workers must wear some type of face covering, use hand sanitizer, remain six feet apart from one
another and come another time if feeling ill.
For more information, visit saltwaterartists.com.

Local Color Gallery Reopening
Features Artist DiTa Ondek —

752 Main St., Damariscotta

We’ve moved outside!

Fresh Air
Fresh Food
People You Know

Waterfall Arts
256 High St
9am - 1pm
Every Friday
For our COVID-19 protocols visit
www.BelfastFarmersMarket.org

Union ∙ maine

Curbside Pickup
Order Online or Call
SavageOakes.com
207.785.2828

Local Color Gallery, located at 135 High Street in
Belfast, will now be open Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays from noon to 4 p.m. Currently featured are acrylic
paintings by DiTa Ondek. For more information, including expanding hours of operation, visit localcolorgallerymaine.com. Shown here, “Daffodils on a Farm Table”
by DiTa Ondek, acrylic on canvas.
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Look online for the long-forgotten —

$14.4 Million Added to Maine’s Unclaimed
Property Fund
account, an overpaid bill or uncollected wages. This mon-

Maine State Treasurer Henry Beck recently announced
the addition of more than $14 million to Maine’s Unclaimed
Property Fund, and Mainers are being urged to check
whether any of that cash belongs to them.
“The money held in Unclaimed Property is Mainers’ money, and they should get possession of it, especially in this
difficult economic time,” said Sen. Erin Herbig, D-Belfast,
through a news release. “New money and property is added
all the time, so even if you’ve checked before, it’s good to
do so again now.”
“Unclaimed property” is money owed to Maine people
by third parties, such as former employers, banks or utility
companies. Organizations are required to give unclaimed
property to the State Treasurer after a specified period of
time, after which the owner of the unclaimed property can
retrieve it from the state.
Unclaimed property could be from a forgotten bank

ey could be unclaimed as a result of a change in name,
addresses or bank account. Year after year, people are surprised to find they might have money waiting for them at
the Treasurer’s Office. Particularly during these uncertain
times, Mainers are strongly encouraged to take a look and
see if they are on the list.
People can search the Treasurer’s Unclaimed Property
list by going to maineunclaimedproperty.gov. Those who
find their name, or the name of a current or past businesses on the list, can claim the property immediately online —
for free. Anyone with questions can call the Treasurer’s
Office toll free in Maine at (888) 283-2808 or locally at
624-7470.
The Office of the Treasurer receives new properties
throughout the year. The state Treasury is currently
holding more than $258 million of Mainers’ unclaimed
property.

5K and walkathon —

Paces for PAWS: Going the Social Distance

PAWS Animal Adoption Center will hold the third annual Paces for PAWS: Going the Social Distance 5K and
Walk-a-Thon Sunday, June 14, through Saturday, June 20.
All proceeds will benefit the organization’s initiative to provide shelter, food and medical attention to displaced dogs
and cats in the midcoast.
Runners may run a route of their choice over a distance
of 1 mile, 5 kilometers, 5 miles, or 10 kilometers, completing their run any time between June 14 and 20. Top runners
will receive prizes.
Those who prefer to walk, or simply to help PAWS, may

also collect pledges and participate. Walkers who raise $100
will receive a free PAWS T-shirt; those raising $250 will
receive a free PAWS hoodie. All participants will receive
a medal.
During the current pandemic, PAWS has had to cancel
many in-person fundraising events that were scheduled to
take place over the summer, all while increasing essential
services to respond to new community needs related to
COVID-19.
For more information, and to register for the 5K or
walkathon, visit pacesforpaws.org.

CLC YMCA Begins Steps to Reopen June 1

Central Lincoln County YMCA, 525 Main Street,
Damariscotta, will reopen on Monday, June 1, following
guidelines provided by the CDC and the state of Maine, as
well as recommendations from Y-USA, Redwoods, LincolnHealth and the American Camping Association.
Phase 1 of the reopening will include limited building
access, using a phone-call reservation system for use of the
Healthy Living Center, tennis courts, pickleball court, track
and gymnasium. Use of equipment and numbers of people
in various areas will be limited and cleaning will be
increased.
The Y has been offering childcare for essential workers
since April 27; it will be available again for all families on
June 1. For more information, email sfarrell@clcymca.org.
Outdoor group exercise classes — including Pilates,
strength and cardio, body weight training, bootcamp and
HIIT — with participation of up to 10 people per class,
are now being held. Reservations are required. For more
information, call 563-9622.
One-on-one personal training has resumed by appointment only. For more information, email Robin Maginn at

Health Care Reform
Webinar May 27

Maine State Chamber of Commerce will hold a free,
online seminar, called “Health Care Reform,” on Wednesday, May 27, from 10 to 11:15 a.m.
The forum will focus on the changing nature of health
insurance coverage in Maine. Denise McDonough, president of Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield in Maine, will
discuss innovation in the marketplace and cost-saving initiatives being undertaken by Anthem.
Kristine Ossenfort, senior government relations director
at Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield in Maine, and Maine
Superintendent of Insurance Eric Cioppa will review legislative actions in the past session and policy changes enacted by lawmakers that are likely to affect the individual
and small group insurance markets.
For more information and to register, visit mainechamber.org.

New Coronavirus
Chatbot for Veterans

The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs recently released
a coronavirus chatbot, which is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week to quickly triage COVID-19 symptoms
and answer questions about testing options, stimulus payments, telehealth and how to reschedule VA appointments.
The chatbot allows veterans to send a My HealtheVet
secure message and call VA311 or a local VA medical center. It can also quickly refer veterans and their families to
the right resource if they need help or information.
VA contact centers have seen a significant increase in
calls since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. The surge
in calls drove the rapid development of VA’s first chatbot.
To access the coronavirus chatbot, visit VA.gov.

rmaginn@clcymca.org or call 563-9622.
FARMS at the Y is offering Free Soup Friday on Fridays
through June 12 from 11a.m. to noon. All are welcome to
pick up soup in the YMCA parking lot.
The next American Red Cross Blood Drive at CLC
YMCA will be held Thursday, May 28, from noon to 5 p.m.
For more information, visit clcymca.org.

Takeout Spaghetti
Supper in Thomaston

Williams-Brazier American Legion Post 37 Auxiliary, at
37 Watts Lane, Thomaston, will host a “to go” supper on
Saturday, May 30, at 5 p.m. The cost is $8.
All coronavirus state guidelines will be followed. Patrons
may drive or walk to the front of the Legion Hall, order a
meal and pay for it. A Legion member will deliver orders
directly to patrons.
The menu will include spaghetti and meatballs, garlic
bread, salad and chocolate pudding with whipped topping.
All proceeds will benefit the activities and veteran services provided by the Williams-Brazier Auxiliary Unit 37.
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Thomaston’s New and
Different July 4

The Thomaston Fourth of July committee is offering a
“pandemic-friendly” contest to commemorate Independence Day 2020, in lieu of the town’s traditional road race,
parade, fireworks and other festivities.
Residents are encouraged to decorate their homes and
businesses Monday, June 29, through Monday, July 6. They
are invited to enhance decorations with costumes and live
action from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday, July 4, when anonymous, volunteer judges will circulate through town and
select winners in four categories: Most Patriotic, Most
Humorous, Most Creative and Maine: 200 years of Independence. Votes to select the winner of a People’s Choice
Award will be recorded online throughout the week.
Registration details will be posted to the Thomaston 4th
of July Celebration Facebook page.
Prizes will include $100 gift cards from local businesses for winners in each category and a prize basket for the
People’s Choice award winner.

Waldo County’s winner —

RSU 3 Receives Full
Plates Summer Grant

Full Plates Full Potential, a Maine-based nonprofit working to end child hunger, has awarded RSU 3 with a $500
Summer Meals Program Grant to support their 2020 summer program. The school district, based in Unity and serving northern Waldo County, is the Waldo County winner
of Full Plates’ 16 County Summer Grant Competition.
Last summer, RSU 3 served 4,732 meals — an increase
of 779 meals over 2018.
Maine has 122 summer food service programs, with 467
meal sites across the state. In 2019, 727,612 meals were
served statewide.
To learn more about Full Plates Full Potential, visit
fullplates.org.

June 15 —

Camp Knickerbocker
Expected to Open

Boothbay Region YMCA expects that its Camp Knickerbocker will open on June 15, based on Gov. Janet Mills’
staged approach to reopening the state. The plan is subject
to change.
While awaiting specific operating guidelines, staff are
preparing for camp — cleaning, completing a new bathhouse and making additional investments for programming
and safety features. They will follow recommendations from
the CDC, Redwoods Institute, American Camp Association, and state health officials, as well as suggestions and
stated concerns from families.
To participate in a survey to help with camp planning,
visit surveymonkey.com/r/FKR2Z8N.

Free to Worship
Shalom

Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

We welcome all to
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
50 Willow St., Rockland

ALDERSGATE

United Methodist Church

Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive

Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake

For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org

The Episcopal Church welcomes you!
Sunday Services
Holy Communion

7:30
am
7:30and
and10:00*
9:30* am
*Nursery and Sunday School available

3333Chestnut
ChestnutStreet
Street•●236-3680
236-3680 ●• www.stthomascamdenme.org
www.stthomascamdenme.org

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

aldersgaterockland@gmail.com

John Street
United Methodist Church
98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available

We Welcome All Persons

First Congregational
Church of Camden
An open and affirming
congregation of the
United Church of Christ

Join Us for Worship Sunday at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School starts at 8:45 a.m. Nursery Care Available

55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org

WELCOME to the

ROCKLAND
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH

Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

Sunday Worship 10 a.m.
Tues., 9 a.m. Kierkegaard discussion –
Works of Love. Tues., 6 p.m. Choir

find us at: rocklandcongregationalchurch.org

A weekly feature in The Free Press Contact Glenn Billington: glenn@freepressonline.com
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Adult Ed Programs
Open for Learning

Adult and community education programs in the midcoast and throughout the state are open and enrolling new
students in high school completion, college transitions,
workforce training, English-language acquisition and enrichment programs. Classes and individual tutoring are being
held via video conferencing services, online resources and
telephone. Many programs are beginning to reopen for official HiSET testing.
David Watts, director of Five Town CSD Adult Education, said through a press release that “students who have
had barriers to pursuing education because of transportation issues are now finding it easier to complete their
goals.”
Christy Monroe, director of the RSU 13 program, noted, “We will continue to offer academic classes throughout
the summer.” Online and remote classes are supported by
licensed teachers, advisors and support staff to help students
reach their academic and career goals.
Heidi Nolan, director of Mid-Coast School of Technology Adult Education, encourages students to reach out
through their website or by email or phone.
Pam Sperry, director of Central Lincoln County’s programs, lauds the flexibility of both students and staff
during the transition to all-online learning.
For information about adult education in Maine, including a course catalog and keyword search of all classes currently scheduled across the state, visit maineadulted.org
or call 594-9764 for assistance in finding local programs.

Library-to-Go Is
Coming to Rockland

Rockland Public Library will begin offering patrons curbside pickup service, which they’re calling Library-to-Go,
on Monday, June 1. Curbside pickup will be available
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Rockland Public Library cardholders may request items
from Rockland’s collection only at this time. Cardholders
from other Maine Reciprocal Borrowing Program libraries
may not use the service; the Maine State Library has suspended “walk-in” borrowing and interlibrary loans until further notice.
Borrowers may begin placing holds on Rockland items
on Saturday, May 30. Library staff anticipate up to a
24-hour turnaround time (next business day) and will provide more information about safe, secure, no-contact
pickup when requests are ready. Returns must be made
to the outside book drops; staff cannot take items back at
curbside.
Requests may be made by calling 594-0310; online
through Minerva: minerva.maine.edu/search~S30, using a
library card; or by emailing refdesk@rocklandmaine.gov.
Patrons are asked not to use Facebook Messenger to request
items. Borrowers may request up to 10 items, up to five of
which may be DVDs; these will be checked out for a loan
period of two weeks and may be renewed if no one else is
waiting.
Donations of materials are not being accepted at this time.

Thomaston Town Office
Will Reopen June 1

The Thomaston Town Office will be open to the public
with restrictions beginning on Monday, June 1. Regular
hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday and
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Friday. All staff are required to wear a
face mask during transactions with the public.
Plexiglass has been installed at the front counter for
customer and employee safety. The front counter and pens
will be sanitized every day. A locked half-door will
be installed at the front counter and individuals will only
be allowed to go behind the counter after admission by
staff.
Only five members of the public will be allowed in the
building at one time. All customers are asked to wear a face
covering. Only one customer at a time will be allowed at
the front counter. Six-foot spacing will be taped off on the
floor for those waiting in line. Additionally, directional
arrows will be taped off on the floor indicating one-way
foot traffic through the ramped hallway.
Only one customer will be allowed in the assessing–code
enforcement layout room at a time.
Lengthy transactions, such as applying for a marriage
license, will require an appointment; these can be made
by phoning 354-6107.
The drop box will remain at the entrance to the Municipal Building and another drop box will be available outside
the Town Office entrance door. Customers are welcome
to drop off sewer payments, tax payments and correspondence. Conducting business online and by postal mail and
phone is encouraged.
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New on DVD & Blu-ray
Released May 26 —

WILDLIFE PG-13/Drama/Dir: Paul Dano (Jake Gyllenhaal, Carey Mulligan, Ed Oxenbould) Fourteen-year-old
Joe is the only child of Jeanette and Jerry in 1960s
Montana. Jerry loses his job and decides to join firefighters
battling a wildfire, leaving his wife and son to fend for
themselves. Suddenly forced into the role of an adult,
Joe witnesses his mother’s struggle as she tries to
keep her head above water.

Recent Releases —

1917 R/Drama/Dir: Sam Mendes (Dean-Charles Chapman,
George MacKay, Daniel Mays) Winner of two Golden
Globes. Two young British soldiers during WW I are
ordered to deliver a message deep inside enemy territory
that will save 1,600 men.
A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
PG/Biography, Drama/Dir: Marielle Heller (Tom Hanks,
Matthew Rhys, Chris Cooper) Tom Hanks portrays
Mister Rogers in a tale of kindness triumphing over cynicism. After a jaded magazine writer is assigned to write a
profile of Fred Rogers, he overcomes his skepticism.
BOMBSHELL R/Biography, Drama/Dir: Jay Roach
(Nicole Kidman, Charlize Theron, Margot Robbie) Megyn
Kelly and Gretchen Carlson famously charged Fox News
head Roger Ailes with sexual harassment, leading to his
ouster. In this docudrama, great performances don’t
resolve the contradictions and discordant jumble of
styles in the film.
DARK WATERS PG-13/Biography, Drama/Dir:
Todd Haynes (Anne Hathaway, Bill Pullman, Mark Ruffalo) A corporate attorney who was just made a partner at his
prestigious law firm, largely due to his work defending
Big Chem companies, finds himself conflicted after being
contacted by farmers who believe the local DuPont plant
is dumping toxic waste in a nearby landfill that is
destroying their fields and killing their cattle.
EMMA PG/Comedy/Dir: Autumn de Wilde (Anya TaylorJoy, Johnny Flynn, Bill Nighy) Filmmakers love Jane
Austen! A highly stylized, color-saturated portrayal of
handsome, clever and rich Emma, a “queen bee” who must
navigate the challenges of growing up, misguided matches
and romantic missteps to recognize the love that has been
in front of her all along.
THE GENTLEMEN R/Action/Dir: Guy Ritchie
(Matthew McConaughey, Charlie Hunnam, Michelle
Dockery) An expatriate marijuana magnate decides to
sell his business, triggering plots, schemes, bribery and
blackmail.
KNIVES OUT PG-13/Comedy, Crime/Dir: Rian Johnson
(Daniel Craig, Chris Evans, Jamie Lee Curtis) When
a famous crime novelist is found dead just after his
85th birthday, a star-studded assembly of relatives is
sequestered at his estate while a mysterious detective
probes to discover whodunit.
LITTLE WOMEN PG/Drama, Romance/Dir: Greta
Gerwig (Saoirse Ronan, Timothée Chalamet, Meryl Streep)
Drawing on Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel, this tale
of four sisters in New England during the Civil War feels
fresh. Alcott’s alter ego, Jo March, reflects on her life
in a series of flashbacks.
PAIN AND GLORY R/Drama/Dir: Pedro Almodóvar
(Antonio Banderas, Asier Etxeandia, Penélope Cruz)
Widely acclaimed film about a film director — whose
life parallels Almodóvar’s in many particulars — whose
career is in decline. In physical and emotional pain,
depressed and drug-dependent, he seeks to make peace
with his past, which is vividly depicted in a series of
flashbacks.
PARASITE R/Comedy, Drama/Dir: Joon-ho Bong
(Kang-ho Song, Sun-kyun Lee, Yeo-jeong Jo) The Park
family, paragons of aspirational wealth, and the Kims,
rich in street smarts but not much else, are brought
together and a symbiotic relationship forms between the
two families. When a parasitic interloper threatens the
Kims’ newfound comfort, a savage battle for dominance
breaks out. Devastating social satire. Awarded the
Oscar for Best Picture.
THE PHOTOGRAPH PG-13/Drama/Dir: Stella Meghie
(Issa Rae, LaKeith Stanfield, Chelsea Peretti) The discovery of a hidden family photograph sends Mae on a quest
for answers. The journey into her estranged mother’s past
exposes secrets and ignites an unexpected romance
with a journalist.

New Movies
Week of May 27 – June 3

Short descriptions of new movies

ABE Not Rated/Drama/Dir: Fernando Grostein Andrade
(Dagmara Dominczyk, Mark Margolis, Noah Schnapp)
Twelve-year-old Abe is an aspiring chef who wants his
cooking to bring people together — but his half-Israeli,
half-Palestinian family has never had a meal that
didn’t end in a fight.
CAPONE R/Biography/Dir: Josh Trank (Tom Hardy,
Linda Cardellini, Matt Dillon) Al Capone is in Florida,
released after 10 years in prison due to his poor health.
Syphilitic, he lives with his wife in diminishing circumstances, both mentally and financially. He says he
stashed $10 million before his arrest, but he can’t
remember where.
EXTRA ORDINARY R/Comedy/Dir: Mike Ahern, Enda
Loughman (Maeve Higgins, Barry Ward, Will Forte) Rose,
a sweet, lonely driving instructor in rural Ireland, has supernatural abilities. She tries to ignore constant requests from
locals to exorcise possessed trash cans or haunted gravel.
But when a washed-up one-hit-wonder rock star makes a
pact with the devil for a return to greatness and causes a
teenager to levitate, her terrified father asks Rose to help
save his daughter.
HOW TO BUILD A GIRL R/Comedy/Dir: Coky
Giedroyc (Beanie Feldstein, Chris O’Dowd, Emma
Thompson) Based on the best-selling novel by Caitlin
Moran. Johana Morrigan is a bright, quirky 16-year-old
who uses her colorful imagination to escape her humdrum
life. She clamors to the top of the ’90s rock music scene
by reinventing herself as Dolly Wilde — an exacting
music critic with an insatiable lust for fame, fortune and
men. Is this the type of girl she wants to become?
Gosh, who wouldn’t?
INCITEMENT Not Rated/Thriller/Dir: Yaron Zilberman
(Yehuda Nahari Halevi, Amitay Yaish Ben Ousilio, Anat
Ravnitzki) Winner of Israel’s top film award. The true
story chronicles the path of a promising law student as he
becomes an intransigent ultranationalist obsessed with
murdering Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, which
he did, in 1995.
LUCKY GRANDMA Not Rated/Comedy/Dir: Sasie Sealy
(Tsai Chin, Hsiao-Yuan Ha, Michael Tow) In New York’s
Chinatown, an ornery, newly widowed 80-year-old eager
to live life as an independent woman decides to head
to a casino, only to attract the attention of local gangsters.
She then employs the services of a bodyguard from
a rival gang.
NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES ALWAYS PG-13/
Drama/Dir: Eliza Hittman (Sidney Flanigan, Talia Ryder,
Ryan Eggold) The film premiered at the Sundance Film
Festival in January, where it won a Special Jury Award.
Faced with an unintended pregnancy and lacking support,
Autumn and her cousin Skylar travel to New York City
from their homes in rural Pennsylvania on a fraught
48-hour journey. The New York Times called the film a
“low-key knockout.”
THE QUARRY R/Crime/Dir: Scott Teems (Shea
Whigham, Michael Shannon, Catalina Sandino Moreno)
After murdering a minister in cold blood, a drifter steals
the man’s identity and arrives in a small town posing
as a preacher.
SCOOB PG/Animation/Dir: Tony Cervone (Will Forte,
Mark Wahlberg, Jason Isaacs) The first full-length animated Scooby-Doo adventure for the big screen. It reveals how
lifelong friends Scooby and Shaggy first met and how they
joined with young detectives Fred, Velma and Daphne to
form the famous Mystery Inc. Now, with hundreds of cases
solved and adventures shared, Scooby and the gang face
their biggest, most challenging mystery ever.
TROLLS WORLD TOUR PG/Animation/Dir: Walt
Dohrn, David P. Smith (Anna Kendrick, Justin Timberlake,
James Corden) In a sequel to the 2014 “Trolls,” Poppy
and Branch discover that they belong to one of six Troll
tribes living in six different lands. Each is devoted to a
different kind of music: funk, country, techno, classical,
pop and rock.
THE WHISTLERS Not Rated/Comedy/Dir: Corneliu
Porumboiu (Vlad Ivanov, Catrinel Marlon, Rodica Lazar)
Not everything is as it seems for Cristi, a police inspector
in Bucharest who plays both sides of the law. Embarking
with the beautiful Gilda on a high-stakes heist, both will
have to navigate the twists and turns of corruption,
treachery and deception.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Submissions

to the Calendar of Events must be made by
noon Wednesday before the Tuesday publication day. Send them, along with your contact
information, to calendar@freepressonline.com
or The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076.

RESOURCES
➤ Maine.gov and CDC.gov offer state and
federal COVID-19 updates and info.
➤ VillageSoup.com is offering free access
to stories until June 1. See what’s happening in
Knox and Waldo counties, including how
people are responding to COVID-19.
➤ Tinyurl.com/rockland-resources lists
resources for coping with COVID-19 in
Rockland and beyond, with info on where to
get free meals, childcare, more.
➤ Our Town Belfast offers updates on
which businesses are open and their hours
at OurTownBelfast.org/covid-19-updates.
➤ Pine Tree Legal Assistance offers updates
on the status of family, civil and criminal court
cases: ptla.org/covid-19.
➤ Knox County EMA Community
Resources Hub offers Knox County
resources (food services, municipal and
county services, public Wi-Fi locations, list
of open and still-closed businesses) and links
to state resources and services: knox-hubknoxme.hub.arcgis.com.
➤ Online Support Groups Offered by
Sexual Assault Support Services of Midcoast
Maine, LGBTQ+ Survivors, Child Sexual
Abuse Survivors, Teen Survivors, Parents and
Caregivers Supporting Child Surviviors, Trans
and Non-Binary Survivors, and Female Survivors. The online HelpRoom is an anonymous
space for people impacted by sexual violence.
Visit sassmm.org/helproom for details. For
immediate support, call or text the 24-7 Helpline:
800-871-7741.

NOTEWORTHY
TUESDAY, MAY 26:
➤ “400 Friends and No One to Call:
Breaking Through Isolation and Building
Community,” 6 p.m. Author Val Walker
talks about her book, inspired by her agonizing
experience of feeling stranded and alone
while recovering from major surgery. She’ll
give how-to’s for befriending a wider community, building a social safety net, and fostering
a sense of belonging – something she says it
takes courage to do, even when there’s not a
pandemic. Camden Public Library hosts
the Zoom talk. For a link to join, email
jpierce@librarycamden.org.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 27:
➤ Talk on Coastal Acidification in
Midcoast Maine, 4 to 6 p.m. Coastal Rivers
hosts the online talk by Sarah Gladu and
Kathleen Thornton on the latest data collected in
waters close to the midcoast, where inputs from
freshwater rivers and nutrient runoff from land
change water chemistry. The presentation is
free. Registration is required online at
coastalrivers.org.
MONDAY, JUNE 1:
➤ “Living on the Wind: The Miracle of
Bird Migration,” a 10 a.m. talk on the Zoom
platform with Scott Weidensaul, naturalist and
author of more than two dozen books on natural
history, including the Pulitzer Prize finalist
“Living on the Wind.” Hosted by Georges
River Land Trust and Mid-Coast Audubon.
To register, email Annette@grlt.org with the
subject line “Migration Talk” and you will
receive the Zoom login information. Free.
COMING UP:
➤ “Integrating Medicinal Mushrooms into
Your Life,” an online presentation on Thursday, June 4, at 6 p.m. hosted by Belfast Free

Library. Maine mycologist and author Greg
Marley gives the live program exploring
common medicinal mushrooms with tips
for integrating them into your diet and life.
Several of the mushrooms are excellent edibles
in their own right. The Zoom talk with be
loaded with photographs and there will
be time for questions at the end. To register,
go to belfastlibrary.org/events or email
bharrington@belfastlibrary.org.

MUSIC
➤ Salt Bay Chamberfest Cancels 2020
Summer Festival, but in its 26th year of
bringing chamber music performances to the
Maine public, Salt Bay Chamberfest is finding
new ways to stay connected with all of its
audiences. Archived Maine Public Radio
“Maine Stage” performances by SBC musicians
are now accessible at no charge at saltbaychamberfest.org. In addition, plans are under way for
online live concerts, interviews, and other special programs later this summer. Preparations
are also being made to safely connect musicians
with area residents confined to hospitals and
nursing homes, providing free music to those
most isolated by the pandemic.

FILM
➤ Rockland’s Strand Theatre Presents
Virtual Cinema Screenings, with details at
RocklandStrand.com.
➤ Colonial Theatre in Belfast Now
Offering Online Streaming, with details
at ColonialTheater.com.

ARTS
TUESDAY, MAY 26:
➤ Camden Public Library to Offer Curbside
Service, starting Tuesday and running six days
a week, Monday to Saturday. Requests for
books, DVDs, and other library materials may
be made by email or phone. The library will
continue to offer online programming via the
Zoom platform and social media, free access to
films on Kanopy, and thousands of e-books and
audiobooks on Cloud Library. 236-3440,
librarycamden.org.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 27:
➤ Online Creative Art & Journaling with
Camden Public Library, 4 p.m. Everyone is
invited to join the group for a different project
every Wednesday through June. For project
ideas and a link to the Zoom meetings, email
Amy at alhand@libarycamden.org.
FRIDAY, MAY 29:
➤ Online Poetry Group with Skidompha
Library, Damariscotta, 10 to 11 a.m. Fridays.
Share a favorite poem or one of your own,
or listen to the words of others. To register,
email jeaton@skidompha.org.
➤ Explorations: Read-Aloud Group for
Adults, 11 a.m. to noon on Camden Public
Library’s Facebook page. Hear a wide range
of books read by library staff. Recordings
of the readings are available afterward in the
Video section.
MONDAY, JUNE 1:
➤ Rockland Public Library to Offer
Curbside Service, starting this Monday, and
available Monday to Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
and Saturday, 10 to 12:30. Cardholders may
request items from Rockland’s collection only.
Cardholders from other Maine Reciprocal
Borrowing Program libraries may not use this
service, as the Maine Reciprocal Borrowing
Program or “walk-in” borrowing has been
paused by the Maine State Library until further
notice. To make a request, call 594-0310, go to
Minerva and use your library card, or email
refdesk@rocklandmaine.gov.

HOME & GARDEN
➤ June Programs to Be Offered at Merryspring Nature Center, in Camden. All programs
will be held outdoors in the park’s gardens and
Hexagon. Tuesday Talks will take place in chairs
spaced a safe distance apart, and speakers will
use a PA system to let their voices carry over a
spread-out audience. Guests are asked to wear
face masks and to bring exact change for admission fees. Weekend Workshops will also take
place outdoors, and guests must register and pay
for workshops beforehand by calling 236-2239 or
emailing info@merryspring.org.
➤ Camden Hills Regional High School
Students Giving Away Seedlings, through
May 29, instead of holding the Gardening and
Horticulture class’s annual plant sale. Distribution
of veggie, herb and flower seedlings at the school’s
greenhouse, in Rockport, follow COVID-19 safety
measures. To order online: tinyurl.com/ydckmy8k.
Donations for seedlings are appreciated but not
necessary – they will support the students’ community food security efforts. Also for sale, bags of
high-quality compost. See the order form.
➤ UMaine Extension COVID-19 Resources
for Pick-Your-Own Farms are offered on a
new webpage dedicated to Best Management
Practices. The site offers guidance and practical
tips on proper sanitation, maintaining social
distancing, safe handwashing systems, and
access to a recorded webinar featuring in-depth
discussion about best pick-your-own practices
for Maine farms. For details, contact Jason
Lilley: 781-6099, jason.lilley@maine.edu.
THURSDAY, MAY 28:
➤“Container Gardening for Beginners,” 5 to
5:45 p.m. The virtual class teaches how container
gardening is easy, whether you have lots of outdoor
space or just a patio or window sill. Learn the basics
and discover the wide variety of things you can
grow inside or out. “You’ll be eating your own
fresh vegetables and herbs in no time.” The first five
registrants will receive a free five-gallon fabric
grow bag. The class is free but you must register:
301-3950, journeytohealth.coursestorm.com.
➤ “Getting Ahead of the Pests” in the
Vegetable Gardening for Beginners Webinar
Series hosted by Maine Organic Farmers and
Gardeners Association, at 6:30 p.m. Join Caleb
Goossen, MOFGA’s organic crop specialist, to
learn how to prevent pest problems before they
arrive – or, if that doesn’t work, deal with those
pests using organically approved methods
before they get out of control. He’ll talk about
keeping pests away from your garden, how to
figure out what is eating your tomatoes or Brussels sprouts, and what to do about it. Register at
mofga.org. Meanwhile, this year’s Common
Ground Fair, on September 25, 26 and 27, will
be offered in a virtual format. Learn more on
MOFGA’s website.

FOOD & DRINK
➤ Good Shepherd Food Bank of Maine
offers extensive information for
food-insecure Mainers during
the COVID-19 crisis. For
details, visit GSFB.org/
mainecovid/.
➤ Knox County Food Council
offers a list of where to get
free meals in the midcoast:
KCfoodcouncil.com.
➤ Midcoast Maine Community Action’s Free Meals for
Children under the age of
19 and living in Lincoln
County are handed out 2 to
4 p.m. Thursdays at Salt Bay
Area Head Start Center in
Newcastle and Friendship Street
Head Start Center School in
Waldoboro. Children do not

have to be enrolled in Head Start. For a full
list of pickup sites and other details: MidcoastMaineCommunityAction.org/mmca-providesmeals-for-kids/.
➤ The Game Loft in Belfast is giving free
grab-and-go lunches to all school-aged children,
regardless of Game Loft membership, from
noon to 2 p.m. seven days a week, until school
reopens, at 78A Main Street, above All About
Games, through the green door.
➤ Central Lincoln County YMCA,
Damariscotta, offers meals to children up to
age 18 from Healthy Lincoln County every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 11 a.m.
to noon, while school is closed, for pickup in
the CLC YMCA parking lot.
FRIDAY, MAY 29:
➤ Belfast Farmers’ Market outside Waterfall
Arts, open 9 a.m to 1 p.m. Fridays. Tips for
shopping there safely are listed at
BelfastFarmersMarket.org.
➤ Union Farmers Market on Union Common,
open 3 to 6 p.m. Fridays to October 9. Fresh,
local food and sundries are offered.
SATURDAY, MAY 30:
➤ Spaghetti Supper to Go offered by WilliamsBrazier American Legion Post 37 Auxiliary, at
37 Watts Lane in Thomaston, at 5 p.m. The cost
is $8. All coronavirus state guidelines will be
followed. Patrons may drive or walk to the front
of the Legion Hall, order a meal and pay for it.
A Legion member will deliver orders directly
to patrons. The menu will include spaghetti and
meatballs, garlic bread, salad and chocolate pudding with whipped topping. All proceeds will
go for activities and veteran services provided
by Williams-Brazier Auxiliary Unit 37.
TUESDAY, JUNE 2:
➤ New Food Preservation Webinar Series
from UMaine Extension, 2 p.m. every week
to October 27. The 45-minute sessions include
discussions and demos of research-based preserving methods by UMaine Extension food
preservation staff. Topics for June include freezing rhubarb and greens, preserving strawberries
and herbs, and drinks from the garden. Participants will have the opportunity to be paired with
a trained Extension Master Food Preserver
volunteer for advice throughout the growing
season. A $5 donation is suggested for each
webinar; payment is not required to participate.
Registration is available on the program webpage. For more information or to request a reasonable accommodation, contact Kate McCarty:
781-6099, kate.mccarty@maine.edu.

KIDS & PARENTS
TUESDAY, MAY 26:
➤ Facebook Live Story Time with Skidompha Library, Damariscotta, from 10 to
10:30 a.m. Tuesdays. Children’s Librarian
Jessie will read books and sing songs on the
library’s Facebook page.
CALENDAR continues page 20

STAY SAFE

WE’LL SEE YOU SOON!

BRIAR PATCH
RESTAURANT

“At Gushees Corner”
48 PEABODY RD.

- Featuring current movies and luxury seating CLOSED CAPTION & DESCRIPTIVE AUDIO DEVICES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

US. Rt. 1, Thomaston/Rockland line
MOVIE HOTLINE: (207) 594-2100
www.flagshipcinemas.com

Stay
Healthy
156 Main Street
Rockland, Maine 04841
Telephone: 207-596-7476
Fax: 207-594-7244

APPLETON, ME

Now serving takeout
Wed. - Sat. • 2 p.m. - 7 p.m.
See our menu online
briarpatchllc.com

785-2151
www.briarpatchllc.com

www.camdenoperahouse.com
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➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Kate
of Rockland Public Library, on its new
YouTube channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.
Themed storytimes with songs, rhymes
and books for toddlers and early elementary school children.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 27:
➤ Read Alouds with Miss Kate of
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. on
the library’s YouTube channel.
THURSDAY, MAY 28:
➤ Baby Time with Miss Kate of Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. on the
library’s YouTube channel.
MONDAY, JUNE 1:
➤ Trekkers to Host Thomaston Trek
5K/10K Virtual Race Fundraiser, June 1
to 30. Participants can run, walk (or skip)
anytime in June, on any route they choose
(that is safe). Teams are welcome; creative
racing is encouraged. T-shirts and awards
across multiple categories. The $25 entry
fee supports Trekkers’ youth mentoring

programs. Learn more and register at
tinyurl.com/thomastontrek.

last 200 years this July on the group’s
website, unionhistoricalsociety.org.

COMING UP:
➤ Foster Care and Adoption Info
Meeting and Watch Party, hosted by
A Family for ME, on Wednesday, June 3,
from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. People who have
wondered about the process of becoming
a licensed foster parent or adoptive parent
and who live in the state of Maine are
invited to the 30-minute presentation and
a Q&A with staff. To RSVP, call toll free,
844-893-6311, or send a message through
the website at AFamilyForMEMaine.org.

SATURDAY, MAY 30:
➤ Main Street Bucksport Hosts 4th
Annual Community Cleanup Day, with
residents of Bucksport invited to take part.
Unlike in years past, this time it will be
a do-it-yourself affair with people invited
to clean up trash around their homes and
neighborhoods. Post pictures of your
cleanup at Main Street Bucksport’s Facebook page. If you need gloves or bags,
email brook@mainestreetbucksport.org.

MISCELLANEOUS
➤ 2nd Annual Maine Authors Book Festival set to be held in Thomaston on Saturday, August 29, has been canceled and
rescheduled for Saturday, August 28, 2021.
➤ Union Historical Society will not
take part in or sponsor any Founder’s
Day activities this year. Look for a virtual
tour of Union businesses through the

COMING UP:
➤ RunBelfast 2020 Registration Now
Open for the third annual race series to be
held this summer and fall. This year participation is “virtual,” with runners reporting their miles and times on the honor
system. Sign up for individual races or
the entire series at RunBelfast.org. This
year’s opener is Coastal Mountains Land
Trust’s Pendleton 5K + 5 Mile on Saturday, June 6. Paces for PAWS is next in
the series, on Saturday, June 20.

Local Grants from Maine Foundation

Telehealth Appointments
are NOW Available
Rhonda P. Feiman, L.L.C.

Doctor of Asian Medicine

Acupuncture
& Chinese Herbs
18 Harbor St.
Belfast, Maine 04915
(207) 338-4454
www.belfastmaineacupuncture.com

Serving Our Community Since 1993

The Maine Community Foundation has awarded
$219,800 in community-building grants to 24 Maine nonprofits through its Statewide Fund, and $1.2 million to
130 organizations from the foundation’s COVID-19 Emergency Response Fund and a fund for food security. Local
recipients of Statewide Fund grants include:
Girls on the Run – Maine, to expand the Girls on the Run
program to all Maine counties by spring 2021 through serving sites in Lincoln, Hancock, Somerset and Franklin counties;
Knox County Homeless Coalition, to improve organizational efficiency by streamlining systems and coordinating community resources to support clients receiving
homeless services;
OUT Maine, to develop trainings for boards of directors
of youth organizations and for school boards to educate
decision-makers on how to create safety for LGBTQ+ youth;
Salt Pond Community Broadcasting Company, to create a digital library of newly acquired music and to update
WERU’s preexisting digital archives so that both are permanently available to the public;
Sexual Assault Support Services of Midcoast Maine, to
purchase fundraising software to manage and maintain
growing donor lists and fundraising events in support of
core programming.
Local recipients of COVID-19 Emergency Response
Funds include:
Boothbay Region YMCA Child Enrichment Center;
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Wednesday,May 27 — With four planets retrograde (not
Mercury, yet) and three planets in Gemini, you can expect
frustration. Things are not moving forward smoothly.
Between 1 and 3 p.m., the Moon in Leo will be nicely
aspecting the Sun in Gemini. This is an active, sociable
phase. From 3:30 until 5:30 p.m. the Moon is in an awkward aspect with Uranus in Taurus, bringing sudden conflicts that produce plenty of tension. Then, from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m., the Moon in Leo forms a challening aspect with
Mars in Pisces — nothing seems to work out well.
Thursday, May 28 — Mercury enters into Cancer until
August 4. Mercury will be turning retrograde on June 18;
it’s good to plan ahead and make sure you’ve taken care of
machinery, vehicles and communications that need your
attention before Mercury “turns.” In an ideal world the best
time for socializing is when the Moon and Venus are in a
good aspect to each other. This takes place from 7:30 to
9:30 a.m. Confusion sets in from 1:30 until 3:30 p.m. while
the Moon is in a frustrating aspect with Neptune. Mercury is now in an awkward aspect with Saturn until Friday
night. Isn’t Mercury retrograde now? No, not yet. Your
mind feels like it’s retrograde. It just isn’t functioning as
well as usual.
Friday, May 29 — Conversations are playful from 7:30
until 9:30 a.m. while the Moon, now in Virgo, is nicely
aspecting Mercury in Cancer. Mercury is still in an awkward aspect with Saturn, creating frustration with unwanted delays. This ends at midnight. From 8:30 until 10:30 p.m.
there will be many negative thoughts percolating because
the Moon in Virgo, known for being highly critical, will
be in a challenging aspect with Saturn. Your feelings are

✹

WITH ANANUR

2

easily hurt. From 8:30 until 10:30 p.m. the Moon is in a
positive aspect with Uranus.
Saturday, May 30 — Chiron, known as a “planetoid,” is
in a favorable aspect with Uranus, the planet of sudden
shifts in consciousness. Wounded healers come out to share
their stories. Chiron is known as the “wounded healer.”
Sunday, May 31 — Chiron remains in a favorable, healing aspect with Uranus until July 9. It will be activated again
in January 2021. Between 3:15 and 5:15 a.m. you could
receive wisdom and insight, because the Moon will be
in a positive aspect with Jupiter. From 11:20 a.m. until
1:20 p.m. the Moon in Libra will be in a positive aspect
with Saturn, favoring self-discipline and concentration.
Monday, June 1 — The Sun and Venus are conjunct
until Saturday; however, they are in a challenging aspect
with Mars in Pisces. There will be a lunar eclipse (Full
Moon) on Friday, June 5. Tonight from 7 to 9 p.m., an
addiction activation takes place while the Moon in Libra
makes a challenging aspect to Neptune.
Tuesday, June 2 — The Moon, now in Scorpio, will be
in a challenging aspect with Saturn from 12:40 until 2:40 p.m.,
which may engender feeling sorry for oneself. The Sun
and Venus remain in a challening (to put it mildly) aspect
with Mars in Pisces. Ideas pop into mind from 8:40 until
10:40 p.m. while the Moon is in a fine aspect with Mercury, perhaps while reading the newspaper or a magazine?
NOTE: Due to space constraints, this column has been
edited. Read the full version at freepressonline.com.
Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached for
a personal astrological reading in person or by phone at
207-594-2565. Visit www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com.

Penobscot Bay YMCA; Boothbay Region Food Pantry;
Camden Area Christian Food Pantry; No Greater Love Food
Pantry; Second Congregational Church, UCC; MCH (Making Community Happen); Waldo Community Action Partners; New Hope for Women; and Knox County Homeless
Coalition.
The Statewide Fund is a permanent endowment that supports organizations that apply for multi-county projects. The
next proposal deadline is February 15, 2021. The application, guidelines and a complete list of 2020 grants can be
found at mainecf.org.
The Statewide Fund is built through donations from the
community. For more information, please email Cherie
Galyean at cgalyean@mainecf.org or phone 412-2017.

Debt Relief for
STEM Workers

Applications are now being accepted through June 30 for
up to $60,000 in student loan debt relief for professionals
who live in or relocate to Maine and are employed by a
Maine-based business in the fields of science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM). Applicants must have
a higher education degree or certificate, or be graduating
by September 1, in order to apply during the current application period.
The Alfond Leaders program assists Maine employers in
attracting and retaining talented STEM professionals by
providing student loan repayment assistance of up to
$60,000 per recipient. Payment of the award is made directly to a recipient’s student loan servicer. Payments are made
once at the end of three years of qualifying residency and
employment and again at the end of a subsequent three-year
period of qualifying residency and employment.
Students who will complete their degree or certificate
before September 1 are welcome to apply. Awards made to
graduating students will be finalized once they have begun
a STEM position in Maine and, if new to Maine, have relocated to the state. Selected awardees who have recently graduated will have until July 1 to relocate to Maine and begin
their STEM employment for a Maine-based employer.
Applicants are being sought from across the nation; current Maine residents are encouraged to apply.
For more information and
to apply: alfondleaders.org.

HEAVENLY
THREADS

THRIFT
SHOP

ANTIQUES
ETCETERA

Accepting
Donations
call 236-3203

OPEN EVERY DAY
10:00-5:00

to make
an appointment
57 Elm Street, Camden, ME
We are an Outreach Mission
of the First Congregational Church

MUST WEAR
MASK

207-466-9284

AT 607 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
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O B I T U A R I E S
Robin E. Anderson —

Robin E. Anderson of Thomaston passed on with the caring support of the Sussman House in Rockport on May 16, 2020, after an
arduous journey with lung cancer. She was born in Bath, Maine,
on July 3, 1955, to John R. & Barbara A. (Swope) Stover. She grew
up with her U.S. Navy father, her grandparents and sisters, moving up and down the East Coast. She graduated from Lejeune High
in Camp Lejeune, N.C., and attended East Carolina University.
She began her working career as a waitress at the Waffle House outside the main
gate at Camp Lejeune, where she served up
pecan waffles and coffee with an attitude
to match. Robin and husband Doug met
while both were employed at Maine Yankee. She went on to work at The Free Press
in Rockland as administrative assistant, and
many will remember her for her smiling
greetings behind the counter or on the phone
there for many years.
Robin began her almost-36-year marriage
to Doug, a graphic and architectural designer, in 1984 with a
vibrant exposure to all things bagpipe, playing pipes and tenor
drum in a number of Maine bands and enjoying the camaraderie
for over 20 years. Her special joys were her children and granddaughter, Penny. She was strong on family traditions, especially
Christmas, and was an accomplished knitter, avid reader and gardener. Robin had a close connection with the ocean, rowing her
skiff or tide watching with Doug by her side.
Robin’s second family was the Order of the Eastern Star that took
her throughout Maine and parts of Eastern Canada. She was the Star
Assistant for Rebecca D. Johnson and Larry W. Smith Sr. “Wind
Beneath My Wings” Grand Family 2014-2015. She was Worthy
Matron of Naomi Chapter #25 2015-2016 and 2017-2018. She
served as Grand Esther for Flora Stack and Brett Jervis “Through
the Eyes of a Child” Grand Family 2018-2019. The support and
friendships she found there were a joy and strength for her.
Robin is survived by her husband Doug of Thomaston, their children Darcy and her husband Aaron Lyons and their daughter Penelope of Warren, R.I., along with their son Ian and his wife Colleen
of Cushing. She is survived by her sisters Candice Dorman of
Greenville, S.C., and Katherine and husband Michael Vaillancourt
of Georgetown. She is also survived by her Uncle Eugene Stover
Jr. of Wiscasset and Uncle Joe and Aunt Peggy Stover of Boothbay
Harbor. She had six cousins and numerous nieces and nephews. She
was predeceased by her grandparents, parents and infant brother.
A private memorial will be held by her immediate family.
Donations in her memory would be welcomed by Naomi
Chapter #25 OES, P.O. Box 187, Tenants Harbor, ME
04860, or The Salvation Army @salvationarmy.org.

Marjorie J. Cook —

Marjorie (Marge) J. Cook, 98, died March 21, 2020, at Knox Center, Rockland. Born in Tenants Harbor on December 28, 1921, she
was the daughter of Pearle Ames Wall and Forrest Alexander Wall.
When love ruled her heart, she left high school early to marry Hartford M. Cook, a decision she never regretted. Education always
remained high on her list for herself and for her children. In 1978,
she received a bachelor’s degree in public administration from
University of Maine in Augusta.
Marge was an energetic, multi-talented
person whose interests knew no bounds. She
was a freelance writer with over 200 articles published in state and national publications. Winning contests with her writing
skills was commonplace for her. In 1946,
she won a month-long, all-expense-paid trip
to New York City to appear on a daily CBS
radio show, “Cinderella for a Day.”
Throughout her life, she served on numerous state and regional committees: selectman/assessor for the town of St. George, VISTA, Maine Health
Systems Agency, Maine Municipal Association, Keep Maine Scenic, Status of Women, Marine Extension, Nature Conservancy,
Farmers Market Coordinator for Knox County, and AARP TaxAide. An early environmentalist, Marge led the way for recycling and ridding St. George of its polluting dump. In 1966, she
was a candidate for the Maine House of Representatives; she served
on the Democratic State Committee for several years.
In addition to her parents, Marge was predeceased by husband
Hartford Cook, companion Ralph Palmer, sisters Celia Belle Robbins and Phyllis Wall, and son-in-law Hayden Soule. Surviving
are her five children Jeanne Soule, Barry (Patricia) Cook, Brian
(Joline) Cook, Patrick (Nadine Reimer) Cook, and Jay (Cynthia)
Cook; grandchildren Terry, Scott, Kathryn, Cindy, Todd, Kasey,
Brent, Daniel, Erin, Ingrid, Nicole, AJ, Selina, Ian and Spencer;
and 16 great-grandchildren; Ralph Palmer’s children Shirley
(Doug) Richardson and Keith Palmer; and his three grandchildren.
A private graveside memorial will be celebrated with
family and friends at a later date.

N O T I C E S
Suzanne Reynolds Fudge

Betty Ann Hittmeier

Harold E. Richards

Roberta T. Dawson

Died Thurs., May 14, 2020
Age 86; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.
Died Fri., May 15, 2020
Age 86; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Barbara Frances Stanley

Died Tues., May 12, 2020
Age 92; To extend
online condolences, visit
www.hallfuneralhomes.com.

Died Sun., May 10, 2020
Age 80; To share a memory or
story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Friday, May 8, 2020
Age 95; To share a memory or
story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Marcy Moore van der Kieft —

It is with great sadness that the van der Kieft family of Rockport,
Maine, announce the passing of Marcy Moore van der Kieft, wife
of Peter E. van der Kieft, at the Sussman House in Rockport during the early hours of May 9, 2020, from cancer.
Born August 24, 1943, at Lenox Hill Hospital in New York
City, Marcy and her sister Susan, with professional musician
mother and actor/producer father, both of whom were in the
entertainment industry,
traveled numerous times
between East Coast and
West Coast before settling permanently in
Darien, Connecticut.
Lovingly known as
“Mince, Minnie and
Ween,” Marcy attended
Low-Haywood School,
Stamford, Connecticut,
was graduated from
Darien High School and
Lasell Junior College
Auburndale, Massachusetts, majoring in fashion design and management. Throughout her
education Marcy participated in numerous activities: volleyball, crew, tennis, golf, field hockey and cheerleading. Marcy’s
high school musical interests were in cappella groups and Girl’s
Glee Club.
Her musical appreciation ran the gamut from classical, Broadway show tunes and jazz to soul and doo-wop. James Brown had
a special place in Marcy’s musical appreciation, including
a James Brown Boston concert. Some were lucky enough to
witness the spontaneous James Brown impersonations Marcy
performed on special occasions.
Marcy was predictably unpredictable, from impulsively sketching a bouquet of flowers worthy of a gallery showing to carding
a hole in one, being article consultant for Town and Country Magazine, and preparing Spanish paella, chili dogs, roast beef or apple
pie worthy of James Beard Foundation awards. Having outfitted
the wife of a renowned Maine coast artist who was preparing for
a visit with Queen Elizabeth on Her Majesty’s Yacht Britannia,
Marcy dashed home and gave her a pair of her shoes for the
“finishing touch.”
Marcy seemed to have it all.
Marcy’s introduction to Maine was memorable and educational; she spent six years at her beloved Camp Arcadia for Girls
in Casco, and it’s there that she excelled in canoeing, theater,
and chorus and gained the confidence instilled by her mother, Margo Moore Myers, to forge into a successful field of retailing.
In April of 1972 after serving as associate fabric editor for Mademoiselle Magazine and a part owner of Margo Moore, Darien,
Connecticut, Marcy opened Margo Moore in Camden, Maine. A
Camden Herald article at the time of opening referred to Marcy
as “a gal with sophisticated allure whose cool no-nonsense voice
has an aura of capability about it.” Margo Moore eventually morphed into Maine’s highly respected interior design, home furnishings store. In the ’70s and ’80s Marcy opened Margo Moore’s
Cricket Shop and Margo’s Market in Damariscotta.
During the “women’s lib” era, Marcy forged ahead with confidence and flair on her own. Seemingly born into retailing and
decorating, it was “Marcy’s touch” that family, friends, and clients
depended on.
Marcy had a love for travel and enjoyed recounting her journeys to Croatia, on African safaris, Zimbabwe, Egypt, Turks and
Caicos and Europe (which for Marcy included running with the
bulls in Pamplona).
An active member of Megunticook Golf Club in Rockport,
Marcy served as chair of the House Committee and a member of
the Nominating Committee. Over the years Marcy refined her golf
game with laughter and determination at Megunticook.
Marcy sponsored the briefly held Miss Piggy Open at the club.
The proudest moments of Marcy’s life were with her family
members, son, Christopher; daughter-in-law, Christine Bouvet van
der Kieft; granddaughters, Grace Catherine and Madeleine
Margaret of Hingham, Massachusetts; daughter, Megan and husband, Frank Carozza; grandson, Lucca Mark; and granddaughter,
Frankie Margaret of Camden, Maine.
Marcy’s greatest joys were family gatherings spent on the “blue
chairs” in the family backyard, Sunday drives with her husband,
Peter, her gardens, cooking, hummingbirds, and companion dogs.
Marcy leaves behind niece, Jackie M. and husband, Walter
Maxwell of Trumbull, Connecticut; niece, Paige Murphy
Jordan, grand-niece, Carly A. Jordan and grand-nephew, William
T. Jordan of Monroe, Connecticut; and her close canine buddy,
Osbourne.
Marcy was predeceased by her mother, Margaret Moore Myers;
sister, Susan Murphy; brother, Timothy O. Moore; granddaughter, Stella Margaret Carozza; niece, Aliza M. Murphy; and her
lovable companions, Boswell, Teeka, Buttons, Tasselhoff and
Roscoe.
Marcy was the spark that energized everybody she met.
A private family burial will be held in Seaview Cemetery in
Rockport. A Celebration of Marcy’s life will be announced
in the future. In lieu of flowers, memorial gifts may be
made to Camp Arcadia Scholarship Foundation, c/o Anne
Fritts, P.O. Box 225, New Vernon, NJ 07976. Condolences
and memories may be shared with the family by visiting
Marcy’s Book of Memories at www.longfuneralhomecamden.com. Arrangements are with the Long Funeral Home,
9 Mountain Street, Camden, ME.

Paid print obituaries may be submitted to the
advertising department of The Free Press.
Contact admanager@freepressonline.com
for more information.

Edith Barnard LaRoche —

Edith Barnard LaRoche, 91, passed away peacefully on Sunday,
May 17, at home, with children by her side. She was born July 7,
1928, in Abington Township, Pennsylvania, the daughter of Lewis
Ruggles Barnard and Alice Sibley Barnard. Edith was a lover of
weathered barns and backyard birds and the land she lived on in
Maine. Her great diversity of interests and involvement bestowed
her with many loving friends from all walks of life. She was a
skilled artist who worked in traditional and unconventional
mediums and produced many paintings, drawings, sculptures
and constructions throughout her life. Her granddaughter’s short
film, appropriately called “Stuffed,” captured Edith’s devotion
to her art and, in particular, to her intimate, animated blackand-white drawings of the unloved stuffed animals she found at
tag sales. Edith grew up
on the East Coast and
attended Bennett Junior
College and Columbia
University, where she
received her degree in
occupational therapy. In
her younger years, she
and her husband, Chester,
kicked up their heels
at the Stork and “El
Moroc” in New York
City. She modeled dresses at Bergdorf Goodman
and worked in the art
department at Harper’s
Bazaar magazine, where
she befriended Andy
Warhol. While raising
her family in Connecticut, she stayed active in
local organizations such
as the FOGs (Fairfield
Organic Gardeners) and
worked as an occupational therapist caring for
geriatric patients, all
while continuing to create art. She was an animal lover who raised two clutches of abandoned baby wrens to adulthood — some would return, with their
offspring, to her yard every year. She was the type of mother who
let her kids take in stray animals and who built a skating rink in
the front yard with two-by-fours and plastic sheeting. She retired
to Searsmont, where she worked as an assessor, a job she enjoyed
because she loved meeting new people. She volunteered at the old
library and helped build the new one. She also volunteered as a
tutor for adults learning to read. For many years, Edith painted
weekly with her friends in the Lively Ladies. She could wire a
lamp, spin wool, cut and haul wood, forage for wild plants, and
she loved to knock back a bourbon while discussing world events.
She is survived by her children, Todd and his wife, Lori; Cara and
her husband, Philippe; and Amy; her grandchildren, Tristan and
Alizee; her great-granddaughter, Mia; her brother, Ned, and his
wife, Pauline; many beloved nieces and nephews; and Rory, her
loyal dog of 15 years. She was predeceased by her sister, Nancy.
No service is planned. When the time is right, her ashes
will be scattered on her land. She gave generously to environmental groups and was a champion for our beleaguered
Earth. To honor her, please make a donation to an organization you feel is helping the planet and its inhabitants,
and think about Edie as you do.
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C L A S S I F I E D S / H E L P WA N T E D
This ad may be appearing in local newspapers.
We welcome and encourage applications from within North Country.

Please Post

FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK

May 19, 2020

S E E A L L O U R L I S T I N G S AT W W W. F R E E P R E S S O N L I N E . C O M ( C L I C K O N T H E C L A S S I F I E D S L I N K )
F R E E O N L IN E AD S A V A IL A B L E . M O R E T H A N J U S T HE L P W A N T E D T O O !
C A L L S T E V E D A V I S AT 2 0 7 - 5 9 6 - 0 0 5 5 F O R M OR E I N F O .

COMPOST

FIREWOOD

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

FIREWOOD

100% ORGANIC COMPOST FIREWOOD — Cut and split FIREWOOD — cut, split,
— aged, screened and delivered, and delivered. 691-6758. (kr) delivered. CFMI, 975-1147. (8/4)
MOFGA approved. Also garden ________________________ __________________________
soil mix for raised beds, etc. Call
anytime,
207-832-4204. (kr)
HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS
__________________________

FOR SALE
USED LOBSTER CRATES
— plastic, 10 for $200. Call
593-8055.
(5/26)
__________________________
ATTENTION GARDEN HOBBYISTS — It’s time to plant!
CBD seeds and seedlings. Grow
your own or for a friend, or we can
grow for you. Pure Country —
State of Maine Licensed Nursery.
Call 250-7475 or email onepurecountry@yahoo.com.
(6/9)
__________________________

EQUIPMENT
R E N TA L
UNION FARM EQUIPMENT
RENTALS: Tractor/loader/backhoe, excavator, wood splitter,
wood chipper. Delivery available,
reasonable
rates. 1-800-935-7999.
________________________

FA R M & H O M E
NOW OPEN, 7-Tree Farm &
Home, the former Union Agway,
Heald Highway, Route 17, in
Union.
785-4385. (kr)
________________________

WA N T E D
LUCKY LADY — I want to
buy your junk cars and trucks,
pay up to $300. Roll my dice
because I pay the best price. 9932629
or 441-7929. (5/26)
__________________________
LUCKY LADY — wants your
woodlot. Turn those trees into
cash. Roll those dice and give
me a call, 441-7929 or 9932629.
(5/26)
__________________________
HAD SEPTUM SURGERY?
— I am interested in speaking
with anyone who has had septum surgery, preferably here in
midcoast. Would you be willing
to speak with me briefly about
your experience, good or bad?
207-701-1702,
call or text. (kr)
__________________________

TREE SERVICES
GREEN’S TREE SERVICE
• Tree, brush removal
• Pruning
• Aerial truck or climber
• Chipping, stump-grinding
• Lots Cleared
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured Arborist
Matt Green, 322-0320.
— Reasonable Rates —
(kr)
__________________________

Are you ready and willing
to help out your
community?
CALLING ALL RETIREES IN
KNOX COUNTY
We have had a few open positions that
we have not been able to fill during this
challenging time, and we would love to
invite you to help us. Our housekeeping
and kitchen departments could use a few
experienced people to fill in some gaps.
We are also interested in nursing, such as
RN’s, CNA’s, RCA’s, or PCA’s that would
like to assist with residents’ daily life
during the Governor’s “Stay at Home”
Order for all long-term care facilities. If
your license has expired, no need to
worry because we will not be asking
you to do anything that requires
a current license.
Our fully-licensed current ResCare team
would appreciate the support of a few
additional experienced people on a
temporary basis. Is that you?

FOR SALE

Must be self motivated and have general knowledge of
facility preventive maintenance, carpentry, plumbing,
electrical, grounds keeping, painting and other related
duties preferred. We’re looking for a personable
individual with excellent organizational and
communication skills who is able to prioritize multiple
tasks.
We offer competitive wages, benefits and a flexible
schedule. Interested applicants should forward a resume or
complete an application.
Position will include occasional evening and or weekend
Apply To:
Carol Cooley, Business Office Manager

Country Manor

PO Box 209, 132 Main Street
Coopers Mills, ME 04341-0209
Tel: (207) 549-7471 Fax: (207) 549-3617
country@ncaltc.com
www.northcountryassociates.com E.O.E.

FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

All positions are part-time without benefits and
subject to our new hire employee policies.
Currently, we are paying a bonus for hours
worked without any guarantees for how long!
Come and join our team and make a difference!

Please contact Mary at meads@
bartlettwoods.com

20 Bartlett Drive • Rockland, ME 04841
www.bartlettwoods.com or 207-594-1163
END HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

Brand New Trailer Wheel &
Tire, 4-bolt, 5.30 x 12, $25.
Commercial-made Jon boat
cover, used once only, $25. Battery charger, like new, $25. 6gallon marine gas tank, like
new,
$25. 322-7070, Camden.
________________________
Mixed Lot of Old Foreign
Coins, $12. Garden rake, $15.
Garden
shovel, $12. 563-7100.
________________________
Artist’s Knapsack (carry-all),
black, lots of zippered sections,
some Velcroed and removable,
$50.
563-5663. ■
________________________

Diamondplate Toolbox, fullsize truck, $60. ’96-’98 Silverado door panels, blue, PW, PL,
nice,
$40 pair. 230-1195.
________________________

WA N T E D

•Y
 ardman/Delivery Person
• Forklift experience
• Knowledge of building
materials a plus
• Clean driver’s license required
STORER LUMBER

Friendship St., Waldoboro
207-832-5241 or info@storerlumber.com

FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
Knox County Jail
Food Service Manager
The Knox County Jail is currently accepting
applications for its Food Service Manager.
Responsibilities include preparing and managing
to an annual budget; purchasing, receiving,
storing, and tracking inventory; reviewing menus,
approving recipes, and meeting dietary needs
and restrictions; overseeing and participating
in meal preparation and serving; scheduling,
training and supervising food service workers;
and meeting all federal and state standards and
requirements for sanitation, safety and security.
Requirements for applicants include postsecondary education in culinary arts and at
least two years of management level experience
in an institutional food setting. Applicable
certifications are also required. Starting pay will
be dependent on experience, and the County
offers comprehensive health insurance, paid
100% for the employee and 75% for dependent
coverage, as well as generous paid time off and
a 7% retirement contribution once eligible.

Give us a call for more details.
Bartlett Woods Retirement
Community
Rockland

D E A D L I N E i s W E D N E S D AY a t N O O N f o r t h e
f o l l o w i n g T U E S D AY i s s u e .

Two Dog Crates. Orvis collapsible dog travel crate, $80.
Single-door 24" folding metal
dog crate, $20. Both great condition,
barely used. 504-7707.
________________________

Country Manor, a 52 bed progr essive
healthcare facility is currently seeking a full time
Maintenance Director to oversee our facility located in
Coopers Mills.

FLEXIBLE, PAID, AND TEMPORARY

MARKET BASKET
PLEASE READ: As long as
the TOTAL price of ALL your
items is $100 or less, it’s FREE
(ads must include prices for all
items or we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for
two weeks. Only one per household per week will be printed.
We can only accept ads that are
20 words or less. We cannot
accept ads over the phone — we
do accept faxes (596-6698).
Market Basket ads must be
received by noon Wednesday
for inclusion in the next week’s
issue. NO BUSINESS, SERVICE OR YARD SALE ADS
qualify for the Market Basket.
Ads that do not follow these
guidelines cannot be printed.

HELP WANTED

Interested applicants should apply via email to
wgalvin@knoxcountymaine.gov with a resume
and cover letter no later than Friday, June 5,
2020. The County reserves the right to reject
any and all applications and to select the most
qualified applicant(s).
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

MARKET BASKET RULES

FREE

Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 TOTAL of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot be run.
5 ONLY ONE AD PER WEEK per person/phone number. 6 NO BUSINESS, SERVICE OR YARD SALE ADS
accepted. Use the regular classified ad form for these and all other ads which don’t fit the above guidelines — ads that don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!
1
3

Wanted: Rhubarb Roots, will
dig up and haul away, can pay cash
or
will trade for value. 354-6780.
________________________
Wanted: I am looking for a rug
hooking cutter and frame cutter.
798-6894.
■
________________________
Wanted: Looking for upright
Price ($100 or under): $
Telephone No.
freezer in good condition, res52" Bravia Flat Screen TV, onable price. 273-3114.
7 Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks. 8 Mail To: The Free Press MB,
with Sony Home Theatre sys- ________________________
tem. Includes all speakers, wires,
P.O.
Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076. 9 Sorry, we CANNOT take Market Basket ads by
FREE
remotes and manuals, $100.
phone
or e-mail, but you can fax your ad to 596-6698. 10 Do NOT copy this form and then fax it —
542-0249.
________________________ Free: Organic Gardening
copies
from
newsprint don’t fax well, and we can’t read them — write your ad on a white sheet of
Magazines
(1983-2000),
get
Hay,
$5/bale. 763-4032, Camden.
________________________
started gardening! 236-8732,
paper and fax that — remember to include your phone number. 11 And about the handwriting:
Old Town Canoe, 16' ABS, please
speak clearly.
________________________
If we can’t read it, we can’t run it.
yellow,
$100. 236-6505.
________________________
Free: Army Tent, 14'x12'x10',
Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
60 VHS Movies, some never inherited, don’t need, want it
for the following TUESDAY issue.
watched, asking $35, OBO. 763- gone.
549-7787.
■
________________________
3353.
________________________ Free: Couch, pull-out full-size
Zodiac/Ranger Pool Cleaner, bed, green and maroon stripes,
above ground, automatic, $65 non-smoking, some cat damage Free: Daffodil Bulbs, 593-7761, ________________________ ________________________ ________________________
________________________ ________________________ ________________________
on
side. 230-8479.
OBO.
691-6761.
Rockport.
________________________
________________________
________________________ ________________________ ________________________ ________________________
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C L A S S I F I E D S / H E L P WA N T E D
H E L P WA N T E D

SERVICES

HIRING CARING PEOPLE
— Do you have a loving heart?
Cared for elderly? Raised children? Volunteer? Train to be a
home care worker and make a
valuable contribution to the senior population. Call 354-7077.
Full and part time, flexible
hours. Stop by for free coffee at
641 St. George Road, South
Thomaston, Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Or … email reception@askforhomecare for consideration.
A
rewarding opportunity. (kr)
__________________________
GROUNDPERSON/LANDSCAPER — Established midcoast company dedicated to quality tree care seeks person to assist
arborists/climbers with tree
preservation, pruning, planting.
Must be conscientious, responsible, committed to quality and
safety. Work is physically
demanding, environmentally
rewarding. Clean driver’s license,
reliable transportation. Prefer
experience, but will train. Smokefree workplace. Equal opportunity employer. TREEKEEPERS
LLC
at 207-236-6855. (kr)
__________________________
ARBORIST/TREE
CLIMBER — Established midcoast company dedicated to quality tree care and preservation
seeks experienced tree climber
skilled in aesthetic pruning,
cabling, bracing, removals to join
our talented team. Must be conscientious, responsible, committed to quality and safety. Current
Maine arborist license, clean driver’s license. Smoke-free workplace, Equal opportunity employer. TREEKEEPERS LLC at
207-236-6855.
(kr)
__________________________
PART TIME — Digging holes,
mixing cement, able to carry
100 lbs. Up to $20/hour. Truck
helpful.
1-800-564-7764. (6/9)
__________________________

SOULE’S CARPENTRY
Siding, roofing, garages, window
replacement, decks and more.
Free estimates.
Fully insured.
Call 354-7024 or 691-6758.
Ask for David.
(kr)
__________________________
JR’s PAINTING
Fine Interiors/Exteriors
Painting & Staining,
Sheetrocking, Pressure Washing,
Plaster Repair.
Free estimates. References.
Fully Insured.
273-6116.
(kr)
__________________________
BCB PROPERTY SERVICES
Lawn & Field Mowing
Tree Removal, Limbing
& Chipping
Tilling
Driveway Maintenance
Home & Building Repairs
• MAINTAINING ALL YOUR
OUTDOOR SPACES •
BETTER CALL BEN
207-542-3299
(kr)
__________________________

FREE PRESS
ADS WORK!

Run your ad ONE WEEK for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for TWO WEEKS for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for THREE or more WEEKS for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
I would like my ad to read: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Please run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
Additional words
=$
Vehicles
Boating
For Rent
For Sale
Subtotal
=$
Help Wanted
Real Estate
Services
Wanted
Times # of weeks ad to run x
Yard Sale
Other
TOTAL Due = $
Name __________________________________________
IF PAYING BY CREDIT CARD:
Address ________________________________________
JUST CALL IN YOUR AD COPY — 596-6696
Or, enclose payment and:
Town _____________________State ____Zip _________
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden ME 04843-1076
Phone__________________________________________ or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden
COMMERCIAL

ROCKLAND STOREFRONT
RENTAL — 369 Main Street,
SENIOR HOUSING — The Rockland. 1,200 sq. ft. plus baseHomesteads in Cushing and ment. $1,600 monthly, first, last
security. 230-9008. (6/30)
Owls Head have vacancies for and
________________________
seniors who wish to live in a
ROCKPORT
— Stunning prohome-like environment but need
homemaking and/or personal/ fessional space available on
nursing services. The Home- Route 1 in Rockport. Approx.
steads provide a small, intimate 3,000 sq.ft., 12-ft. ceiling, open
setting where frail elderly can plan, beautiful natural light,
age in place and pay for servic- wood floor, private entrance,
es as needed at significantly low- kitchenette and bathroom. Perfor office, artist studio or
er rates than traditional medical fect
gallery, architect or designer.
facilities. We have enjoyed a rep- $1,600/mo., plus utilities. Email
utation for high-quality meals mainemeat@gmail.com. (kr)
and services for more than 25 ________________________
years. Information and pictures
STORAGE
of available rooms/suites can be
accessed by calling 354-7077 or INDIVIDUAL 8' x 12' UNITS
at
www.homeshareinc.com. (kr) — are secure, clean, dry and pri________________________
________________________ vate. Only $40 monthly. Call any________________________
________________________ time, 832-4204, Friendship. (kr)
________________________ __________________________

R E N TA L

BUSINESS

SERVICE DIRECTORY

STORAGE
WATERMAN BEACH
STORAGE
10 x 15 unit, $80
10 x 20 unit, $100
10 x 25 unit, $120.
South Thomaston, 975-1326.

(kr)
__________________________

SELF HELP
AND SUPPORT
AA HOTLINE
For meeting information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1-800-737-6237
AAmaine.org
____________________________
NATIONAL SUICIDE
PREVENTION HOTLINE
1-800-273-8255.
24 hours/day;
7 days/week.
____________________________
____________________________

Elderly Housing

SELF HELP
AND SUPPORT
AL-ANON HOTLINE
For meeting information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1-800-498-1844
____________________________
NA HOTLINE
For meeting information
1-800-974-0062
www.namaine.org
____________________________
Is Food a Problem for You?
OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS MEETS:
Rockport:
Sat., 11 a.m.-noon, PARC Social
Work Conf. Rm., Pen Bay
Medical Center
Belfast:
Fri., noon-1 p.m. First Baptist
Church, 95 High St., Belfast.
FMI,
Belfast: 382-6446
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

"

Applications are now being taken for the

KNOX HOTEL APARTMENTS
192 Main St. Thomaston

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.
Maximum Income Limits are
$27,540 for 1 Person
$31,440 for 2 Persons

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Natural Organic Market

Chair Caning

Anne’s Old Chairs to Mend

Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout
1
Business
Insurance

Chair
Caning
& Cane
Supplies

7

Melanie
Lea-Daigle
Owner

Since 1998
(207) 354-7077 or (800) 876-8418
www.homeshareinc.com

Elderly Services

Insurance for
your business.

25 Warrenton St. Rockport • 594-2015

Tree Service

CAMDEN IN-HOME COUNSELING

A-1 WATERMAN’S TREE SERVICE

Adults 70 Years & Older
Medicare & Martin’s Point
Carol Owen, MSW, LCSW
“My goal is to help clients
enjoy life more fully”

236-4311

Coronavirus Disinfecting
KEEP THE CORONA VIRUS AT BAY!
• Your Facility – Our Expertise!
• State of Maine Licensed Master Applicators!
• Keep Your Employees & Customers Safe!
• We Sterilize!
• Professional, Effective & Affordable!
Free Estimates: CALL US TODAY!

779-7635 carol@camdeninhomecounseling.com

Fine Furniture

Furniture Restoration

Love Your Home!

RESTORE THE HIDDEN BEAUTY

Amish
Dining Sets

• Finishing
• Repair
• Total Restoration

Route 90, Rockport

207-236-4673

Mon.-Fri. 9am- 5pm • Sat. 9am-noon

Medical Dispensaries
2485 Camden Rd
(Rt. 90) Warren
273-1270
frantzfurniture.com

233 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME 04841

• Stripping

Please call or come visit
our wood shop today.

596-5555

Your One-Stop Natural & Organic Market Shop Since 1987
495 Commercial St, Rockport, ME 04856
fotf87@gmail.com • www.freshoffthefarmrockport.com

Senior Services

Call Krissy Campbell today

AllenIF.com

If interested, please call
Sherry at 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702

New World
Organics

147 Waldo Ave.
Belfast, ME
207-272-8336
Check Us Out on Weedmaps

Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices
Landscaping
Licensed Arborist
Tree Removal
Fully Insured
Aerial Lift Service
Friendly, Reliable Service

Home
Cell
763-2988 Sterling Waterman 592-5504

Miscellaneous
Preserve your memories,
movies, and music!

WE TRANSFER
TO DVD OR CD:

Videotapes, Home Movie Reels,
Slides & Photos, LP Records,
Blu-ray & Cassettes

AFFORDABLE COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION &
EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

MATHIESON DIGITAL
Call Craig at 226-7419

Visit: freepressonline.com
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Carpentry & Painting

Auto

Home Improvements
& Renovations

J.H. KILTON

POWER WASH
YOUR
UNDERCOATING
!

INC.

FLUID
F
ILM
&
RUST FREE

CARPENTRY
& PAINTING
JAMIE KILTON
jhkilton@hotmail.com

SIMONE CAUTELA

INSURED /
FREE ESTIMATES

What’s Your Reason to Call All Season?
Vinyl Siding & Windows
Standing Seam Metal Roofing
Garages & Additions – And Much More!

ROCKPORT, ME
701-8824

1-800-464-3039

www.all-season.com

• Duct Work Cleaning • Pressure Washing
• Emergency Services: water extraction, structure
drying, and securing of property
• Floor Scrubbing, Waxing & Buffing
• Upholstery & Fine Fabrics • Carpet Shampooing
• Mold Treatment Disinfection

Our 29th Year In Business!

HONEYDEW
HANDYMAN SERVICE

Call 596-3563

Painting

Beckett’s Auto
Service, Inc.

SUTHERLAND
PAINTING

Serving the Mid Coast
Over 36 Years

Power Wash Siding

SHAWN BECKETT - OWNER

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
Skim Coating • Crack & Plaster Repair

1181 River Rd.
Saint George, ME 04860
(207) 372-0560

Flooring

CARPET • CERAMIC
WOOD • VINYL
Sales & Installation

Antique & Modern
Clock Repair
Thomas R. John, Sr.

By Appointment Only
“House Calls”

Member

207-594-9341 or Cell 207-882-4144
P.O. Box 35, South Thomaston, ME 04858

Power Equip. Sales/Service

Is Your Lawnmower
Ready for Summer?

Let us get your
machine ready for
mowing season
We Service
All Brands!

BERT’S MACHINE SHOP
594-7013

“A New Era in Customer Satisfaction”

Heating

Clock & Watch Repair

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.
THE

X BRUSH/TREE WORK X LANDSCAPING X RAKING X MOWING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

207-594-2413

The Flooring Network

Lawn & Garden

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

210 Park Street, Rockland, ME

A Family Trade for Over 100 Years
Established in the Midcoast 1970

Providing home inspection services to midcoast Maine
956-0323 • JLH@BreakwaterInspections.biz
www.BreakwaterInspections.biz

Fully Insured • Call 338-2682 / Cell 907-9296

Cayouette
Flooring Inc.

Specializing in the repair of
weight & spring driven clocks

Call Arthur at 320-0450

Guaranteed Services or Job is FREE

Roofing

Clock Repair

Renovation Specialist

All Aspects of Light Construction

Dave Landry, Owner - info@superiorrestoration.net
– 4 Colorado Ave., Camden

Auto Repair Service

VETERANS
CONSTRUCTION

For all your “Honey-Do” Projects

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
1-800-870-4181 • 207-236-8888

207-596-0423
Rockland, ME
51 Glen St.

Basement
Waterproofing

358 Turnpike Drive • Camden, Maine • 04843

CALL US WHEN YOU NEED
DISASTER RESTORATION SPECIALISTS

Auto Body Repair

236-0541 • 542-7327

SITE WORK • SEPTIC
LANDSCAPING • EXCAVATION
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS

Cleaning Services

UNDERCOATING
21 Merrill Drive, Rockland • 594-2442
www.bestratestowing.com

- WE DO IT ALL -

11 Bay View Square, Rockland
Hours: M-F 8-4 / Sat 8-12

Storage

X SPRING CLEANUP

“Providing Quality Care for Your Property”

Clean-up • Caretaking

Landscaping ~ Miscellaneous Jobs
Insured ~ 832-5845 / 542-9094

Travel Agency

Village Travel
Ruth Etheridge

Full Service Travel Agency

Damariscotta

563-TRIP (8747)

ON TIME CLOCK REPAIRLOCALLOCAL
FAMILY
& OPERATED
FAMILYOWNED
OWNED & OPERATED

Certified Auto Repair

• We Buy Old & Unwanted Gold - Also Silver Coins
• Watch Batteries Installed While You Wait

West Street Automotive

All Repairs Done On Site
OVER A DECADE OF QUALITY SERVICE
Charlie Swift,
110 Union Street, Rockland
593-7765

— A FULL AUTOMOTIVE CENTER —

including #2#2Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
HeatingHeating
FuelsFuels
including
Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Propane,
K-1,
and
Diesel.
Propane, K-1, and Diesel.

Computers

Equipment including heating systems, hot water

TOM FORD

COMPUTER SERVICES

Troubleshoot Issues & Training
Computers, Cellphones & Tablets
Backup/Manage Pictures & Music
Consult on Purchase - Setup

Equipment including heating systems, hot water
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts

Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
www.MaritimeEnergy.com

www. Ma ritimeEnergy.com

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

tomford21@gmail.com

542-9120

Security Cameras
Key Pad Easy Access

552 West Street
Rockport, ME 04856
Specializing in

Engines, Transmissions, Electronic Diagnostics
for all Foreign and Domestic makes and models
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Not all channels available in all parts of The Free Press circulation area.

For the latest on
TV – either live or
streaming – go to:
https://ontvtoday.com/

CHANNEL LINE-UP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knox County

CKSH – French
UPN – WPME
FOX – WFPO
CBS – WABI
NBC – WCSH
PEG – Public
ABC – WMTW

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

TWCTV
MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
HSN
CHLT
Shop NBC
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Law & Order “Hindsight” Å
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

Law & Order “Invad- Law & Order “Fame” Law & Order “Avatar” Law & Order “Home Law & Order An apÅ
Å
ers” Å
Sweet”
parent hate-crime.
MasterChef (In
Ultimate Tag “Real FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
Å
Stereo) Å
Men Do Cry” (N)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Half Men Girls
Game On! Gabriel
SEAL Team “Things S.W.A.T. “Immunity” News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Iglesias; J.R. Smith. Not Seen”
(In Stereo) Å
Corden
Chicago Fire Kidd
Chicago P.D. “False NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Chicago Med (In
must prove herself. Positive”
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Movie: ››‡ “Thor: The Dark World”
Marvel’s Agents of
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
(2013) Chris Hemsworth. (In Stereo)
S.H.I.E.L.D. (N)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
Nature The abilities of NOVA “Last B-24” Å Expedition With Steve PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
butterflies.
(DVS)
Backshall (N)
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
The 100 “The GarBulletproof “Episode WMTW Mike &
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
den” (N) Å
5” (In Stereo)
News 8 Molly
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
Game On! Gabriel
SEAL Team “Things S.W.A.T. “Immunity” CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Iglesias; J.R. Smith. Not Seen”
(In Stereo) Å
News
Corden
Law & Order Å
Law & Order Å
Law & Order Å
Law & Order Å
Law & Order Å
Law & Order Å
Early
Early
Classic Celtics From May 26, 1987. Å
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
NBA Basketball From April 13, 2016.
NBA Basketball From April 13, 2016.
SportsCenter
ESPN Original Doc ESPN Original Doc ESPN Original Doc ESPN Original Doc NFL Live Å
30 for 30 Å
Bruins Classics (N) 2007 Red Sox Postseason Encore (N)
NESN After Hours
C. Moore C. Moore 2007 Red Sox
Married at First
Married at First Sight Married at First Sight Twenty hopeful singles Married at First
Married at First
Sight Å
(N) Å
marry a stranger. (N) Å
Sight Å
Sight Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Special Report
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Jay Leno’s Garage Jay Leno’s Garage Jay Leno’s Garage
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
A. Se
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “The Horse Soldiers” (1959, Movie: ››› “The Comancheros” (1961) Movie: ›››
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” Action) John Wayne, William Holden. Å
“McLintock!” (1963)
John Wayne, Stuart Whitman. Å
(5:30) ››› “Kong: All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) (Live) Å Movie: ››› “It” (2017) Jaeden Lieberher, Jeremy Ray Taylor.
Skull Island” (2017)
Maine children unite to fight an ancient, evil clown. Å (DVS)
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk Yankers Yankers Yankers South Pk South Pk
(4:30)
Movie: ››› “Deadpool” (2016, Action) Ryan Reyn- What We What We What We Movie: ››‡ “Murder on the
“Logan” olds, Morena Baccarin, Ed Skrein. (In Stereo) Å
Do
Do
Do
Orient Express” (2017) Å
NCIS Å (DVS)
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Movie: ››› “John Wick” (2014, Action) Mod Fam Mod Fam
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Conan Å Full
Seinfeld Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Frontal
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered “The Trap”
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Ghost Hunters (N)
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(5:00) ›› “White Movie: ››‡ “Con Air” (1997) Nicolas Cage, John
Movie: ››› “The Rock” (1996, Action) Sean ConHouse Down” Å
Cusack. Vicious convicts hijack their flight. Å
nery, Nicolas Cage, Ed Harris. Å
Real Housewives
Real Housewives
Real Housewives
Real Housewives
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
(6:00) Movie: “Sur- Movie: “Stop the Wedding” (2016) Rachel Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
prised by Love”
Boston, Niall Matter. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
David
Gaither Stage
Gospel
Elevation Worship S. Fur
Praying Prince
Praise
Grant Grant prepares for an epic clash.
Grant Grant serves as president. (N)
Grant Grant serves as president. Å
My 600-Lb. Life
My 600-Lb. Life “The Assanti Brothers”
My 600-Lb. Life (In Stereo)
My 600-Lb. Life
Expedition Un.
Expedition Un.
Expedition Un.
Mysteries of Deep
Expedition Un.
Expedition Un.
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Two Men Two Men King
King
King
King
Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) (In Stereo) Movie: ››› “Matilda” (1996) (In Stereo) The 700 Club Å
“Wedding Sing.”
Sponge. Sponge. Danger Group
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Raven’s Just Roll Gabby
Coop & Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
With It
Duran
Cami
Max
North Woods Law
North Wo. Law
North Wo. Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
(6:30) Movie: ››‡ “Constantine” (2005) Movie: ›› “Journey 2: The Mysterious Harley
Harley
Harley
Harley
Keanu Reeves, Rachel Weisz. Å
Island” (2012) Dwayne Johnson.
Quinn
Quinn
Quinn
Quinn

THURSDAY EVENING MAY 28, 2020
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Chicago P.D. (In
Stereo) Å
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

Chicago P.D. “Say
Chicago P.D. “Get
Chicago P.D. “The
Chicago P.D. “The
Chicago P.D. A cafe
Her Real Name”
Back to Even” Å
Three Gs” Å
Number of Rats”
is bombed. Å
Celebrity Watch Party Labor of Love (N) (In FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
(N) (In Stereo)
Stereo) Å
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Å
Half Men Girls
Young
Man With Mom Å Broke (N) S.W.A.T. (In Stereo) News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Sheldon a Plan
Corden
Å
Å
Council of Dads
Blindspot “Existential Law & Order: Special NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
“Tradition!” (N)
Ennui” (N) Å
Victims Unit
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Who Wants to Be a Holey Moley (N) (In To Tell the Truth (N) WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Millionaire (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
HS Quiz Weekends Raising Liz Å
Movie: “ReWilding Kernwood” PBS NewsHour (In AmanShow
Ali: A
(2020, Documentary)
Stereo) Å
pour-Co
Burden of Truth
In the Dark (N) (In
WMTW Mike &
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
“Wherever You Go” Stereo) Å
News 8 Molly
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
Young
Man With Mom Å Broke (N) S.W.A.T. (In Stereo) CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Sheldon a Plan
News
Corden
Å
Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Early
Early
Classic Celtics From May 31, 1984. Å
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
College Football From Jan. 3, 2003.
SportsCenter
SportsCenter
Spelling Bee Å
NFL Live Å
Boxing Å
ACL Cornhole
Bruins Classics (N) 2007 Red Sox Postseason Encore (N)
NESN After Hours
C. Moore C. Moore 2007 Red Sox
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Coronavirus: Facts and Fears
Cuomo Prime Time Cuomo Prime Time Coronavirus
Special Report
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Tirdy
(6:30) Movie: ›› “A Movie: ››‡ “Our Vines Have Tender
Movie: ›››‡ “The Woman in Movie: ››› “Scarlet Street”
Girl in Every Port” Grapes” (1945) Edward G. Robinson.
the Window” (1944) Å
(1945) Edward G. Robinson.
Movie: ›› “2 Fast 2 Furious” (2003, Ac- “Fast and FuriousBones (In Stereo) Å Movie: ›› “Fast & Furious” (2009, Action) Vin Diesel, Paul Walker. Å (DVS)
tion) Paul Walker, Tyrese. Å (DVS)
Drift”
Office
Office
Office
Office
Chap
Chap
Chap
Chap
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ›› “Transformers: Age of Extinction” (2014) Mark Wahlberg. Opti- Movie: ›› “Transformers:
Age of Extinction” (2014) Å
“Deadpool” (2016) mus Prime and the Autobots face fearsome challengers. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang The Mis- Conan Å The Mis- Brooklyn Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
ery Index
ery Index Nine
Snapped Å
Killer Couples Å
Killer Couples Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
First 48-Haunts
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›››› “The Shawshank Redemption” (1994, Drama) Movie: ››› “Erin Brockovich” (2000,
Tim Robbins, Morgan Freeman, Bob Gunton. Å
Drama) Julia Roberts, Albert Finney. Å
“Con Air” (1997)
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Top Chef (N) Å
Housewives/NYC
Housewives-Atlanta
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Restaurant: Im.
Questlove’s Potluck Beat
Beat
Restaurant: Im.
(6:00) Movie: “A
Movie: “The Convenient Groom” (2016)
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Valentine’s Match” Vanessa Marcil, David Sutcliffe. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Cahn
End/
P. Stone Drive
Praise Å
Prince
Osteen
Mountain Men
Mountain Men: Fully Loaded Morgan battles a bear-infested island. (N) Å
Mnt. Men
Hoard-Buried
Hoard-Buried
Hoard-Buried
Hoard-Buried
Hoard-Buried
Hoard-Buried
Naked Afraid
Naked and Afraid: Uncensored “Chilled to the Bone” (N) Å
Naked Castaway
Naked and Afraid
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Two Men Two Men King
King
King
King
“Wed
Movie: ›‡ “Grown Ups” (2010) Adam Sandler.
Siren (N) Å
The 700 Club Å
Movie: “Liar Liar”
Sponge. Sponge. Movie: ›› “Tooth Fairy” (2010) Dwayne Johnson.
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Raven’s Just Roll Gabby
Coop & Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
With It
Duran
Cami
Max
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch (N) Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
(6:30) Movie: ›› “Journey 2: Movie: ››‡ “The Hitman’s Bodyguard” (2017, Ac- Vagrant Queen
Movie: ››‡
The Mysterious Island” (2012) tion) Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L. Jackson. Å (DVS)
(N) Å
“Dante’s Peak”

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
PEG – Government
GAC
Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
NESN
MTV
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

25

TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
85

Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

SHEPARD
207-594-8424
Expires June 30, 2020

Route 1, at the Rockland Thomaston Town Line
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NCIS: Los Angeles
“Recruit”
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“The Fifth Man”
“Dead Body Politic” “Out of the Past”
“Rude Awakenings” “Skin Deep”
WWE Friday Night SmackDown (N) (In
FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
Stereo Live)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Å
Half Men Girls
MacGyver “Lidar & Magnum P.I. (In
Blue Bloods “The
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Rogues & Duty”
Stereo) Å
First 100 Days”
Corden
World of Dance “The To Be Announced
Dateline NBC (N) (In NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Qualifiers 1”
Stereo) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Shark Tank (In
20/20 (N) (In Stereo) Å
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
Washing- FiringAmerican Masters Hedy Lamarr’s Eating
Eating
PBS NewsHour (In Amanton Wk
Hoover
work as an inventor.
in-Lidia
in-Lidia
Stereo) Å
pour-Co
Masters- Masters- Whose
Whose
WMTW Mike &
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
Illusion
Illusion
Line
Line
News 8 Molly
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
MacGyver “Lidar & Magnum P.I. (In
Blue Bloods “The
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Rogues & Duty”
Stereo) Å
First 100 Days”
News
Corden
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Early
Early
Classic Celtics From June 4, 1976. Å
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
E:60 (N) Å
Movie
SportsCenter
SportsCenter
Top Rank Box
Top Rank Box
Top Rank Box
Top Rank Box
NFL Live Å
Korean Baseball
Bruins Classics (N) 2007 Red Sox Postseason Encore (N)
NESN After Hours
C. Moore C. Moore 2007 Red Sox
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “The 40-Year-Old Virgin”
Movie: ›› “Miss Congeniality” (2000)
Movie: ››› “The
“Knocked Up” Å (2005) Steve Carell. Premiere. Å
Sandra Bullock, Michael Caine. Å
40-Year-Old Virgin”
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
Special Report
Anderson Cooper
Special Report
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Movie: ›› “Rush Hour 2” (2001) Å
›‡ “Rush Hour 3”
(6:15) “The Bride
Movie: ›››‡ “Pickup on
Movie: ››› “Three Coins in the Foun- Movie: ››› “Niagara” (1953)
Came C.O.D.” Å
South Street” (1953) Å
tain” (1954, Romance) Clifton Webb. Å
Marilyn Monroe. Å
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ››› “Transformers” (2007) Shia LaBeouf, Tyrese
Movie: ››› “Transformers” (2007) Shia
Gibson. Two races of robots wage war on Earth. Å (DVS)
LaBeouf, Tyrese Gibson. Å (DVS)
“Fast & Furious”
South Pk South Pk Key
Key
Key
Key
Kevin Hart: Laugh
Yankers South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “Spider-Man: Homecoming” (2017) Tom Holland. Movie: ››› “Spider-Man: Homecoming”
Peter Parker harnesses his new powers to battle the Vulture.
(2017) Tom Holland. (In Stereo) Å
“Spider-Man 2”
(6:30) Movie: ›› “Fifty Shades Darker” Movie: ›‡ “Fifty Shades Freed” (2018)
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Movie: ›› “Pain & Gain” (2013, Action) Mark Wahl- Movie: ››‡ “Rampage” (2018, Action) Dwayne
ELEAGUE Super
berg, Dwayne Johnson, Ed Harris. Å (DVS)
Johnson, Naomie Harris. Premiere. Å (DVS)
Punch Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Dateline: Secrets
(5:00) Live PD Å
Live PD: Rewind (N) Live PD “Live PD -- 06.07.19” (In Stereo) Å
Live PD Å
Movie: ››› “Tombstone” (1993) Kurt Russell, Val Kilmer. Doc Friday
Movie: ›› “U.S. Marshals” (1998, Action) Tommy
Holliday joins Wyatt Earp for the OK Corral showdown. Å
Night In Lee Jones, Wesley Snipes, Robert Downey Jr. Å
Below Deck Å
Below Deck Å
Below Deck Å
Movie: ››› “Easy A” (2010) Movie: ››› “Easy A” (2010)
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: “Merry & Bright” (2019) Jodie
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Sweetest Heart”
Sweetin, Andrew Walker. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Pentecost-Receive Pentecost-Receive Pentecost-Receive Pentecost-Receive Price
End/
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Before the 90 Days (N)
90 Day Fiancé
Self-Quarantined
90 Day Fiancé
Bering Sea Gold
Bering Sea Gold
All on the Line (N)
Gold Rush: D. Turin Gold Hunters
Bering Sea Gold
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond
(5:30) “Grown Ups” Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy The 700 Club Å
“When Harry”
“Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs”
Group
All That Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Jessie Å Jessie Å Movie: ››‡ “16 Wishes”
Raven’s Gabby
Gabby
Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
(2010) Debby Ryan. (In Stereo) Home
Duran
Duran
Max
River Monsters
River Monsters: Deadliest Man-eaters
River Monsters
River Monsters
River Monsters
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ “The HitMovie: ››› “Wanted” (2008, Action) James McAvoy, Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
man’s Bodyguard” (2017)
Morgan Freeman, Angelina Jolie. Å (DVS)
Å
Å
Å
Å
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SUNDAY EVENING MAY 31, 2020
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Big Bang Big Bang Flirty Dancing (In
LEGO Masters (In
FOX23
The Nite Ultimate Tag “You
Two and Two and
Theory
Theory
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
News
Show
Better Run!” Å
Half Men Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang To Be Announced
48 Hours (In Stereo) 48 Hours (N) (In
WABI TV5 Nite Show 2 Broke 2 Broke
Theory
Theory
Å
Stereo) Å
We
Girls
Girls
Maine Life Dock and Movie: ››› “Despicable Me 2” (2013)
Saturday Night Live NEWS- Saturday Night Live (In Stereo)
Dine
Voices of Steve Carell. (In Stereo) Å
(N) (In Stereo) Å
CENTER Å
Paid
Jeopardy! The Last Dance (In The Last Dance (In The Rookie “Safety” WMTW Castle “Tick, Tick,
EntertainProgram
Stereo)
Stereo)
(In Stereo)
News 8 Tick ...” Å
ers
Linda Ronstadt: Live in HolPaul Simon: The Concert in Hyde Park Paul Straight From the Heart: Time- Bee Gees One for All
lywood
Simon performs in London. Å
less Music From the 60s
Tour -- Live
TOTAL
Simpsons Mike &
Mike &
Simpsons Simpsons WMTW Last Man Last Man Paid
Paid
Paid
MAINE
Molly
Molly
News 8 Standing Standing Program Program Program
America Judge
To Be Announced
48 Hours (In Stereo) 48 Hours (N) (In
CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
This
Judy
Stereo) Å
News
tling Å
Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Revolution Encore From Oct. 3, 2007. (N)
Anything Is Possible:
Ninja Warrior
Alpha 8 Å
UFC Archival
UFC Archival
UFC Reloaded
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter Å
Little League World Series
Little League World Series
FItness (N)
UFC Unleashed
Bruins Classics (N) 2007 Red Sox Postseason Encore (N)
NESN After Hours
My Story Dirty
2007 Red Sox
“The Secret Lives of Movie: “The Captive Nanny” (2020, Sus- Movie: “Deadly Mile High Club” (2020)
Movie: “The Captive
Cheerleaders”
pense) Austin Highsmith. Premiere. Å
Allison McAtee, Marc Herrmann. Å
Nanny” (2020)
Life, Liberty
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
Greg Gutfeld
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
Situation Room
Situation Room
Situation Room
Coronavirus: Facts and Fears
Newsroom
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
MSNBC Live (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokes
(5:30) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ›››› “The Red Shoes” (1948) Moira
Movie: ›››‡ “The Man Who Movie: ››› “A
“The Sundowners” Shearer. A ballerina loves an impresario and her art.
Loved Redheads” (1955)
Kiss Before Dying”
“Hobbit: DesolaMovie: ››‡ “The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies” (2014, Snowpiercer Å
Snowpiercer Layton
tion”
Fantasy) Ian McKellen, Martin Freeman. Å (DVS)
(DVS)
gathers intelligence.
“Super Troopers” Movie: ›‡ “Blended” (2014) Adam Sandler. Å
Movie: ›› “Tommy Boy” (1995) Å
South Pk
(5:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ›› “Pacific Rim Uprising” (2018) John
Movie: ››‡ “Maze Runner: The Death Cure” (2018)
Boyega, Scott Eastwood, Jing Tian. (In Stereo) Å
Dylan O’Brien. (In Stereo) Å
“Pacific Rim” Å
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
(6:15) Movie: ››‡ “San AnMovie: ››‡ “Rampage” (2018, Action) Dwayne John- Full
The Last Movie: ›› “Jack
dreas” (2015) Å (DVS)
son, Naomie Harris, Malin Akerman. Å (DVS)
the Giant Slayer”
Frontal
O.G.
Mark of a Killer (N) Accident, Suicide
Accident, Suicide
Accident, Suicide
Mark of a Killer
Mark of a Killer
(5:00) Live PD Å
Live PD: Rewind (N) Live PD Riding along with law enforcement. (In Stereo) Å
Live PD Å
(6:00) Movie: ›› “U.S. Marshals” (1998) Movie: ›› “The Transporter” (2002, Ac- Line of Duty Å
“TransTommy Lee Jones, Wesley Snipes. Å
tion) Jason Statham, Shu Qi. Å
porter”
Below Deck Å
Below Deck Å
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Movie: “Bottled With Love” (2019) Bethany Movie: “The Story of Us” (2019, Romance) Movie: “The Secret Ingredient” (2020) Erin
Joy Lenz, Andrew Walker. Å
Maggie Lawson, Sam Page. Å
Cahill, Brendan Penny. Å
In Touch
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
Mountain Men
Mountain Men: Fully Loaded Tom and Sean face a coyote threat. (N) Å
Mnt. Men
Outdaughtered
Outdaughtered “Veggies...Ewww!”
Outdaughtered
Outdaughtered
Outdaughtered
Mysteries of
Mysteries of
Mysteries of
Mysteries of
Mysteries of
Mysteries of
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
“Catching Fire”
Movie: “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay, Part 1”
Movie: “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay, Part 2”
Loud
Loud
Casa
Group
Dylan
Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Raven’s Big City Big City Big City Big City The Owl The Owl Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
Greens Greens Greens Greens House
House
Max
Bronx Tales
The Zoo (N)
Saved By The Barn The Zoo
The Zoo (In Stereo) Saved By The Barn
Movie: ›› “Lara Croft: Tomb Raider”
Movie: ››‡ “Tomb Raider” (2018, Adventure) Alicia Futurama Futurama Harley
Å
Å
(2001) Angelina Jolie, Jon Voight. Å
Vikander, Dominic West. Premiere. Å
Quinn
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10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D. “Push Chicago P.D. “Born Chicago P.D. “Life Is Chicago P.D. “Natural
“Red: Part Two”
the Pain Away”
Into Bad News”
Fluid” Å
“Red” Å (DVS)
Born Storyteller”
Last Man Duncan- Simpsons Bless the Bob’s
Family
FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Seinfeld
Standing ville Å
Harts
Burgers Guy
(N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
Movie: ›››‡ “Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade” (1989)
News
Van
Bensinger Castle
Stereo) Å
Harrison Ford, Sean Connery, Denholm Elliott. (In Stereo) Å
Susteren
“Boom!”
The Titan Games (In Stereo) Å
America’s Got Talent “Auditions 1” Variety NEWS- American Ninja War- Inside
acts audition. (In Stereo) Å
CENTER rior Å
Edition
America’s Funniest Celebrity Family
Press Your Luck
Match Game “Shoot- WMTW Soledad Major Crimes “HindHome Videos (N)
Feud (N)
“205” (N)
ing Blanks”
News 8 O’Brien sight Part 4”
Iconic Women of Country A
Country Music: Live at the Ryman Musicians Linda Ronstadt: Live in HolNitty Gritty Dirt Band
tribute to female artists. Å
celebrate Country Music. Å
lywood
and Friends
Mom Å Mom Å DC’s Stargirl
Supergirl “Alex in
WMTW Soledad Simpsons Simpsons Bob’s
Bob’s
“S.T.R.I.P.E.” Å
Wonderland” Å
News 8 O’Brien
Burgers Burgers
60 Minutes (N) (In
Movie: ›››‡ “Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade” (1989)
CBS 13 America This Week Bensinger
Stereo) Å
Harrison Ford, Sean Connery, Denholm Elliott. (In Stereo) Å
News
(N) (In Stereo) Å
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Angling Outdoor Immor
Short
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
30 for 30 (Part 1 of 2)
30 for 30 (N)
SportsCenter (N)
30 for 30
30 for 30 (Part 1 of 2) Å
30 for 30 (N) (Part 2 of 2) Å
E:60 Å
30 for 30 Å
Chara at 1000 (N)
Chara at 1000
Dining
Dining
NESN After Hours
My Story Dirty
To Be Announced
(6:00) Movie:
Movie: “My Husband’s Deadly Past”
Movie: “I Was Lorena Bobbitt” (2020) Dani “My Husband’s
“Tempting Fate”
(2020) Sarah Butler. Premiere. Å
Montalvo, Luke Humphrey. Å
Deadly Past” (2020)
Fox News Sunday
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Watters’ World
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Situation Room
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
State of the Union
Fareed Zakaria
Newsroom
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Kasie DC (N) Å
Dateline Extra Å
Dateline Extra Å
Dateline Extra Å
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Movie: ›› “Rush Hour 2” (2001) Å
›‡ “Rush Hour 3”
(5:45) Movie: ›››› Movie: ›››‡ “King Solomon’s Mines” Movie: ››‡ “She” (1965, Fantasy) Ursula Movie: “He Who
“Some Like It Hot” (1950, Adventure) Deborah Kerr. Å
Andress, John Richardson. Å
Gets Slapped” Å
(6:15) Movie: ››› “Thor: Ragnarok”
Snowpiercer “Access Snowpiercer “Access Movie: ›› “Pirates of the Caribbean:
(2017) Chris Hemsworth. Å (DVS)
Dead Men Tell No Tales” (2017)
Is Power” (N)
Is Power”
(5:30) “Blended”
Movie: › “Grown Ups 2” (2013) Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: “PaMovie: ››› “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle”
Movie: ››› “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle”
cific Rim Uprising” (2017, Adventure) Dwayne Johnson. (In Stereo) Å
(2017, Adventure) Dwayne Johnson. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Dirty John (N)
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
(5:30) Movie: “The Movie: ››‡ “Rampage” (2018, Action)
Movie: ››‡ “Rampage” (2018, Action) Dwayne
“Legend
Legend of Tarzan” Dwayne Johnson, Naomie Harris. Å
Johnson, Naomie Harris, Malin Akerman. Å
Tarzan”
Deadly Cults (N)
Mark of a Killer
Snapped Å
Deadly Cults Å
Accident, Suicide
Snapped Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(6:45) Movie: ››› “The Hangover”
Killing Eve (Season Quiz (Series PreKilling Eve Å
Quiz Å
(2009) Bradley Cooper, Ed Helms. Å
Finale) (N) Å
miere) (N) Å
Married to Med. LA Married to Med. LA Married to Med. LA Married to Med. LA Real Housewives
Housewives/NYC
Diners, Drive
Worst Cooks
Worst Cooks
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Worst Cooks
Movie: “You’re Bacon Me Crazy” (2020) Good Witch Sam
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Natalie Hall, Michael Rady. Å
diagnoses Adam. (N) Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Bethel
Robert
Osteen
David
Huckabee Å
Metaxas Creflo D. Praise Å
Praise Å
The Cars That
The Cars That Made America The Golden Age of American automobiles. Å
The Cars That
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Before the 90 Days (N)
sMothered (N)
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé
Naked and
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
“HG: Mckingjay”
Movie: ››› “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay, Part 2” (2015) (In Stereo) Movie: “The Age of Adaline”
Casa
Group
Movie: ››› “Kung Fu Panda 2” (2011) Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Mom
“Teen
Movie: ›› “Teen Beach 2” (2015) Ross Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Beach” Lynch, Maia Mitchell. (In Stereo) Å
Home
Home
Home
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
Lone Star Law
To Be Announced
North Woods Law
Movie: ››‡ “Tomb Raider” (2018, Adventure) Alicia Futurama Futurama Futurama
(6:30) Movie: ›››‡ “Mad Max: Fury
Å
Å
Å
Road” (2015) Tom Hardy. Å (DVS)
Vikander, Dominic West, Walton Goggins. Å

AN ALL NEW AUTO-FINANCE PROGRAM FROM SHEPARD
Chrysler • Dodge • Jeep • Ram
With as Little as $500 Down & Proof of Income
Get the GREEN LIGHT for an Auto Loan!

207-594-2154
MONDAY EVENING JUNE 1, 2020
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10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

Criminal Minds “The Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds “En- Criminal Minds
“Drive” Å (DVS)
Bond”
“Hostage”
“Future Perfect”
tropy” Å (DVS)
9-1-1 “Sink or Swim” 9-1-1: Lone Star “Act FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
Å (DVS)
of God” Å
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
“Pilot”
Half Men Girls
Neighbor- BobAll Rise “Merrily We Bull “Doctor Killer” (In News
Late Show-Colbert
James
hood
Abishola Ride Along”
Stereo) Å
Corden
The Titan Games (N) The Wall “Hecthan
Songland “Bebe
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
(In Stereo) Å
and Hector” (N)
Rexha” (N) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Celebrity Family Feud The Baker and the Beauty Noa makes a
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Å (DVS)
seemingly erratic decision. (N)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
Red, White and Rock (My Music) Patriotic celebration of The Bee Gees One for All Tour -- Live in
Linda
America. (In Stereo) Å
Australia 1989 (In Stereo) Å
Ronstadt
Iconic: TLC (N) (In
Roswell, New Mexico WMTW Mike &
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
Stereo) Å
(N) Å
News 8 Molly
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
Neighbor- BobAll Rise “Merrily We Bull “Doctor Killer” (In CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight hood
Abishola Ride Along”
Stereo) Å
News
Corden
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Early
Early
Felger & Mazz
Lunch Talk Live (N) Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
Peyton’s Peyton’s NFL Football From Nov. 11, 2019.
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter Å
30 for 30 (Part 1 of 2) Å
30 for 30 (Part 2 of 2) Å
NFL Live Å
UFC Archival
To Be Announced
TBA
TBA
NESN After Hours
To Be Announced
The First 48 “Danger- The First 48 “Uncom- The First 48 “Stray
The First 48 Å
The First 48 “Hot Lot; The First 48 “Uncomous Business”
mon Valor”
Shot” Å
Blind Faith”
mon Valor”
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Special Report
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Jay Leno’s Garage
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Movie: ›› “The Dukes of Hazzard” Å “Dukes-Hazzard”
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: ›››› “A Streetcar Named De- Movie: ››› “The Man With the Golden Arm” (1955, “AnatoStratton Story”
sire” (1951) Marlon Brando. Å (DVS)
Drama) Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker. Å
my”
(5:15) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “Avengers: Age of Ultron” (2015) Robert Downey Movie: ››‡ “The Wolverine” (2013, Ac“Thor: Ragnarok” Jr. The Avengers reassemble to battle a technological villain.
tion) Hugh Jackman. Å (DVS)
Daily
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Office
South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: “Mis- Movie: ›› “Ride Along 2” (2016) Ice
Movie: ›› “Ride Along 2” (2016) Ice
Movie: ››› “Specsion: Impossible” Cube, Kevin Hart. (In Stereo) Å
Cube, Kevin Hart. (In Stereo) Å
tre” (2015)
Chicago P.D.
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Dirty John
Mod Fam Mod Fam
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
American American Conan (N) Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan Å
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Dad (N) Dad
Å
NCIS Å
NCIS Å
NCIS Å
NCIS “Recruited”
NCIS “Freedom”
NCIS Å
PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam PD Cam
(6:00) Movie: ››› “The Dark Knight Rises” (2012) Christian
Creepshow (N) Å Creepshow Å
Movie: ››› “ZomBale. Premiere. Batman faces a masked villain named Bane.
bieland” (2009)
Below Deck
Below Deck
Below Deck
Camp Getaway (N) Watch What
Below Deck
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Bakeaway Camp
Amy Schumer
Chopped Å
Bakeaway Camp
(6:00) Movie: “Eat, Movie: “Harvest Moon” (2015, Drama)
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Play, Love” (2017) Jessy Schram, Jesse Hutch. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Pain
Blessed The Lion In the
Praise Å
Prince
P. Stone
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars (N)
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
90 Day Fiancé
Self-Quarantined
Self-Quarantined
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé
Self-Quarantined
Street-Memphis
Street-Memphis
Diesel Brothers (N) Fast N’ Loud (N)
Diesel Brothers
Street-Memphis
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men King
King
King
King
Movie: ››› “The Wedding Singer” Å Movie: ›‡ “The Waterboy” (1998) Å
The 700 Club Å
Movie: “Meatballs”
Sponge. Sponge. TBA
Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Raven’s Sydney- Coop & Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Gabby
Sydney- Coop & Just Roll Jessie Å
Home
Home
Max
Cami
Greens
Duran
Max
Cami
With It
Last Frontier
Last Frontier
Alaska: The Last Frontier: Open Season
Last Frontier
Last Frontier
(6:30) Movie: ››‡ “Tomb Raider” (2018) Movie: ›‡ “Gone in Sixty Seconds” (2000, Action)
Futurama Futurama Futurama
Å
Å
Å
Alicia Vikander, Dominic West. Å
Nicolas Cage, Angelina Jolie, Giovanni Ribisi. Å
Criminal Minds
“Internal Affairs”
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

TUESDAY EVENING JUNE 2, 2020
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
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Criminal Minds (In
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

Criminal Minds “Sick Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Day”
“Taboo” Å (DVS)
“Keeper”
Hell’s Kitchen “Rais- Gordon Ramsay’s 24 FOX23 News at Ten
ing the Bar”
Hours to Hell
(N) (Live) Å
NCIS “Someone
FBI Armor-piercing FBI: Most Wanted
Else’s Shoes”
rifles are stolen.
“Hairtrigger” Å
America’s Got Talent “Auditions 2” Variety World of Dance “The
acts audition. (N) (In Stereo) Å
Qualifiers 2”
The Con- The Con- Modern Modern The Genetic Detecners
ners
Family
Family
tive (N) Å (DVS)
The Windermere Children: In
Rise Up: Songs of the Women’s
Their Own Words Å
Movement Å
DC’s Stargirl (N) (In DC’s Legends of
WMTW Mike &
Stereo) Å
Tomorrow (N) Å
News 8 Molly
NCIS “Someone
FBI Armor-piercing FBI: Most Wanted
Else’s Shoes”
rifles are stolen.
“Hairtrigger” Å
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Felger & Mazz
Lunch Talk Live (N) Boston
Boston

Criminal Minds (In
Criminal Minds “ElStereo) Å (DVS)
liott’s Pond”
DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
MailTV
Å
Half Men Girls
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Corden
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
Iconic Women of Country A
Aretha
tribute to female artists. Å
Franklin
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight
News
Corden
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Early
Early
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
MLB Baseball
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter Å
NFL Live Å
ESPN Original Documentaries Å
UFC Archival
UFC Archival
UFC Archival
To Be Announced
TBA
TBA
NESN After Hours
To Be Announced
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ›› “Tyler Perry’s Madea Goes to Movie: ›› “Tyler Perry’s Good Deeds” “Tyler Perry’s Ma“Kidnap” (2017)
Jail” (2009, Comedy) Tyler Perry. Å
(2012) Tyler Perry, Thandie Newton. Å
dea Goes to Jail”
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Special Report
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
The Profit Å
The Profit Å
The Profit Å
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Tirdy
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(6:45) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››› “Black Legion” Movie: ››› “Dodge City” (1939, West- Movie: ›‡ “The
“They”
“Living on Love”
(1937) Humphrey Bogart. Å
ern) Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland. Å
Footloose Heiress”
(5:00) Movie: “The Movie: ››‡ “2 Guns” (2013) Denzel
Movie: ››› “Training Day” (2001, Crime Drama)
››‡ “2
Magnificent Seven” Washington, Mark Wahlberg. Å (DVS)
Denzel Washington, Ethan Hawke. Å (DVS)
Guns”
Daily
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Office
South Pk South Pk
(5:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›› “Pitch Perfect 3” (2017) Anna Movie: ›› “Pitch Perfect 3” (2017) Anna Movie: ››‡ “Man
“Man of Steel”
Kendrick, Rebel Wilson. (In Stereo) Å
Kendrick, Rebel Wilson. (In Stereo) Å
of Steel” (2013)
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Dirty John (N)
Dirty John (N)
Chicago P.D.
Dirty John
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang The Last Conan (N) The Last Brooklyn Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
O.G. (N) Å
O.G.
Nine
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48: Killer
Accused: Guilty
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(5:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››‡ “Man on Fire” (2004) Denzel Washington. A body- Movie: ›››› “The Silence of the
“XXX” (2002) Å
guard takes revenge on a girl’s kidnappers. Å
Lambs” (1991) Jodie Foster. Å
Vanderpump Rules Vanderpump Rules Vanderpump Rules Vanderpump Rules Below Deck
Botched Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped (N) Å
Supermarket
Supermarket
Chopped Å
(6:00) Movie: “June Movie: “A Country Wedding” (2015) Jesse Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
in January” (2014) Metcalfe, Autumn Reeser. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
Lost Gold-WWII
Lost Gold-WWII
Lost Gold-WWII
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
Lost Gold-WWII
Outdaughtered
OutDaugh.
Outdaughtered (N) 7 Little Johnstons
Sextuplets
OutDaugh.
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch (N) (In Stereo) Å
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men King
King
King
King
(6:30) Movie: “The Waterboy” Movie: ››› “Wedding Crashers” (2005) (In Stereo) The 700 Club Å
Movie: “Liar Liar”
Sponge. Sponge. Danger Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Sydney- Sydney- Coop & Coop & Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Gabby
Sydney- Coop & Just Roll Jessie Å
Home
Max
Max
Cami
Cami
Duran
Max
Cami
With It
Alaskan Bush
Alaskan Bush
Alaskan Bush
Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue Alaskan Bush
(6:30) Movie: ›‡ “Gone in Sixty Seconds” Movie: ›››‡ “Jurassic Park” (1993) Sam Neill. Cloned dino- Futurama Futurama
(2000, Action) Nicolas Cage. Å
saurs run amok at an island-jungle theme park. Å (DVS)
Å
Å
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How to Calculate the Cost Savings of a Hybrid; What
Is ‘Lugging the Engine’?
And some people believe there’s value in decreasing pol-

DEAR CAR TALK: At one time, hybrid cars clearly made
sense. But with seriously improved gas mileage for all cars,
is that still true? What formula can we use to decide if the
extra cost of a hybrid is worth the improved gas mileage?
— George
RAY: It’s a good question, George.
Now that there are so many hybrids available, it’s worth
doing the math. And here’s how you’d do it:
First, you figure out the difference between the hybrid and
nonhybrid version of the same car, equipped the same way.
Let’s use the Toyota RAV4 as an example. A 2020 LE AWD
starts at $25,950. A hybrid version of the same exact car starts
at $28,350. That’s a difference of $2,400. Now the question
is, How long will it take you to save $2,400 in gasoline?
To do that, you’ll need to know the annual fuel cost for
each car. Start by going to fueleconomy.gov and looking
up the average miles per gallon of each vehicle. For the
RAV4, it’s 30 mpg. For the RAV4 Hybrid, it’s 40 mpg.
Then you take the number of miles you drive in an average year (let’s say it’s 20,000 miles), and divide it by each
of those mpg numbers. That tells you how many gallons of
fuel you’d need to buy in a year.
For the RAV4 (20,000 miles/30 mpg) it’s 666.67 gallons
a year. For the RAV4 Hybrid (20,000/40), it’s 500 gallons
a year. Then you multiply the number of gallons you’d buy
in a year by the price of a gallon. That varies, obviously,
but let’s say it’s $3 a gallon.
So, to run your regular RAV4 for a year, it’d cost you
$2,000 in gasoline (666.67 gallons x $3 per gallon). Where
the RAV4 Hybrid (500 x 3) would cost you $1,500 a year
in gasoline.
Now you can put it all together. You know that you would
save $500 a year in gasoline costs with the RAV4 Hybrid. So
divide the extra cost of buying the hybrid ($2,400) by the amount
it would save you per year ($500), and you learn that it would
take about five years for you to “pay off” that premium you
spent on the hybrid, before you started banking money.
So if you keep your cars for six, seven or 10 years, it’s
clearly worth it. If you keep your car for three or four years,
it’s probably not.
Now, there are other variables. For instance, hybrids
use regenerative braking, so you’ll spend less on brake pads
and rotors with a hybrid. You’ll also be using the gasoline
engine less, so your cost of maintenance (oils, fluids, belts,
filters) will be spread out over a longer period of time.
The price of gasoline is also a big variable. If the price of
gasoline drops to $2 a gallon, it’ll take you seven years to
earn back that hybrid premium. If gasoline goes up to $4 a
gallon, it only takes three and a half years to pay it off.
ACROSS
1 Relay race cylinder
6 Basil and sage
11 Usual weather
16 Sours, as cream
21 Insurance center
22 Golfer Lorena -23 Kingly
24 Disney site
25 Scuttlebutt
26 Deli crepes
27 Dots on the map
28 Texas player
29 Sixth sense, for short
30 Havana native
32 Cowboy gear
34 Aurora, to Socrates
36 Notable beagle feature
37 Garment part
39 Layers
41 Lion’s track
43 Do a slow burn
45 Select from the menu
47 Rouse from sleep
49 Destroy a tape
51 Sound systems
54 Lorre of films
55 Out of control
56 Understood
60 Earthlings
61 Agreed with
62 Curly-tailed dogs
64 Capt.’s heading
65 Cousin’s dad
66 Type of bee
67 A mummy may have
one
68 Multitude
70 Born as
71 Minds the flowers
73 Extinct birds
74 Zigzagged
75 Three, in Bolivia
77 Ceilings
78 Give news to (2 wds.)
79 Ice cream treats
80 Yawning
82 Housing unit

83 Tube-shaped bead
84 Newsroom staffers
87 Faults
88 Novice
89 Study a script
93 Average size
94 Acapulco cash
95 Science class
97 Two-finger sign
98 Combine
99 Roughly
100 Topaz or opal
101 Sidestep
103 Codgers’ queries
104 Maria Conchita -106 Hearts
107 Dear, to Pierre
108 Dah partners
110 Join together
111 Bullied
112 Fan
113 Sprightly
115 Passed out the
cards
116 Ration
117 Pool
120 Decays
122 Anwar of Egypt
124 Pouches
128 Happy -- -- clam
129 Have -- -- at
131 Experiments
133 Washer cycle
135 Homepage addr.
136 Diagonal pattern
138 Join
140 Sniffed at
142 Vicious elephant
144 Asian capital
145 Indy driver
146 Run -- of the law
147 Avarice
148 Follow
149 Boxes
150 Bedding plant
151 Prepares laundry

lution, increasing American energy independence or simply not having to go to a gas station as often. We don’t have
the formulas for that stuff, George.
But you can at least get a rough idea of the basic economics with the above calculations.

DEAR CAR TALK: I drive a stick shift, and I can tell when
I am “lugging the engine.” But I don’t know what that actually means. What exactly is going on in the engine that causes that “lugging” feeling? And is it doing any damage to the
engine? Thanks! — Judy
RAY: Lugging is pretty much what is sounds like, Judy.
If you’re lugging an 80-pound prize-winning rutabaga up
your stairs, that implies you’re dragging it, and struggling
to get it done.
Similarly, lugging the engine refers to trying to accelerate when you’re in too high a gear. So put most simply,
you’re straining the engine. You’re making it struggle.
Imagine if you were on your 10-speed bike, and you got
to a steep hill and tried to climb it in 10th gear. You’d be struggling and straining, too, and you might even “stall.” That’s
because, like your car’s engine, you’re not using the mechanic advantage that the lower gears are designed to afford you.
And when the engine is struggling — when it’s trying
to move the car, but can’t get up to an engine speed where
it can turn easily — it will begin to overheat.
It’s not the kind of catastrophic overheating, like when
you see steam coming out from under the hood. But when
you lug the engine, you’re making the cylinders and pistons
run hotter than they normally would. And over time, that
damages the engine.
Will it damage the engine if you lug the engine once in
a while for a few seconds, and then shift to a lower gear and
correct it? No. But if you get in the habit of shifting too
soon, and lugging the engine after each shift, the excess heat
will shorten your engine’s life.
So you know what to do, Judy. And now you even know why.

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 21.

Why drive to Augusta if you don’t have to?

WARREN AUTO BARN
A Family Run Business

Complete Service On

Honda & Subaru

From Brakes to Tires and everything in between.
Towing Available

SUBARU SALES

Rte. 90, Warren

273-2300

©2020 BY RAY MAGLIOZZI AND DOUG BERMAN

WRFR FM,

Rockland

Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or
visit wrfr.org for more information.

DOWN
1 Dull fellows
2 Bring a smile to
3 Gulf of Mexico bay
4 So that’s it!
5 DEA operative
6 Limps
7 Rich pastry
8 River to the North
Sea
9 Half a candy?
10 Spinnaker or jib
11 Crunchier
12 Textbook division
13 Home with a dome
14 Daisy -- Yokum
15 “Anything --?”
16 Halts
17 Vinyl records
18 Eight voices
19 The Pentateuch
20 Retail business
31 Salon creations
33 Had a question
35 Major Japanese port
38 Virtuous
40 Norse neighbors
42 Negligent
44 Startled cry
46 Continue a contract
48 Two fives for -- -50 Learning method
51 Railroad switch
52 TV dial
53 Sajak or Trebek
54 Wharves
55 City near Canton
57 Moxie
58 All through
59 Tends the garden
61 Soft leather
62 Broadcast portion
63 Snail’s refuge
66 Swab brand
67 Campus group
69 Lone Ranger movie
72 Warning signal
73 View from an oasis
74 Police van

76 Dressy fabric
78 Hot drink
79 Painting on a wall
81 Red-coated cheese
82 Kid who rode Diablo
83 Data storage units
84 Plant firmly
85 Raj headquarters
86 What i.e. means
87 Doggerel
88 Pulled along
90 Turn inside out

91 Nest on a crag
92 Talk out of
94 More flushed
95 Jaunty hats
96 Boor
99 Not warm
100 Dewlap
102 Goose-down garments
105 Fibbing
106 Glide
107 Indianapolis team

109 -- Tome
111 Incense holders
112 Smoothly
114 Hockey player
115 Calorie counter
116 Leave-takings
117 Wood turner’s
machine
118 Nile dam
119 Wins
121 City near Syracuse

123 Illegal burning
125 Hole-making tool
126 Vinegar jar
127 Yukon transports
130 Belonging to us
132 Be grouchy
134 Joule fractions
137 -- Diamond Phillips
139 Doze off
141 Two -- -- kind
143 Conquistador’s quest

@
Crossword
solution on
pg 21.
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15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine
!
RICE
P
NEW

Located on 1.97 wooded acres, this 3,729
sq. ft. building is currently a group home for
8 adults. There is a full, walkout basement,
FHW heat, a generator, 2 septic systems and
unlimited possibilities! Another group home?
Multi-family? Commercial endeavor? Storage
facility? Bring your imagination and ideas to
Hope $375,000

Two scenic, waterfront 2+ acre building lots,
all with 200 feet of frontage. Protective covenants, underground power installed and a
private road in place. Buy one, or buy both!
Union $125,000 each

Conditioned Contender! Swept and garnished this 3 BR, 1.5 bath home features lots
of space and light filled rooms, a large family room, a det. 3 car garage, a 1 acre yard
for kids & gardening, seasonal water views,
a security system & so much more! Come
and see this in South Thomaston $324,000

Country setting in a quiet cul-de-saced
neighborhood. Carefully crafted home with
vaulted ceilinged great room. 1st floor bedroom & bath, 2 BRs and bath on 2nd floor.
Lots of room and a stone’s throw from all
that matters! South Thomaston $280,000

REAL ESTATE

Rockland - Starting at $178,000

Rockland - $650,000

N
CO

!
G:
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DIN SH
PEN NG TO
I
U
TIN

This architectural gem and former sea-captains
home boasts 2 full units - a ﬁrst ﬂoor two bedroom
unit, a second & third ﬂoor luxury unit, with a artist/
woodworkers workshop studio. MLS# 1449641

GE
T TA
CO

LIV

This is the Lifestyle
you’ve been waiting for!

ING

Discover comfortable, affordable and convenient
cottage living that suits your 55+ lifestyle. 2
bedroom duplex-style cottages include a garage
and four season sunroom.

25 Park Street,
Rockland, Maine
(207) 596-0352

www.jaretcohn.com

Troy - $214,000

Stonewood Road,
Rockland, Maine
207-593-2530

www.StonewoodCottages.com

St. George - $349,000

A beautiful 1840’s Post & Beam thathas been
lovingly renovated. Modern updates were brought
in while still maintaining the charm and character
of the home. MLS# 1450775

Beautiful and spacious 4 Bedroom Cape with
abundant natural light. It features a cook’s kitchen,
chic master ensuite, additional bedrooms, and a
deck - perfect for entertaining. MLS# 1452366

121 Main Street
Belfast, Maine
(207) 338-4220

www.jaretcohn.com

For information about featuring your property
in The Free Press, call John at 594-4401 ext. 131 or
jviehman@villagesoup.com

73 Elm Street,
Camden, Maine
(207) 236-9626

www.jaretcohn.com

